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Module 1 
Welcome To The TWC Program! 
 
Welcome to the Thriving Wellness Coaching Program™, which operates in partnership with 

Certified Flourishing Coaching™. 

 

In Certified Flourishing Coaching™, all our coaching programs are evidence-based, 

grounded in science, and draw from coaching best practices. Based on the psychology of 

flourishing and the most effective coaching techniques honed over decades of coaching and 

counseling tens of thousands of clients, along with training and  certifying thousands of 

coaches all over the world, Certified Flourishing Coaching™ is the  first coaching model that 

is evidence-based and truly global. 

 

In Certified Flourishing Coaching™, the foundation is the Certified Flourishing Life Coach™. 

Beyond that, we have 11 more Coaching Areas of Focus, or Coaching Niches, and the 

Certified Flourishing Life Coach™ designation is the prerequisite for the rest: 

 

1. Certified Flourishing Life Coach™: 

• The 10 Core Competencies for a Flourishing Life, and 

Strategies For Aligning My Life To These Core 

Competencies. 

 

2. Certified Flourishing Relationships Coach™: 

• The 11 Key Success Factors for Flourishing 

Relationships, and Strategies For  Aligning My 

Relationships To These Key Success Factors. 

 

3. Certified Flourishing Parenting Coach™: 

• The 13 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Parenting, and Strategies For                 

Aligning My Parenting To These Key Success Factors. 

 

4. Certified Flourishing Career Coach™: 

• The 15 Key Success Factors for a Flourishing Career, and Strategies For Aligning 

 
Why Is Our 
Certification 

Program Set Up 
Like This? 

 
Because My Life 

Must Flourish 
Before Specific 

Areas Can 
Sustainably 

Flourish. 
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My Career To These Key Success Factors. 

5. Certified Flourishing Wellness Coach™:

• The 10 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Wellness, and Strategies For Aligning

My Wellness To These Key Success Factors.

6. Certified Flourishing Leadership Coach™:

• The 10 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Leadership, and Strategies For

Aligning My Leadership To These Key Success Factors.

7. Certified Flourishing Business Coach™:

• The 13 Key Success Factors for a Flourishing Business, and Strategies For

Aligning My Business To These Key Success Factors.

8. Certified Flourishing Creativity Coach™:

• The 13 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Creativity, and Strategies For Aligning

My Creativity To These Key Success Factors.

9. Certified Flourishing Workplace Coach™:

• The 7 Key Success Factors for a Flourishing Workplace, and Strategies For

Aligning My Workplace To These Key Success Factors.

10. Certified Flourishing Sales Coach™:

• The 6 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Sales, and Strategies For Aligning My

Sales To These Key Success Factors.

11. Certified Flourishing Pastoral Life Coach™:

• The 10 Core Competencies for a Flourishing Life, and Strategies For Aligning My

Life To These Core Competencies, All Through A Biblical Lens.

12. Certified Flourishing Educator™:

• The 12 Key Success Factors for Flourishing Educators, and Strategies For

Aligning My Educational Approach To These Key Success Factors.
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The learning Journey 

The Conscious-Competence Learning Model: 
There is a clearly identifiable series of steps that we all go through when learning a 
new skill, developing a new habit or way of thinking. These steps sometimes bring up 
strong emotions as we struggle to learn something new. Being able to recognize 
these steps in yourself and others will help reduce the tension and challenges 
inherent in going through change and in developing new habits. 

When we face a new challenge or a change, our journey can be described with a 
four-stage learning model that outlines the level of our awareness combined with 
how competent we feel about a skill. This model was developed by Noel Burch in 
1970 while working at Gordon Training International. In broad strokes, the journey 
takes us from recognizing our incompetence, to consciously acquiring the skill, to 
reaching the stage of being able to actively apply the skill in our everyday lives. The 
four stages below walk us through the journey in greater detail. 

UNCONSCIOUS INCOMPETENCE 
This is a stage of unawareness. We literally don’t know what we don’t know, and it 
doesn’t matter to us. 
For example: We need to accomplish a task that could be completed much faster 
through the use of an application or program. However, we are unaware of the 
existence of this technology. 

CONSCIOUS INCOMPETENCE 
This stage tends to involve some degree of awkwardness, embarrassment, fear, and 
uncertainty. Suddenly, we’re conscious of what we don’t know. 
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For example: We’ve downloaded the program or application, but we can’t make 
sense of the navigation menus, or figure out how to perform a basic function. This 
stage can throw some people off, as they’ve moved from blissful ignorance to 
uncomfortable awareness. It can be easy to get frustrated and give up here. 

CONSCIOUS COMPETENCE 
In this stage, we’re starting to become more competent, but we’re very aware of 
what we’re doing. We tend to get excited about what we can do now but still have to 
pay close attention to what we are doing. 
For example: We are able to complete certain tasks and navigate the menus with 
more ease, but it still consumes a lot of mental energy. 

UNCONSCIOUS COMPETENCE 
The new learning is totally part of us. We no longer spend conscious resources on the 
new behavior or skill; it’s integrated into who we are. 
For example: We use the application or program to complete our tasks without 
thinking twice about it. The new skill is now embedded in our mind. 

Experiential learning 
Kolb and Frye, two leaders in adult educational theory, say that adults learn best through 
active participation and reflection. This form of learning is called "experiential" because it 
involves hands-on experience and observation as well as discussion and other forms of 
learning. 

What Is Experiential Learning? 
In a sense, experiential learning is simply learning by doing -- but there is more to the 
process. Not only do learners take action, but they reflect on, learn from, and take new 
action based on experience.  

Experiential learning theory focuses on the idea that adults are shaped by their experiences, 
and that the best learning comes from making sense of your experiences. Instead of 
memorizing facts and figures, experiential learning is a more hands-on and reflective 
learning style. Adult learners are able to utilize this theory and learn by doing, instead of 
just hearing or reading about something. Role-play, hands on experiences, and more are all 
part of experiential learning. 

Kolb and Frye describe experiential learning as a four-part cycle: 
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1. The learner has concrete experience with the content being taught.
2. The learner reflects on the experience by comparing it to prior experiences.
3. Based on experience and reflection, the learner develops new ideas about the

content being taught.
4. The learner acts on her new ideas by experimenting in an experiential setting.

When the new ideas are put into action, they become the basis for a new cycle of 
experiential learning (Peterson, 2020). 

The Thriving Wellness Coaching (TWC) Program appreciates the importance of both 
the Conscious Competence Learning Model, and Experiential Learning as frameworks 
through which sustainable growth and development can be understood and applied. 

Learning With The Thriving  
Wellness Coaching Program 
With the backdrop of the Conscious-Competence Learning Model, along with the 
insights provided by Experiential Learning, the Thriving Wellness Coaching Program 
provides a series of learning modules followed by Growth Exercises. There are over 15 
Growth Exercises (including your FLQ: Flourishing Life Questionnaire), and while the 
learning modules are meant to widen your scope of insight and knowledge when it comes to 
Flourishing Wellness, the Growth Exercises are designed for reflection, deeper insight, and 
integration of learning.  

Please take time to complete your Growth Exercise prior to a session with your Thriving 
Wellness Coach, and then in-session, take time to share your learnings and growth.  

Throughout this manual, there are also several spaces where you can write 
and reflect. Please take advantage of these as much as possible and enjoy 
the journey towards Flourishing Wellness. 
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Module 2 
The Thriving Coaching Process For 
Transformational Change 
Change is hard. 

Just look in the mirror, or ask anyone who has tried to develop a new skill, improve a 
relationship, become a better parent, launch a business, break a tough habit, or switch 
careers. And yet for all of us, change and personal and professional development is 
absolutely necessary, and it is a critical step toward fulfilling our potential. And when we 
seek to change, we need support. Change is much better done in collaboration. 
Transformation happens best with a team. We all need a coach, and the best kind of coach 
is a Certified Flourishing Coach™.  

Now, the idea of change itself is pretty simple: 
1. Get a vision of who you want to be and what you want to do in your life, wellness,

relationships, leadership, and career (your ideal self),

2. Explore where you are at right now and understand the gaps you need to fill and the
strengths that will help you to fill those gaps (your real self),

3. Develop a learning agenda to grow where you need to grow (your learning plan),

4. Formulate a road map for turning your aspirations into reality (your actual steps),

5. Experiment and practice with new behaviors and roles (your trial and error), and

6. Get support. Achieving and sustaining desired change is much easier with the right
support (your tribe).

However, contemplating change is easier than completing change. Certified Flourishing 
Coaches™ help people through this process. Please note that we help. We do not direct, 
lead, push, or pull. Coaches are not here to tell anyone what to do. We ask good questions 
and listen intently, offer empathy, help an individual explore their vision, and build a caring 
relationship. A coach’s role is to help an individual in making a change, and that is why a 
client invites us into the sacred space of their journey.  
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Along the way, using the evidence-based approach in Flourishing, we have discovered a 
process where a Certified Flourishing Coach™ can help a person create lasting and 
sustainable change. The coach does NOT create or drive the change, the change is created 
and driven by the individual. However, by following the steps in the Certified Flourishing 
Coach™ Model, lasting and sustainable change can occur in the individual. 

See, the paradox in the change conversation is always HOW? How do we integrate new 
information and change into our own lives in a sustainable way? The “what” is often easy in 
terms of defining what to do. But “how” to do it? The “how” is always the challenge, in 
terms of closing the gaps in our own life, wellness, relationships, leadership, and career.  

Using the evidence-based approach in Flourishing, we have discovered a process where a 
Certified Flourishing Coach™ can help an individual create lasting and sustainable 
change. We call it, “The Flourishing Model For Transformational CHANGE™”, and 
there are Six Steps. 

The Six Steps For Transformational Change were developed over more than a decade of 
designing and delivering workshops on coaching and leadership to over 10,000 professionals 
across Canada, United States, the U.K., several countries in Asia & Africa, South America, 
and the Middle East.  

Our approach was always evidence-based and process-focused: I wanted to break down the 
blueprint behind impactful coaching and leadership conversations that shifted peoples’ 
reality, empowered them to flourish, and transformed their performance. Over years of 
thinking about this issue, identifying patterns, testing out models, teaching literally 
thousands of people, and tens of thousands of coaching and therapy sessions, I developed a 
set of ideas that was transforming people’s ability to flourish, perform at the highest levels, 
and also impact others positively. 

I have found that the Six Steps For Transformational Change are useful at every 
organizational level: from enabling CEOs to better develop their successors and think 
strategically, to helping senior executives become more effective leaders to their team 
members, down to managers becoming better leaders and frontline staff. These six steps 
have helped coaches and leaders in all sorts of industries and the non-profit sector, 
including financial services, manufacturing, energy, natural resources, construction, 
healthcare, information technology, social services, and government. 

The Six Steps For Transformational Change evolved over the years of running High 
Performance, Leadership, and Coaching workshops for thousands of people. By working at 
both the practitioner level, the clinical level, and the operational level, and doing 
experiential learning with literally tens of thousands of people of all backgrounds, 
perspectives and industries, I was able to notice fastening patterns in how people interacted 
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with each other. Over several years I’ve built and tested many different ways of 
communicating this map to others, keeping what worked and refining what didn’t. 
Eventually this all coalesced into the ideas that I now called the Six Steps For 
Transformational Change.    

The Six Steps For Transformational Change describe a new way for coaches and leaders 
to have conversations when they truly want to make a difference in people’s lives and 
performance. These steps describe a new way to interact and get feedback, a new way to 
influence and grow people, and a new way to stretch and bring out the best in others.  

The Six Steps For Transformational Change save time, create energy, and support truly 
sustainable change.   

It is also helpful to understand the linkage of the Six Steps For Transformational 
Change to brain function and neuroscience. That is why we provide that linkage throughout 
this course, along with the tools and experiential learning that we offer that supports 
transformational change while also leveraging the best parts of the brain. 

To summarize, the Six Steps For Transformational Change are signposts that point to a 
new path to follow whenever we enter a coaching or leadership relationship with the 
intention of helping the other person change and positively grow in any way.   

The coach does NOT create or drive the change, the change is created and driven by the 
individual. However, by following the Six Steps For Transformational Change, lasting 
and sustainable change can occur in the individual. Here is the Flourishing Model for 
Transformational CHANGE™:  
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Module 3 
The science of Flourishing

Unlearn your limitations. Learn your possibilities. 

You were not born a winner. You were not born a loser. You were born a chooser. 

Interestingly, resilience is not something we are gifted at through birth but grow at through 
the adversity of life. This is the idea of a “Post-Traumatic Growth” Response. 

Why do some people flourish, and some do not? 

Why do some people flourish despite massive ADVERSITY and small OPPORTUNITIES, 
and yet others have little adversity and abundant opportunity, and yet do NOT? 

Despite even the experience of trauma and systems stacked against them, why do some 
flourish, while others do not, and even languish? 

Hardship and adversity is part of life, and yet we often ask, “Why do people suffer from 
problem X?” instead of the better question: “Why do some people flourish despite difficulty 
and adversity?” 

Don’t judge people for where they are if you don’t know where they started. 

Don’t tell yourself a summary of what you are and what you’re not 
based on the experience that you’ve had and not the potential 
that you carry.  

Unlearn your limitations. Learn your possibilities. 

Don’t define yourself by your dysfunction - but by your decisions. 

We typically focus more on what’s wrong with us, rather than what’s right with us. Unlearn 
your limitations. Learn your possibilities. We need a focus on strengths rather than 
weaknesses. We need more to look at what is right with people rather than what’s wrong. 
And we need to spend more time focused on flourishing, rather than mental illness.  

Part of this is asking which factors promote human flourishing, and what are the skillsets or 
competencies of those who thrive?  

Unlearn your 

limitations.  

Learn your 

possibilities. 
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THAT leads us to another question: What does it mean to “flourish”? “Flourishing” is a topic 
that psychologists have given a lot of though to in recent years.  

In simple terms, flourishing is feeling good, and functioning well. But there's more. 

According to Wikipedia, flourishing is “when people experience positive emotions, positive 
psychological functioning and positive social functioning… It is a descriptor and measure of 
positive mental health and overall life well-being, and includes multiple com-ponents and 
concepts, such as cultivating strengths, subjective well-being, goodness, generativity, 
growth, and resilience. 

According to Dr. Lynn Soots, an expert in the science of flourishing, “Flourishing is the 
product of the pursuit and engagement of an authentic life that brings inner joy and 
happiness through meeting goals, being connected with life passions, and relishing in ac-
complishments through the peaks and valleys of life.”  

This description of flourishing by Dr. Barbara L. Fredrickson and Dr. Marcial F. Losada also 
helps: “To flourish means to live within an optimal range of human functioning, one that 
connotes goodness, generativity, growth, and resilience. This definition builds on path-
breaking work that measures mental health in positive terms rather than by the absence of 
mental illness (Keyes, 2002). Flourishing contrasts not just with pathology but also with 
languishing: a disorder intermediate along the mental health continuum experienced by 
people who describe their lives as “hollow” or “empty.” Epidemiological work suggests that 
fewer than 20% of U.S. adults flourish and that the costs of languishing are high; relative to 
flourishing (and comparable to depression), languishing brings more emotional distress, 
psychosocial impairment, limitations in daily activities, and lost workdays (Keyes, 2002).”  

Always remember the 3:1 ratio of POSITIVE to NEGATIVE. Dr. Barbara L. Fredrickson and 
Dr. Marcial F. Losada discovered that people FLOURISH when they have more positive 
thoughts and feelings than negative. Their research showed that the mean ratio of positive 
to negative affects or influences was above 2.9 for individuals classified as flourishing and 
below that threshold for those not flourishing. Basically, the more you allow yourself to think 
and feel the positive (like gratitude or hopefulness or joy or expressing appreciation or 
feeling upbeat), the more you will flourish. The more you allow yourself to feel or think the 
negative (e.g., feeling ungrateful, contemptuous, irritable, or expressing disdain or dislike, 
etc.), the more you will languish. Takeaway? At least 3 to 1 for positive to negative.  
According to Dr. Martin Seligman from the University of Pennsylvania, flourishing is, “finding 
fulfillment in our lives, accomplishing meaningful and worthwhile tasks, and connecting with 
others at a deeper level—in essence, living the ‘good life’”. Flourishing is a way of thinking, 
a way of being, and a way of operating. 

This quote by the late Robert Kennedy in 1968 helps us to understand flourishing: 
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“The gross national product does not allow for the health of our children, the quality 
of their education or the joy of their play. It does not include the beauty of our  
poetry or the strength of our marriages, the intelligence of our public debate or the  
integrity of our public officials. It measures neither our wit nor our courage; neither  
our wisdom nor our learning; neither our compassion nor our devotion to our  
country: it measures everything, in short, except that which makes life worthwhile.” 

6 Characteristics of those who flourish:
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The Positive Psychology Movement
Given that most of psychology and psychiatry were focused on a “what’s wrong with 
people?” model rather than a “what’s right with people” model, the Positive Psychology 
movement was born. According to one of the leaders of Positive Psychology, Dr. Martin 
Seligman: “Positive Psychology is the scientific study of optimal human functioning that 
aims to discover and promote the factors that allow individuals and communities to thrive.” 

We typically focus more on what’s wrong with us, rather than what’s right with us. And 
psychology and psychiatry have mostly become about fixing what’s “broken”. The focus is 
repairing damage within a disease model of human functioning: 

• What is wrong with people?

• Which factors impair humans from functioning at their best?

Psychology and psychiatry have largely become about repairing dysfunction and fixing 
what’s wrong with us. They concentrate more on repairing damage within a disease 
model of human functioning. Their focus is generally what is wrong with people? Which 
factors impair human functioning? It is a focus on weakness or disease. 

Misconceptions about weaknesses: 
1) Misconception #1: Fixing what’s wrong will automatically cause us to flourish 
and thrive. Fact:

• The absence of mental illness does not imply the presence of mental health (and 
vice versa).

• Getting rid of anger, fear, and depression does not automatically cause peace, 
love, and joy to blossom.

2) Misconception #2: Life would be better if difficult circumstances are reduced or 
removed. Fact:

• The question is NOT how to prevent all problems, but how to flourish despite 
difficulty.

• It is not the absence of stress or adversity that causes us to succeed or to 
flourish. Flourishing occurs when we learn to effectively deal with difficulty.

• If we learn to thrive during adversity, our success will be much more sustainable 
than simply learning to flourish when there is no adversity.

3) Misconception #3: You will grow the most in your areas of greatest weakness. 
Fact:

• Fixing weakness does NOT automatically produce strengths.
• You will grow the most in your areas of greatest strength. As you grow, you 

become more aware of and comfortable with who you already are.
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• Spend more energy growing your strengths, and less energy fixing your
weaknesses. Strengths are where you can grow the most. You can grow the most
in your strengths, not by focusing on your weaknesses.

Positive Psychology is focused on strengths:
• What is right about people?

• Which factors promote human flourishing?
Other psychologists also contributed significantly to positive psychology. Abraham Maslow 
(e.g., 1954, 1968, 1970) wrote extensively about how and why psychology had gone wrong 
by studying only negative behaviors and avoiding the issue of what the human experience 
could be if fully embraced:  

“If one is preoccupied with the insane, the neurotic, the psychopath, the criminal, 
the delinquent, the feeble-minded, one’s hopes for the human species become more 
and more modest, more and more realistic, more scaled down. One expects less and 
less from people. From dreams of peace, affection, and brotherhood, we retreat.” 
(1954)  

So, what does it mean to “flourish”? In the simplest terms, flourishing is feeling good, and 
functioning well. But there is more.  

Psychology views mental health on a spectrum: 
On one end is depression. On the other end is flourishing. Flourishing is the height of 
wellbeing where a person has a strong sense of meaning, a sense that they matter to 
others, and a sense of mastery. Depression is the depths of ill-being, where one feels 
despair, feels despondent, and feels drained and worthless.  

Languishing is less known. Languishing is the absence of wellbeing. You don’t have severe 
depression, but you don’t have the traits of someone who is flourishing with strong mental 
health either. When you languish, you are not functioning at full capacity and lack a sense 
of meaning, mattering, and mastery. Those who languish may also wrestle with significant 
anxiety and depression. 

Corey Keyes is one of the most active researchers in positive psychology, and he has done a 
substantial amount of research to identify the characteristics associated with flourishing. 
Keyes was also the researcher who introduced the concept to positive psychology of 
languishing. In his research, he discovered that about 17.2% of adults in the U.S. are 
flourishing. Another 56.6% are moderately mentally healthy (they’re “okay”), 12.1% are 
languishing, and 14.1% are depressed. So, far more (52% more) are languishing or 
depressed (26.2%) compared to those who are flourishing (17.2%).  
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Those who are languishing are not mentally ill, but show few signs of mental health. 
Whereas the presence of mental health is described as flourishing, the absence of mental 
health is described as languishing. A person who is languishing is not experiencing the 
actual presence of mental illness. They are simply experiencing the absence of full mental 
health and thus do not thrive. 

The problem with experiencing the absence of full mental health is that Keyes’ 2010 
research showed that the people most likely to experience major anxiety and 
depression in the next 10 years are the ones who are languishing right now. 

According to Keyes, languishing can be “as bad as depression in some of its outcomes, like 
suicides, lost workdays, lost productivity and so forth.”  

Here are three reasons why we should be concerned about the lack of flourishing – also 
known as languishing (Keyes 2002):  

1. Pure languishing is associated with substantial psychosocial impairment at levels
comparable to an episode of pure depression. This means that when people are
languishing, they are impaired in how they think and feel, and that they struggle
with growing and maintaining healthy social relationships.

2. Languishing (12.1%) is basically as prevalent as mental illness (14.1%).
3. Only about 17.2% of adults in the U.S. are flourishing. And so, 52% more are

languishing or depressed (26.2%) compared to those who are flourishing (17.2%).

Given that languishing is the absence of mental health (while flourishing is simply the 
presence of full mental health), what is the impact of languishing? 

• Languishing dulls your motivation,
• Languishing disrupts your ability to focus,
• Languishing triples the odds that you’ll cut back on work,
• Languishing is connected to poor emotional health,
• Languishing is connected to high levels of limitations of activities of daily living,
• Languishing is connected to a high likelihood of 6 or more lost days of work that

those who are languishing attribute to their mental health.

Languishing is very similar to depression in these impacts. A major depressive episode 
relates to poor emotional health, high limitations of activities of daily living, and a high 
likelihood of several missed workdays.  

“Languishing is the middle ground between being mentally healthy and mentally ill,” 
Keyes said. “It’s not depression, but it’s the absence and insufficiency of feeling 

good and functioning well.” 
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On the other hand, moderately mentally healthy and flourishing adults reported the best 
emotional health, the fewest days of work loss, and the fewest days of work cutbacks. And 
flourishing adults reported even fewer limitations of activities of daily living than adults who 
were moderately mentally healthy (Keyes, 2002).  

To flourish is to be filled with positive emotion and to be functioning well psychologically and 
socially. Our goal is not simply to avoid depression and languishing, but to flourish and 
thrive.  

Completely mentally healthy adults – as defined by Keyes as those free of a 12-month 
mental disorder and flourishing —reported the fewest missed days of work, the fewest half-
day or greater work cutbacks, the healthiest psychosocial functioning (i.e., low helplessness, 
clear goals in life, high resilience, and high intimacy), the lowest risk of cardiovascular 
disease, the lowest number of chronic physical diseases with age, the fewest health 
limitations of activities of daily living, and lower health care utilization (Keyes, 2007). 
According to Keyes (2007), “Measures of disability, chronic physical illness, psychosocial 
functioning, and health care utilization reveal that anything less than flourishing is 
associated with increased impairment and burden to self and society… flourishing individuals 
function markedly better than all others, but barely one fifth of the U.S. adult population is 
flourishing.”  

In the United States, in terms of combined direct and indirect costs, mental illness is among 
the three most costly conditions (Keyes & Lopez, 2002). That is, after cardiovascular 
disease, mental disorder was the third most costly category of conditions at approximately 
$160 billion in 1999, just behind the burden of physical rehabilitation, which came in at 
second place (Keyes & Lopez, 2002). Worldwide, mental illness has been shown to be 
among the top five causes of disability-adjusted life years, a measure of the number of 
years of life lost prematurely to death and the number of years lived with disability in a 
population (Murray & Lopez, 1996, 1997).  

It would produce massive psychosocial and economic benefits if more people were equipped 
in our societies to flourish and thrive. That is why the vision of Certified Flourishing 
Coaching™ is to empower Certified Flourishing Coaches™ who will help their clients create a 
roadmap to flourish. We want to empower and support human flourishing in every way! 
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Flourishing Made Simple 
It is better to focus on strengths rather than weaknesses. This is looking at what is right 
with people rather than what’s wrong. Here we spend more time focused on flourishing and 
mental health, rather than mental illness. This means we need to understand which factors 
nurture human flourishing. Flourishing Is: 

o A consistent sense of meaning, or being inspired.
o A consistent sense of mattering, or feeling important.
o A consistent sense of mastery, or having influence.
o A consistent sense of more, or experiencing growth and increase.
o A consistent sense of mature relationships, as in:

o Connection – Being around people I can identify with.
o Chemistry – Being around people I can vibe with.
o Collaboration – Being around people I can partner with.

The Dual Continuum Of Mental Health And Mental Illness 
Part of the work of Dr. Keyes revolved around what is called, “The Dual Continuum Of 
Mental Health And Mental Illness”. The dual continuum provides a contemporary view of 
mental health and wellbeing, showing that mental health and mental illness are separate 
and distinct concepts. In this model, mental health is imagined as positive feelings and 
positive functioning. High mental health can be thought of as “flourishing”. Mental health 
and wellbeing is an asset that can be cultivated and developed. 

People displaying positive mental health and wellbeing can be described as functioning well 
and flourishing in the following domains: 

• Emotional Wellbeing,
• Psychological Wellbeing,
• Social Wellbeing,
• Physical Wellbeing,
• Spirituality and Cultural Wellbeing.

According to the dual-continuum model of mental health and mental illness, mental health 
is not merely the absence of mental illness (Westerhof & Keyes, 2010). An individual’s 
ability to thrive and flourish is not negated by a diagnosis of a mental illness: 
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The dual-continuum model is divided into four quadrants. On the x-axis is a continuum of 
serious mental illness on one end on no mental illness symptoms on the other end. On the 
y-axis is a continuum of poor mental health (languishing) on one end, to optimal mental
health (flourishing) on the other. Someone can have optimal mental health without mental
illness, they can have poor mental health without mental illness, they can have poor mental
health with mental illness, and they can have optimal mental health with mental illness.

Many people with a mental illness live rich and rewarding lives. Many people who do not 
have a mental illness struggle with their mental health. We hold this model in mind because 
it allows a nuanced conversation and recognizes the importance of skills, knowledge, and 
attitudes that allow for good mental health and acknowledges the need for knowledge about 
mental illnesses, including their symptoms and treatments. Mental health and wellness 
resources should be inclusive of a range of experiences, should not place mental health in 
opposition to mental illness, and should collectively address all four quadrants of the dual-
continuum model. 

As one of the leading experts on the Science of Flourishing, the defining characteristics of 
Keyes’ model include some of the following items: 

1) Emotional wellbeing (life satisfaction, happiness),
2) Psychological wellbeing (purpose in life, autonomy, positive relations with others,

environmental mastery, personal growth), and
3) Social wellbeing (social acceptance, social contribution).
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What Does Flourishing Look Like? 
In 1958 Marie Jahoda, who was a pioneer of a more positive outlook in psychology, 
identified six concepts associated with positive mental health: 

1. Attitudes toward the self,
2. Development of self-actualization,
3. Integration of psychological functions,
4. Autonomy,
5. Accurate perception of reality, and
6. Environmental mastery. (Keyes 2002)

Keyes took this further and suggested that Mental Health and Flourishing encompasses 
three domains (Keyes 2007): 

1. Emotional Wellbeing,
2. Psychological Wellbeing, and
3. Social Wellbeing.

According to Keyes (2007), social and psychological scientists have been studying 
flourishing for about 50 years. This research has yielded as many as 13 specific dimensions 
of flourishing in these 3 areas. These 13 dimensions help us understand what flourishing 
looks like when lived out. 
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13 Dimensions Reflecting Mental Health as 
Flourishing (Keyes) 
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Module 4 
The Wellness Wheel 
Now more than ever, we hear the concept of personal “Wellness” or “Wellbeing” tossed 
around in the media, in conversations at Starbucks, and increasingly, in our workplaces.  
Wellness is a hot topic, but there is no clear definition of wellness. When we think of 
wellness, we can think of well-being, wholeness, and balanced health. We can also think of 
a self-awareness that causes us to be at peace with ourselves and the world around us. 

But what is the definition of wellness? Charles B. Corbin of Arizona State University says: 
“Wellness is a multi-dimensional state of being describing the existence of positive health in 
an individual as exemplified by quality of life and a sense of well-being” (Corbin, 2013). So, 
wellness is multi-dimensional, and it is a state of positive health where an individual 
experiences quality of life and a perception of well-being.    

Wellness is an active process of living a fully engaged life at every level of our being. It is 
becoming aware of, and then making positive choices toward a healthier state of life.  
Personal growth, change and improvement is always possible. Being fully engaged and 
aware means that we own our personal journey, and are continually seeking more insight 
about how we can grow and evolve. 

The truth is that this focus on wellness is not going away. The WHO 2020 Report on Global 
Health Spending analyses global health spending for 190 countries from 2000 to 2018 and 
provides insights as to the health spending trajectory of the planet. The report shows that 
global spending on health continually rose between 2000 and 2018 and reached USD $8.3 
trillion or 10% of global GDP.  

Spending on health care will only continue to grow, pushing the overarching focus on 
wellness to the forefront of our collective cultural mindset. According to Statista, in 2019, 
health care spending in the United States reached 16.8% of total GDP. Health care 
spending accounted for 11.7% of the GDP of Germany, 11.3% of Switzerland, 11.1% of 
France, 11.0% of Japan, 10.9% of Sweden, 10.8% of Canada, 10.2% of the U.K., and 10% 
of Denmark.  Russia was at 5.6% of GDP,  
which is still significant. 

Those figures include the total amount of money that nations themselves are spending on 
health care, which include many other positive initiatives besides wellness. Especially post-
COVID, health spending will continue to increase because, beyond the numbers, wellness is 
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a very personal priority for most of us which embraces a holistic approach. Health is wealth. 

Wellness is an active process of living a fully engaged life in every level of being. 
Understanding wellness is made clearer when we use the concept of 8 Pillars of Wellness. 
Flourishing is not one component, but many parts working together in surprisingly simple 
and yet inter-connected relationships. Using the 8 Pillars of Wellness, we can cultivate 
and grow into our own personal well-being: 

1) Relational Wellness – How You Connect – How we connect with others is critical to 
our own sense of health and well-being. Human beings are social animals, hard-wired to 
connect with one another. As tribal creatures we need to connect, and we each need 
between 8-10 meaningful touches per day to be mentally and emotionally healthy. No 
wonder so many people feel like they’re missing something! Relational Wellness speaks 
to deep connections, healthy conflict resolution, social intelligence, effective 
communication skills, and the capacity to be truly intimate. Research shows that 
interpersonal relationships at work are incredibly important for well-being, and that social 
support reduces the feeling of stress and strain at work.

2) Mental Wellness – What You Think – We are what we think, and we become the 
product of the thoughts we consistently embrace. Happy people are aware of their daily 
thoughts, and train themselves how to think healthy thoughts consistently, in order to 
maintain a balance that empowers and inspires them. Achieving such a system of 
thoughts and beliefs is necessary to support us in our goals. In large experimental studies 
on mental skills training, it has been found that personal focused mental skill training 
resulted in better performance.

3) Emotional Wellness – How You Feel – Emotions are not thermostats but 
thermometers. They are not often root causes but are symptomatic of underlying issues. 
However, the way we feel has a huge impact on our level of motivation, our actions, 
behaviors, and results. Taking time for emotional management, emotional intelligence, 
relaxation, and self-care leads to healthy emotions. In a meta-analysis of core self-
evaluations, it was found that our overall assessment of who we are is related to our job 
performance. If our emotional stability, self-esteem, and general sense of efficacy is too 
low we will not be able to perform at the best of our abilities.

4) Physical Wellness – How You Thrive - Your body is your temple. We are responsible 
for taking care of it, and for treating it with respect and kindness. Given that we have yet 
to find the secret to immortality, and that the price for continuing to live is getting older, 
it makes sense to implement a plan so that our physical wellness will thrive. If we do 
this, we will generally have healthy outcomes which will enable us to lead a fruitful life. 
Physical wellness leads us to focus on healthy nutrition, consistent sleep, regular
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exercise, and focused self-care. In another meta-analysis, researchers found that work 
itself can be related to physical health problems.  

5) Spiritual Wellness – How You Live Your Values – The best measure of your 
spirituality is not the church, mosque, or temple you frequent. The best measure is how 
you treat others. It is walking with integrity, honesty, fairness, and compassion. It is 
embracing respect. It is showing kindness. It is transparent authenticity. It is sincere 
gratitude. It is purposeful selflessness. It is also taking time for personal reflection, mental 
and emotional detox, soul nourishment, meditation, and prayer.

6) Professional Wellness – What You Do – Professional Wellness is far more than the 
money you make or the title you hold. It is even more than the degrees on your wall, or 
the letters behind your name. It is a sense of living in alignment with your LIFEFIT: your 
unique combination of gifts, abilities, passion, education, and life experience that makes 
you who you are. When we live in a way that aligns with our unique LIFEFT, we find 
purpose, demonstrate congruency, and add value. Living your LIFEFIT is being fully 
yourself and making money as you do! Meta-analytic research has also found that human 
capital is related to career success. Specifically, work centrality, career planning, and 
social capital were related to career success. It has also been found that the organization 
itself is important to career success by offering support and training opportunities. At the 
individual level, those who are more conscientious, emotionally stable, proactive, and 
believe they are in control have greater career success.

7) Financial Wellness – What You Have – Financial Wellness is not a certain number of 
zeros in your bank account or driving a certain car, but it is true abundance. True 
abundance is having enough for yourself and those you love and being able to contribute 
to the needs of others. Financial Wellness is weeding out unhealthy habits of excessive 
debt and poor money management choices, and promoting healthy choices of 
stewardship, saving and investment, growing assets, and planning for the future. We 
also know from research that spending on others results in greater well-being than 
spending on ourselves.

8) Community Wellness – What You Contribute – Martin Luther King, Jr. said, “Life's 
most persistent and urgent question is, 'What are you doing for others?'”  As people, we 
are not designed to be like the Dead Sea, with an inflow but no outflow. We were 
designed to contribute, to add value, and give back to the world around us. The truth is 
that we all have a unique contribution, and we are happiest when we are making it. 
Though each one of us will contribute something different, our sense of significance and 
reward in life is generally in direct proportion to what we give and contribute. More 
wisdom from Martin Luther King, Jr. guides us in understanding what and how we 
contribute: “If a man is called to be a streetsweeper, he should sweep streets even as 
Michelangelo painted, or Beethoven composed music, or Shakespeare wrote poetry. He
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should sweep streets so well that all the hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say, 
here lived a great streetsweeper who did his job well.” 

At a personal level, Wellness is a process by which you build these 8 Pillars into your life. 
Wellness is the way that you approach each day, how you embrace and own your day, and 
what you do proactively to stay healthy holistically. It doesn’t make sense to live in a one-
dimensional fashion, because people are not one-dimensional, but holistic. 
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Growth Exercise  
The Wellness Wheel Applied 
 

Step 1: Do The Wellness Wheel And Share Your Results Here. Discuss 
With Your ThrIving Wellness Coach: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Step 2: Do Strategies For Celbrating and Building On The Strengths 
In Your Wellness Wheel, and Tackling Your Area Of Opportunity: 
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Module 5 
Mental Wellbeing Through Mental Fitness 
 
Building on the concept of a Wellness Wheel, let’s key in on 4 components of our Holistic 
Health that are critical to dive deeper into. We will start with Mental Wellbeing. 
 
In order to have a realistic conversation about Mental Wellbeing, let’s start with the 
overall context in society around Mental Health… 
 
 

Mental Health Context Pre-COVID: 
According to the National Institute of Mental Health: 
• In 2019, there were an estimated 51.5 million adults aged 18 or older in the United 

States with a mental illness. They define a “mental illness” as a mental, behavioral, or 
emotional disorder that can vary in impact, ranging from no impairment to mild, 
moderate, and even severe impairment. This number was 20.6% of all U.S. adults. 

• The prevalence of mental illness was higher among females (24.5%) than males 
(16.3%). 

• Young adults aged 18-25 years had the highest prevalence of mental illness (29.4%) 
compared to adults aged 26-49 years (25.0%) and aged 50 and older (14.1%). 

• In 2019, there were an estimated 13.1 million adults aged 18 or older in the United 
States with SMI (Serious mental illness – SMI - is defined as a mental, behavioral, or 
emotional disorder resulting in serious functional impairment, which substantially 
interferes with or limits one or more major life activities). This number represented 
5.2% of all U.S. adults. 

• The prevalence of SMI was higher among females (6.5%) than males (3.9%). 
• Young adults aged 18-25 years had the highest prevalence of SMI (8.6%) compared to 

adults aged 26-49 years (6.8%) and aged 50 and older (2.9%). 
 
 
According to The Johns Hopkins University: 
• Mental health disorders account for several of the top causes of disability in established 

market economies, such as the U.S., and include major depression (also called clinical 
depression), manic depression (also called bipolar disorder), schizophrenia, and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

• An estimated 26% of Americans ages 18 and older - about 1 in 4 adults - suffers from a 
diagnosable mental disorder in a given year. 

• Many people suffer from more than one mental disorder at a given time. In particular,  
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depressive illnesses tend to co-occur with substance abuse and anxiety disorders. 
• Approximately 18% of people aged 18-54 have an anxiety disorder in a given year. 

Anxiety disorders include panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), generalized anxiety disorder
(GAD), and phobias (social phobia, agoraphobia, and specific phobia).

According to the American Psychiatric Association: 
• Approximately 6-7% of full-time U.S. workers experienced major depression (MDD)

within the past year.
• The total economic burden of major depression is now estimated to be $210.5 billion

per year. Nearly half (48%-50%) of these costs are attributed to the workplace,
including absenteeism (missed days from work) and presenteeism (reduced productivity
while at work), whereas 45%-47% are due to direct medical costs (e.g., outpatient and
inpatient medical services, pharmacy costs), which are shared by employers, employees,
and society. About 5% of the total expenditures are related to suicide.

• Presenteeism appears to be a particularly large drain, eating up 77% of major
depression’s workplace spending and 37% of the overall $210.5 billion (Greenberg et
al., 2015). Presenteeism costs increased 21.5% from $64.7 billion in 2005 to $78.7
billion in 2010; absenteeism, on the other hand, rose only 8.3%, from $21.5 billion to
$23.3 billion.  Presenteeism associated with depression resulted in the equivalent of 32
incremental workdays lost.

• For every dollar spent on major depression direct costs in 2010, an additional $1.90
was spent on major depression-related indirect costs.

Here is a little more mental health context: 
• 20% of Canadians will personally experience a mental illness in their lifetime

(CMHA, 2016). In any given year, 1 in 5 Canadians experiences a mental health
or addiction problem (Smetanin, 2011).

• By the time Canadians reach 40 years of age, 1 in 2 have – or have had – a mental
illness (GOC, 2006).

• According to the Government of Canada, 30% of disability claims are related to mental
health problems and mental illness (GOC, 2016).

• In Canada alone, the total cost of mental health problems and mental illness is $50
billion per year (GOC, 2016).

• Over the next 30 years, the total cost to the Canadian economy as a result of mental
health problems is estimated to be over $2.5 trillion (Smetanin et al., 2011).

• The cumulative 30-year productivity impact of poor employee mental health is expected
to be approximately $198 billion (Smetanin et al., 2011) and is therefore likely to
impede the overall growth of the Canadian economy, affecting all Canadians.
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• Canadians with depression report they are functioning at 62% of their work capacity 
(NSCDA, 2014). 

• Mental health problems are the number one cause of disability claims (NSCDA, 2014).   
75% of short term disability claims & 79% long-term disability claims are related to  
mental health issues. When a short-term claim becomes long-term, returning to work is 
much more difficult (NSCDA, 2014). 

• Mental health problems now represent between 4-12% of payroll costs. 57% of 
Canadian employers have identified this as a top priority (NSCDA, 2014). 

• 62% of business owners feel depressed at least once a week, 
• 46% say that mental health issues interfere with their ability to work,  
• 51% reported experiencing feelings of inadequacy and 50% reported depressed mood,  
• 67% were stressed about their business’s cash flow, 
• 66% of entrepreneurs face difficulty in maintaining work-life balance due to 

entrepreneurial stress, 
• 54% of entrepreneurs reported that stress impacted their level of concentration at work, 
• 72% of entrepreneurs are directly or indirectly affected by mental health issues 

compared to just 48% of non entrepreneurs. That’s according to a study by the National 
Institute of Mental Health. 49% of entrepreneurs deal with mental health issues directly 
while only 32% of others experienced them. Similarly, 23% of entrepreneurs have 
family members who face these issues compared to just 16% of others with family 
members who face these same types of issues. 

 
 
According to the World Economic Forum (March 2019): 
• A study by the University of San Francisco researcher Michael A. Freeman focused on 

the mental health crisis that is raging among the men and women who comprise the 
entrepreneurial community. According to this study, approximately one half (49%) of 
entrepreneurs suffer from at least one form of mental health condition during their 
lifetimes. These include ADHD, bipolar disorder, and a host of addictive disorders. 

• Freeman’s research has shown that start-up founders are: 
o Twice as likely to suffer from depression, 
o Six times more likely to suffer from ADHD, 
o Three times more likely to suffer from substance abuse, 
o 10 times more likely to suffer from bipolar disorder, 
o Twice as likely to have a psychiatric hospitalization, 
o Twice as likely to have suicidal thoughts. 
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Mental Wellbeing Through Mental Fitness 
How can two people grow up in the same home, and yet end up completely different? Janet 
and Jessica were sisters, just 2 years apart. Jessica was younger, and always looked up to 
her older sister Janet, because she saw her as so very bright, talented, and beautiful. Sadly, 
both young ladies were raised in environments which would be described as abusive, 
painful, poverty-stricken. As they grew into adulthood, they each went down diverging 
paths; the older sister Janet went from one abusive relationship to the next, ending up 
severely drug addicted, and continues to this day in pain and brokenness. The younger 
sister Jessica went through her share of struggles and trials but found a way to cultivate the 
skills necessary to maintain a stable job, build a stable family, and add significant value to 
the world around her. When she was asked how she created such different outcomes than 
her older sister, though both raised in the same home, Jessica said this: “I am not what 
happened to me.  I choose what I become.” 
 
Zig Ziglar said that “You were not born a winner. You were not born a loser. You 
were born a chooser.” What keeps us in a place of Mental Wellness is Mental Fitness.   
 
Mental Fitness is simple: Keeping your brain and emotional health in top shape. Mental 
Fitness can be defined as having and maintaining a state of well-being and cultivating 
awareness of how we think, behave and feel.   
 
Just as physical fitness provides us with an increased ability to respond to life in all its 
variety and unpredictability, mental fitness helps in the same way. It provides us more 
space to choose how to respond to a situation, whether that situation is a forethought, an 
external stimulus, or a feeling. As a result, we are less likely to sustain (or cause) emotional 
and relational injury. 
 
Mental Fitness is not some remarkable, innate quality that we are born with, but rather it 
is a developmental process. Mental Fitness is not a gift at birth, but like a muscle, is 
something that we nurture and cultivate. Research in Mental Fitness concludes that each 
person can develop some level of Mental Fitness, and similar to Physical Fitness, it is 
something we need to work at daily. Mental Fitness is not a genetic trait that only a 
few special people possess, but it is something we can all develop, and this 
development is accelerated when we are in a healthy environment. The truth is that 
life doesn’t get easier, and it won’t get more forgiving. We get stronger and more resilient.  
So, how do we cultivate Mental Fitness? 
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Cultivating Mental Fitness 
1) A Positive Attitude 
One of the critical ideas in developing Mental Fitness is a positive attitude. Our attitude 
determines our altitude, and so if we want to fly high, we need a positive attitude that will 
support high altitudes. If a person is content to fly low, no attitude enhancement is 
necessary. In our daily lives, this means that we need to forcefully weed out negative self-
talk, and ensure that our operating narrative is positive, along with the stories we tell 
ourselves. 
 
Part of this is how we manage “failure”. People often tell themselves a story that failure is 
final, and that our performance is an indicator of our actual worth and value. In my 
experience, failure is a part of life, and it is very helpful to see failure as feedback. Failure 
teaches us how to succeed in the present and the future.   
 
 

2) Emotional Regulation 
Emotional regulation is the ability to regulate or adjust your emotions. Our goal is not to 
control our emotions, but to channel them in a healthy way. When we channel our 
emotions, we can still express ourselves and vent our feelings, but we don’t do it in a 
harmful or unhealthy way.   
 
Emotional regulation is so important because feelings drive behavior, and feelings are real.  
So, when we learn to regulate our emotions, they can serve and support us, rather than 
controlling us. Here are some tips for regulating your emotions: 

• Deepen your level of self-awareness. Monitor how you are feeling. Monitor what 
people and events contribute to positive or negative emotions. 

• Learn to self-soothe.  
• Practice letting go.  Don’t hang on when you should let go. 
• Regular rest and exercise along with a healthy diet.   

 
 

3) Healthy Perspectives.   
Perspective matters. Mental Fitness is about having a healthy perspective. A healthy 
perspective supports and empowers us, rather than disempowering us and dragging us 
down. Mental Fitness is captured in the healthy perspective of Maya Angelou, who said 
that “I can be changed by what happens to me. But I refuse to be reduced by it.”  
 
The easiest way to develop a healthy perspective is to always be open to new perspectives.   
With a closed mind and a padlocked heart, we are certain to have unhealthy perspectives. 
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4) Supportive Relationships.   
Mental Fitness and supportive relationships go hand in hand. Human beings are social 
animals, hard-wired to connect with others. Research across a wide variety of disciplines 
consistently demonstrates that social support enhances productivity (we get more done), 
psychological well-being (we feel more fulfilled), and even physical health (our body breaks 
down less). In fact, George Vaillant, Harvard professor of psychiatry, who directed the 
world’s longest continuous study of physical and mental health, when asked what he had 
learned from his 40 years of research, said that “the only thing that really matters in life are 
your relationships to other people.” 
 
Cultivating supportive relationships is all about social competence. Social competence is the 
ability to produce positive responses from others which then allows you to establish positive 
relationships. This is all about emotional and social intelligence. People skills are crucial.  
Nobody owes us social connection and yet Mental Fitness is deeply tied to social 
connection. The only way to truly have quality friends is to be one. 
 
 

5) Solid Boundaries.   
It is important to surround ourselves with people who will build our confidence, and don’t 
tear it down. Mental Fitness is about spending time with people who replenish you and 
who respect your boundaries. A lack of boundaries invites a lack of respect, and without 
appropriate boundaries we can get worn down by the constant negativity and criticism of 
others. Mental Fitness is about being an effective “gatekeeper”; guarding and protecting 
our heart and mind from the energy and words of others which may be hurtful and 
unhealthy. Establishing solid boundaries is a primary way we care for ourselves.  
 
 

6)  Active Spirituality.   
Spirituality and Mental Fitness go hand in hand. Often when we think of spirituality, we 
think of religion or commitment to a faith community. However, spirituality is a broad 
concept with room for many perspectives. Spirituality includes a sense of connection to 
something bigger than us and it typically involves a sense that there must be more. To 
some degree, spirituality is a search for purpose and meaning in life. Spirituality is universal 
and touches all of us.   
 
Mental Fitness and spirituality are connected because healthy spirituality lifts us beyond 
the idea that this life and its present circumstances are a complete picture. When all we see 
is what is front of us, Mental Fitness is difficult, because the trauma and pain of the 
present moment can be overwhelming. A broader perspective of spirituality helps elevate 
our mindset, so we develop the capacity to endure the setbacks and struggles of the 
present moment, because we view them as temporary obstacles.   
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A healthy starting point is the realization that there is more to this life; that transition and 
change is a part of this world. If this is the case, then being flexible and even resilient is the 
only approach that makes sense. 

7) Empowering Routines.
There is significant research, and profound real-life experience, that suggests that Mental 
Fitness are all about our daily routines. Daily routines define our moments, and the 
accumulation of our moments determines the course of our entire lives. Mike Murdock said 
that “…the secret of your future is hidden in your daily routine.”   

Mentally Fit people who consistently perform at a high level have a routine. Almost all 
have personal customs, consistent habits, and daily practices that they refined and applied. 
You can't say enough about the power of routine. A routine is important because the things 
we do every day matters more than the things we do occasionally.   

8) A Personal Safety Plan (PSP).
In the world of emergency response, an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is a plan of action 
for the efficient coordination of resources to provide the earliest and most effective response 
in an emergency. A clear plan to deal with emergencies is an important element of every 
well-run organization. The lack of an ERP in emergencies in the past has led to severe 
losses, and the collapse of organizations. 

The truth is that since emergencies will occur, preplanning is necessary. Time and 
circumstances in an emergency mean that normal channels of authority and communication 
cannot be relied upon to function routinely. The stress of the situation can lead to poor 
judgment resulting in severe losses. 

Not only do emergencies occur within organizations, but emergencies, trigger points, and 
unforeseen challenges occur in all our lives. It is never a matter of if they will occur, but 
when. So, a Personal Safety Plan (PSP) is essential on the road to Mental Fitness. A PSP is 
a plan of action to maintain your personal empowerment and focus when emergencies, 
adversities, or significant triggers occur. Proper planning and preparation prevent poor 
performance.   

Having a Personal Safety Plan (PSP) in place before a personal emergency occurs 
is critical: 

• Know your triggers,
• Have a plan to mitigate triggers when they occur,
• Always be aware of your emotions and energy levels,
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• Have a plan in terms of people you can reach out to in difficult times,
• Develop routines and practices for self-care when faced with adversity, for example,

deep breathing, prayer, meditation, or taking a walk.

Mental Fitness and a Personal Safety Plan is captured well in what Robert Jordan, in The 
Fires of Heaven, said: “The oak fought the wind and was broken, the willow bent when it 
must and survived.”  

9) A Sense of Empowerment.
Life is full of controllables and non-controllables. People who lack Mental Fitness feel 
disempowered, not only by what they can’t control, but also by the things that they can.  
People on the road to Mental Fitness have a strong sense of their own identity, and an 
ability to act independently. They feel like they can exert control over their environment, 
and where they can’t, have effective coping strategies to mitigate this. Mentally Fit people 
exhibit planning that facilitates seeing themselves in control, and resourcefulness in 
developing coping strategies, and in seeking help from others.   

Mexican Proverb: “They tried to bury us but didn’t know that we were seeds.” 

10) A Sense of Purpose and Future.
Cultivating Mental Fitness is all about goals, aspirations, persistence, hopefulness, and 
having the sense of a bright future. People flourish when they have a sense of 
purpose, and they fade when they do not. Whether one is a person of faith or not, 
whether rich or poor, educated or uneducated, young or old, no matter their ethnic 
background or race, male and female, whatever their personality type, we all desperately 
need a sense of purpose. Human beings are wired this way. As Benjamin Franklin said, 
“Most people die at 25… but get buried at 75”. The death happens when we live without a 
purpose; the burial when our physical body expires. Charles Lamb said: “Our spirits grow 
gray before our hair.” If we do not discover our “why” we quickly say, “Good-bye”. As 
Nietzsche said, “He who has a why to live for can bear with almost any how.” 

General George S. Patton: “I don’t measure a man’s success by how high he climbs, but 
how high he bounces when he hits bottom.”   
How can two people grow up in the same home, and yet end up completely different? When 
Jessica said that “I am not what happened to me. I choose what I become”, she was 
choosing the path of Mental Fitness. Mental Fitness is something we can develop and 
cultivate following the pathway described here. 
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Module 6 
Emotional Wellness Through Emotional Regulation 
What is Emotional Wellness? Emotional Wellness is the quality of emotional health 
experienced by an individual.  It helps us to adapt, be resilient, and is closely connected to 
Mental Wellness. Emotional Wellness helps us to: 

o Focus,
o Stay creative,
o Deal with adversity,
o Find enjoyment in life,
o Handle stress.

Studies show that people with Emotional Wellness and the ability to understand their 
emotions resulted in more positive attitudes, better ability to handle stress, greater job 
satisfaction and less burn out. We don’t quit as easy with Emotional Wellness. With 
Emotional Wellness, we can show up when it’s hard. 

Current State 
According to a study by Johns Hopkins University, the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak 
lowered Emotional Wellness by 74%. This is tragic because decreased Emotional 
Wellness is related to mental health challenges such as stress, depression, and anxiety. 
These in turn contribute to physical health concerns such as digestive disorders, sleep 
disturbances, and general lack of energy. The profile of a person prone to emotional distress 
is likely someone with low self-esteem, pessimistic, emotionally sensitive, very self-critical, 
and people who need to constantly assert themselves through their emotions. They also 
tend to be timid, overly worried about the future, and focused on the past. As Dr. Marisa 
Navarro says in her book La Medicina Emocional (Emotional Medicine), "no one is safe from 
suffering this emotional state. It is a very serious problem that can result in constant states 
of anger, sadness, worry and even anxiety or depression”. 

Emotions affect every part of us: mind, body, and soul. 
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Understanding Ourselves 
As People, We Experience A Range Of Emotions: 

• Sadness,
• Anger,
• Fear,
• Disgust, and
• Frustration, along with
• Joy,
• Gratitude,
• Hope,
• Empathy, and
• Love.

An Important Question To Consider Is: 
What emotion do I naturally rest in? 
• Don’t judge it, just notice,
• This may be hard at first because we don’t normally think about our emotions.  We

often simply “feel”.
• Naming emotion brings the emotion out of chaos.  Dr. Daniel Siegel: “You name it to

tame it. You now control it instead of it controlling you.”

Emotional Regulation 
According to a pioneering researcher on Emotional Regulation from Stanford, Dr. James 
Gross, “Emotional regulation refers to the process by which individuals influence which 
emotions they have, when they have them, and how they experience and express their 
feelings. Emotional regulation can be automatic or controlled, conscious or unconscious, and 
may have effects at one or more points in the emotion producing process.” 

Emotional Regulation includes both positive and negative feelings, along with how we can 
strengthen them, use them, and control them. 

Emotional Regulation Has Three Ideas: 
1. Initiating actions triggered by emotions.
2. Inhibiting actions triggered by emotions.
3. Regulating responses triggered by emotions.

Every day, we face hundreds of emotion-provoking events or stimuli, and most of them 
require some action or response from our end. It is only natural for the mind to get hooked 
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into negative rumination or to simply ignore our emotions because we are bombarded with 
so many occurrences every day. 
 
Emotional Regulation acts as a regulator or temperature control; it helps us filter the 
most important pieces of information and teaches us to attend to it in a way that won’t 
evoke stress or fear. 
 
Studies on Emotional Regulation indicate that there is a significant positive correlation 
between Emotional Regulation and depression management. People with lower levels of 
anxiety show higher emotional control and social-emotional intelligence. 
 
Research indicates that emotions are adaptive responses that have a deep-rooted basis in 
our biology (Levenson, 1999). The way we feel and interpret them affects how we think, 
how we decide, and how we coordinate our actions in day-to-day lives. The good news is 
that we can shape our responses, and the even better news is that psychology drives 
physiology. In other words, our actual neural pathways will adapt to how we choose to 
interpret situations and events. 
 
For example, a person who has poor Emotional Regulation is more likely to fall  
prey to moods; their actions and behavioral patterns are at the mercy of their emotions. 
 
On the other side, a person with healthy Emotional Regulation will have better balance 
and judgment when it comes to their feelings and actions. Emotional Regulation supports 
us to carefully judge which feelings, emotions, thoughts, and beliefs to embrace - and which 
ones to avoid. 
 
The truth is that nothing has meaning until we attach meaning to it. A person with healthy 
Emotional Regulation is not attaching meaning to the things that will do them harm on a 
consistent basis. 
 
Every day we are faced with opportunities to let our emotions run wild. There is triggering 
stimuli all around us, and when we are faced by it, the natural reaction of the brain is to 
activate the amygdala, a brain site that regulates the fight-or-flight responses. Emotional 
Regulation buys time before we act on the fight or flight triggers. 
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The Amygdala Hijack: 
An amygdala hijack refers to a personal, emotional response that is immediate, 
overwhelming, and out of measure with the actual event itself. 

o The output of sense organs is first received by the thalamus. Part of the stimuli that 
the thalamus receives goes directly to the amygdala or "emotional/irrational brain", 
while other parts are sent to the neocortex or "thinking/rational brain".

o If the amygdala perceives a threat too large, then the amygdala goes into a fight, 
flight or freeze situation. This literally hijacks the rational part of your brain.

o Because the emotional brain processes information milliseconds earlier than the 
rational brain, the amygdala acts before any possible direction from the neocortex 
can be received. When the amygdala perceives a threat, it can lead that person to 
react irrationally and even destructively.

o The danger is that when we get locked into an “amygdala hijack” – our emotional 
memory, lodged in the limbic center of our brain, rules our reactions without the 
benefit of logic or reason…which causes us to go into a “flight, fight or freeze” 
response.

o Emotional Regulation buys valuable time before we act on the fight or flight 
triggers.

With Emotional Regulation, we can allow the initial surge of emotions to settle down and 
zoom out of the situation before reacting to it. The increased time gap between stimulus 
and response restores the mental faculties that involve rational thinking and reasoning. As a 
result, we can save ourselves from sudden emotional breakdowns or burnout. 

Skills For Emotional Regulation 

1. Slow Down
Emotional Regulation is all about pausing between feeling and reactions – it encourages 
us to slow down for a bit and act after objectively evaluating a situation.  

2. Stay Plugged Into Your Values
A big component of Emotional Regulation is staying plugged into your values. When we 
simply react impulsively without paying much attention to what is going on inside, we might 
move away from our core values and act in a way that is opposite to them, even for a few 
minutes. We have all done this at one time or another, but with Emotional Regulation, we 
gain the power to stay calm under pressure and prevent ourselves from acting against our 
own core values and ethics. 
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3. Self-Awareness
Noticing what we feel and naming it is a great step toward Emotional Regulation. 
For example, when you feel bad, ask yourself – Am I feeling sad, hopeless, 
ashamed, or anxious? Name it in order to tame it.   

Explore your feelings. Try to name the specific emotions that you feel intensely within 
yourself at that very moment, and write it down. You don’t need to act or judge the cause 
and effect of your emotions at this stage; all you need is to be aware of each feeling that is 
controlling your mind in this moment: 

• What story is the emotion revealing?
• What’s underneath this emotion?
• What is it protecting?
• What behaviors is it manifesting in you, both healthy and non-healthy?
• Knowing your own emotions helps with your Emotional Regulation. Do I 

understand my emotion? Can I name it and see what story it is telling?

4. Mindful Awareness
Mindfulness allows us to explore and identify aspects of the external world, including our 
body. Simple mindful exercises such as breath control or sensory relaxation can calm the 
storm inside and guide our actions in the right way. 

According to the Mayo Clinic, mindfulness is a type of meditation in which you focus on 
being intensely aware of what you're sensing and feeling in the moment, without 
interpretation or judgment. Practicing mindfulness involves breathing methods, guided 
imagery, and other practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce stress. 

Spending too much time thinking negative or random thoughts can be draining. It can also 
make you more likely to experience stress, anxiety and symptoms of depression. Practicing 
mindfulness exercises can help you direct your attention away from this kind of thinking and 
engage with the world around you in a healthy way. Mindfulness is a key component of 
Emotional Regulation. 

5. Cognitive Re-evaluation
Cognitive re-evaluation includes altering the way we think. It is an essential component of 
psychotherapies like CBT, DBT, and Anger Management, and calls for greater acceptance 
and flexibility. 

Cognitive re-evaluation skills include practices such as thought replacement or situational 
role reversals, where we try to look into a stressful situation from a whole new perspective. 
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For example, we can replace thoughts like “My boss hates me”, “My wife never listens”, etc. 
with alternatives such as, “My boss is stressed at the moment”, or “I know my wife cares 
deeply, let me give it another try”, etc. By doing so, we gain a broader and more positive 
perception of our problems and react to them with less emotional attachment and 
negativity. 

6. Self-Compassion
According to Harvard Health: 

“Forgiving and nurturing yourself seem to have benefits in their own right. Strong self-
compassion can even set the stage for better health, relationships, and general well-
being. Research has revealed a number of benefits of self-compassion. Lower levels of 
anxiety and depression have been observed in people with higher self-compassion. Self-
compassionate people recognize when they are suffering and are kind to themselves at 
these times, thereby lowering their own levels of related anxiety and depression.” 

Being compassionate to yourself daily is a great way to build skills of Emotional 
Regulation. People with high levels of self-compassion demonstrate three behaviors:  
First, they are kind rather than judgmental about their own failures and mistakes;  
Second, they recognize that failures are a shared human experience; and  
Third, they take a balanced approach to negative emotions when they stumble or fall 
short—they allow themselves to feel bad, but they don’t let negative emotions take over. 

Some simple self-compassion hacks involve: 
• Relaxation and breath control,
• Compassion meditation,
• Regular self-care,
• Gratitude journaling,
• Daily positive self-affirmations:

o “I feel better if I feel my emotions (cry, laugh, smile, etc.). If I try to hide my
emotions, I will feel worse.”

o “I will treat myself the way I want my best friend to be treated.”
o “I feel hurt, and I don’t have to stop my feelings because I need to express

them.”

7. Empathy For Others
Having Emotional Regulation allows us to seek to understand others, their emotions, 
reactions, behaviors. When I understand my emotions, I relate to others with empathy.   
Being empathetic towards others is a critical part of our own mental health. Empathy and 
compassion towards others makes us more attractive to potential mates. A study examining 
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the trait most highly valued in potential romantic partners suggests that both men and 
women agree that “kindness” is one of the most highly desirable traits. 

Compassion and empathy towards others helps us enjoy better mental and physical health 
and speeds up recovery from disease, and it may even lengthen our life spans. 

The reason compassion and empathy leads to greater psychological well-being may be 
explained by the fact that the act of giving appears to be as pleasurable, if not more so, as 
the act of receiving. A brain-imaging study headed by neuroscientist Jordan Grafman from 
the National Institutes of Health showed that the “pleasure centers” in the brain, i.e., the 
parts of the brain that are active when we experience pleasure (like dessert, money, and 
sex), are equally active when we observe someone giving money to charity as when we 
receive money ourselves! Giving to others even increases well-being above and beyond 
what we experience when we spend money on ourselves. In a revealing experiment by 
Elizabeth Dunn, at the University of British Columbia, participants received a sum of money 
and half of the participants were instructed to spend the money on themselves; the other 
half was told to spend the money on others. At the end of the study, which was published in 
the academic journal Science, participants who had spent money on others felt significantly 
happier than those who had spent money on themselves. 

This is true even for infants. A study by Lara Aknin and colleagues at the University of 
British Columbia shows that even in children as young as two, giving treats to others 
increases the givers’ happiness more than receiving treats themselves. Even more 
surprisingly, the fact that giving makes us happier than receiving is true across the world, 
regardless of whether countries are rich or poor. A newer study by Lara Aknin shows that 
the amount of money spent on others (rather than for personal benefit) and personal well-
being were highly correlated, regardless of income, social support, perceived freedom, and 
perceived national corruption. 

A recent study found that infants’ pupils would increase in size when they saw someone in 
need—a sign of concern—but their pupils would shrink when they could help that person—or 
when they saw someone else help, suggesting that they felt better not simply because they 
got the feelings of reward or credit that come from helping. Instead, they seemed to care 
primarily that the person’s suffering was alleviated, whether or not they were the ones 
alleviating that suffering themselves. 

Dr. Karl Menninger, the famous psychiatrist, was once asked following a lecture on mental 
health: “What would you advise a person to do if that person felt a nervous breakdown 
coming on?” Most people thought he would say: “Consult a psychiatrist.” But he didn’t. He 
surprised everyone when he replied: “Leave your house, lock the door, cross the street, and 
find someone in need. Then do something to help that person.” 
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Empathetic Statements: 
“I can see you are feeling  ” 
“Tell me more.” 
“What I hear you saying is ” 
“That must have felt   ” 
“What do you need?” 
“I am here.” 

Please reflect on the words of Marianne Williamson: 
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We 
ask ourselves, 'Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?' Actually, who are 
you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small does not serve the world. 
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure 
around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born to make manifest 
the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. And as we 
let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. 
As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.” 

Always remember: A setback can be a setup for a comeback. That applies in life, in 
Wellness, and in Emotional Regulation. 
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Module 7 
Physical Wellness With The Power 3 
The term wellness is broadly defined as “the act of practicing healthy habits on a daily basis 
to attain better physical and mental health outcomes, so that instead of just surviving, 
you're thriving” (Pappadopulos). Every person’s wellness journey will look different and 
that’s the beauty of Flourishing in Wellness. There is no one-size fits all solution. Wellness is 
an umbrella term for all modalities that attribute to our positive overall wellbeing. We need 
the trait of curiosity to explore what works.  

People want to cultivate the best version of themselves and live a meaningful life. They 
want to grow their capacities for love and compassion, creativity and curiosity, work and 
resilience, and integrity and wisdom (Seligman). While each individual’s wellness path will 
be different, Self-Care is assuredly part of the package. 

If you are a parent, it is easy to remember back to when you first held your newborn baby 
in your arms. Remember how your newborn made you feel such joy and pride, and 
remember also how vulnerable and dependent they were on you to make the right choices 
for their health? Even for someone who is not a parent, it is not hard to imagine the feeling 
of all that joy, all that pride, and yet all that responsibility to make the right choices so that 
the newborn would be set up for success in life by the healthy choices of their parent. 

Imagine now that you are that newborn. What sort of health choices would you make?  
What sort of priorities would you have? What sort of actions, patterns, and behaviors would 
you allow? 

As much as this might seem to be a stretch, we actually are that newborn. Why? Because in 
the same way that a newborn is dependent on you to make the best choices for health, you 
are also depending on you to make the best choices for your health. As vulnerable and 
dependent as your newborn might be on you, you are also that dependent on you to make 
the best health choices for you. No one else can do it for you. And even if they could, who 
can be sure if they would? 

Each of us needs to own our health. So many dreams are sidelined due to a lack of health. 
The greatest wealth is health, and a lack of health is far more expensive than investing in 
our health, because the cost of NOT being healthy far outweighs the cost of investing in 
their health.   
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Hippocrates, who is referred to as the "Father of Medicine" because of his lasting 
contributions to the field, such as the use of prognosis and clinical observation, and the 
systematic categorization of diseases, said that “Health is the greatest of human blessings.” 
 
He also said that “Illnesses do not come upon us out of the blue. They are developed 
from small daily sins against Nature. When enough sins have accumulated, 
illnesses will suddenly appear.” 
 
Whether an illness is completely random or “…developed from small daily sins against 
Nature…”, the most important question is not so much if a health storm will come, but are 
we well-prepared in our health for when it does? Without a doubt, we will experience better 
health when we consistently ask three questions about everything we do and everything we 
consume: 
 

1. Is This Beneficial? Truthfully ask if a certain habit, or what you are consuming is 
actually beneficial? 

 
2. Is This Basic? Health is pretty basic. Maximize exercise and physical activity. Eat 

healthy. Get the right amount of sleep. Avoid processed foods because they are 
almost never healthy. So, truthfully ask if what you are doing aligns with basic 
health, as much as possible. 

 
3. Is This Balanced? Balance is key. Balanced sleep. Balanced exercise. Balanced 

nutrition. Nutritional balance is critical, and typically comes as a result of a balance 
of healthy protein, healthy carbohydrates, and healthy fats. Truthfully ask if what 
you are consuming is balanced and meeting the full range of your nutritional needs. 

 
 

The Power of Habit 
Studies by neurobiologists, cognitive psychologists, and researchers reveal that from 40 to 
95% of human behavior—how we think, what we say, and our overall actions—falls into the 
habit category. If we said 50%, we are on autopilot at least half the time. 
 
Think about this for a moment. Really think about it. Evaluate your habits: 
 Do they empower you or disempower you? 
 Do they limit you or free you? 
 Do they help you or hinder you from reaching your goals? 

 
At the end of the day, what you do today, for just one day, will likely not matter that much. 
But what you do every day is literally everything. The secret to your future is hidden in your 
daily routine. 
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Some reflections on the POWER of your HABITS: 
👉👉 Abraham Lincoln: “Discipline is choosing between what you want now and what you 
want most.” 
 
👉👉 Benjamin Franklin: “It is easier to prevent bad habits than to break them.” 
 
👉👉 Stephen Covey: “Our character is basically a composite of our habits. Because they are 
consistent, often unconscious patterns, they constantly, daily, express our character.” 
 
👉👉 Vince Lombardi: “Winning is a habit. Unfortunately, so is losing.” 
 
Self-Care and high performance is all about habits. It is so important to think about your 
habits. To remove old ones that no longer serve you. Add new ones that do. And your life 
will never be the same. 
 
The more you choose acts of Self-Care, the more they become habitual, and they all add 
up, like putting coins in a piggy bank. Your days are then filled with more acts of Self-Care 
than negative habits. The more you build on that internal stability, the less your worth and 
value and stability will be influenced by other people and external triggers. 

 
Self-Care is seeing yourself as a whole. Focusing more on what you know you are capable 
of rather than how other people see you. It is knowing how to deal with your darkness. It is 
knowing how to respond to the ugly parts of life. 

 
How much you love yourself is how peacefully, humbly and gracefully you live your life. In 
other words, your Self-Care impacts your Others-Care. 

 
Clinical Psychologist Leon F. Seltzer, Ph.D suggests you might want to think about it like 
this: “To deepen your love and acceptance of another, first develop love and acceptance for 
yourself” (Seltzer, 2015). 
 
Being kind to yourself is one of the marks of those who Flourish: 

 “The relationship with yourself sets the tone for every other relationship you have.” 
Robert Holden 

 “You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love and 
affection.” Buddha 

 “Put yourself at the top of your to-do list every single day and the rest will fall into 
place.” Unknown 

 “I must undertake to love myself and to respect myself as though my very life 
depends upon self-love and self-respect.” Maya Angelou 

 “Respect yourself and others will respect you.” Confucius. 
 “He that respects himself is safe from others; he wears a coat of mail that none can 
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pierce.” Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. 
 “People who love themselves don’t hurt other people. The more we hate ourselves, 

the more we want others to suffer.” Dan Pearce. 
 “Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation.” Audre Lorde 
 “I don’t trust people who don’t love themselves and tell me, ‘I love you’. There is an 

African saying which is: ‘Be careful when a naked person offers you a shirt’”. Maya 
Angelou. 

To make Self-Care simple, here is the formula: Simply Treat Yourself As You Treat 
Anyone You Truly Love & Respect. Here is the simple measurement: How do you treat 
others that you consider to be precious? Simply treat yourself in the same way. 

Here Are 10 Questions For Self-Care: 
1) How Do You Speak To Yourself?
2) How Do You Respect Yourself Compared To Others?
3) How Do You Protect Yourself From The Harmful Words & Actions Of Others?
4) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Tired?
5) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Hungry?
6) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Lonely?
7) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Angry?
8) How Do You Treat Yourself When You “Win”?
9) How Do You Treat Yourself When You “Lose”?
10) How Do You Appreciate Yourself When You Work Hard?

Someone once said this: “Check yourself before you wreck yourself”. I would modify that to 
this: “Respect yourself before you wreck yourself.” 

Love like you love yourself. Act like you love yourself. Eat like you love yourself. Move like 
you love yourself. Speak like you love yourself. Relate to others like you love yourself. Love 
yourself. 
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The Power 3 
We need to take care of our body so it can run efficiently. Keep in mind that there's a strong 
connection between your body and your mind. When you're caring for your body, you'll 
think and feel better too. 

Physical Self-Care includes how you're fueling your body, how much sleep you're getting, 
how much physical activity you are doing, and how well you're caring for your physical 
needs. Attending healthcare appointments, taking medication as prescribed, and managing 
your health are all part of good physical self-care. 

A significant part of Self-Care is giving ourselves time to heal and recover and get strength 
when we need it.  We are no good to others if we cannot look after ourselves. So, let’s take 
a brief look at Physical Wellness Through The Power 3. It makes sense to practice all of 
these paths every day, and yet be gentle with ourselves when we stumble from time to 
time.  The Power 3 are very important when it comes to replenishment and renewal. 

1) Power 3 Number 1 → Sleep
In the same way that paying no attention to nutrition, or having a sedentary lifestyle would 
be detrimental to your health, so is depriving yourself of sleep.   

Sleep is a critical part of Healthy Self-Care. Before Thomas Edison’s invention of the light 
bulb, people slept an average of 10 hours a night; today Americans average 5.5 hours of 
sleep a night, compared to a recommendation of 7-9 hours a night.  

Approximately 70 million people in the United States are affected by chronic sleep problems 
(CDC, 2017). About 40 million Americans suffer from a chronic sleep disorders, and an 
additional 20-30 million are affected by intermittent sleep-related problems. However, an 
overwhelming majority of sleep disorders remain undiagnosed and untreated (National 
Commission on Sleep Disorders Research, 1992).  

Sleep deprivation and sleep disorders are estimated to cost Americans over $100 billion 
annually in lost productivity, medical expenses, sick leave, and property and environmental 
damage (National Sleep Foundation). According to the National Sleep Foundation’s 2001 
Sleep in America poll, nearly seven out of 10 Americans said they experience frequent sleep 
problems, although most have not been diagnosed.  
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According to research, here are the Top 12 Benefits of Sleep: 
• Repairs Body, Mind, and Emotions, 
• Better Memory, 
• Longer Life, 
• Curbs Inflammation, 
• Improved Creativity, 
• Greater Achievement, 
• Healthier Performance, 
• Sharper Focus, 
• Healthier Weight Management, 
• Lower Stress, 
• Less Accidents, 
• Less Depression 

 
Lack of sleep affects your cognitive functions like memory and concentration. At the end of 
the day, it is important to balance your daily activities with the proper amount of rest. The 
amount of sleep needed will vary from person to person, but 8 hours is what is typically 
recommended. While it may not be feasible for you to get 8 hours of sleep every night, 
there are things that you can do to help you fall asleep faster and sleep more restfully so 
you can maximize your rest time.   
 
Start by turning off all screens at least 60 minutes before bedtime. Instead of watching a 
movie or scrolling through the internet to relax, try reading a book or listening to music.  
Dimming the lights and doing some light stretching or practicing deep breathing and 
meditation are other ways to wind down before bedtime. If you are sensitive to noise or 
light, try hanging blackout curtains or using a white noise playlist, or some instrumental 
music gently playing in the background. Establish a consistent nighttime routine and sleep 
schedule - and stick to it as much as you can by going to bed at the same time every night 
and waking up at the same time every morning by setting an alarm.  
 
 

How To Get A Great Night's Sleep: 
• Keep a regular schedule. Go to bed and get up at the same time every day, including 

weekends. 
• Good habits, like eating a healthy diet and getting regular exercise, can help you sleep.  

Don't exercise within a few hours of bedtime. 
• Avoid napping during the day. 
• Avoid caffeine, nicotine and alcohol. Caffeine and alcohol interrupt sleep, leading to a 

poor quality of sleep. Those who smoke have more difficulty getting to sleep and wake 
up more often at night, compared to non-smokers. 

• Take some time to relax and unwind before going to bed. Develop a sleep routine. If you  
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do the same things before you go to bed each night, it will train your body to get ready 
for sleep. 

• Make sure your room and bed are conducive to sleep. If you're not sleeping well, it may
be time for a new mattress. Your bedroom should be dark, cool and quiet.

• Make sure your stomach isn't too empty or too full before going to bed.
• If you're having difficulty sleeping, get out of bed. Go into another room and do

something relaxing until you feel sleepy. Worrying about falling asleep actually keeps
many people awake.

• If your thoughts keep you awake, try getting up and writing them down.

If you're still having trouble sleeping, talk to your doctor. You may have a medical condition 
that's affecting your rest. Also, check if the medications you're taking have an effect on your 
sleep. 

Resources For Sleep: 
• http://www.better-sleep-better-life.com/benefits-of-sleep.html
• http://www.webmd.com/sleep-disorders/sleep-benefits-10/default.htm
• http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/02/02/sleep-health-benefits-

_n_817803.html#s234464&title=Improve_Memory

2) Power 3 Number 2 → Nutrition
Diet and nutrition are very personal subjects because everyone’s body is unique and 
nutritional needs and requirements will vary from person to person. But there are some 
general guidelines that we should all adhere to when it comes to our food and from there, 
the details can be adjusted based on individual needs. 

It is no secret that eating a nutrient dense diet that includes mainly organic, non-GMO 
plant-based foods and organic and/or free range and pastured animal products is 
healthy for our physical bodies, but did you know it is healthy for your mind as well? 
When we consume large amounts of processed foods and inflammatory ingredients 
such as sugar and hydrogenated oils, we deprive our bodies of nutrients, which 
negatively affects our physical health and impairs our cognitive abilities. After all, your 
brain is a part of your physical body, and it needs quality nutrients too! Additionally, 
sugar, processed foods, chemical preservatives, and artificial colors can lead to 
hormone disruption and a myriad of chronic illnesses. 

One good habit to develop when shopping for food and planning your meals is to shop 
on the outer perimeter of the grocery store or marketplace. Typically, the interior aisles 
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of grocery stores are where you will find most of the heavily processed, packaged 
foods that you want to limit. Instead, spend most of your time in the produce section 
and the fresh meat and seafood section. If you do have to buy something packaged, 
get into the habit of reading labels and familiarizing yourself with the ingredients and 
the nutritional information of the products you are purchasing and when possible, 
always go for a certified organic option. 

If we want to live a full and flourishing life, we must pay attention to what we are putting in 
our bodies and eat with mindfulness rather than on a whim. While life’s obligations and time 
and budget constraints can make it difficult to prepare meals from scratch every day, a little 
planning goes a long way. Meal prepping is one good option to make sure you always have 
homemade, nutritious food on hand. Taking a quality multi-vitamin can also help to 
supplement your nutritional intake. 

🎯🎯 Socrates: “One should eat to live; not live to eat”. 

🎯🎯 Buddha:  “To keep the body in good health is a duty, otherwise we shall not be able to 
keep our mind strong and clear.” 

Nuggets About Nutrition: 
💥💥 Food Is Fuel - You are what you eat! This means that any lack of energy you may be 
experiencing likely has more to do with the foods you are consuming, and the foods you are 
not consuming, than anything else. 

💥💥 Food Is Fertile.  In other words, it brings healing and health to us. Hippocrates said that 
“Our food should be our medicine and our medicine should be our food”. 

💥💥 Food Is Focus – Eating healthy brings an acute mental focus that literally spreads to 
every other area of your life. Even the time spent on meal planning and preparation 
tightens your focus in life, relationships, career and business. 

💥💥 Food Is Fitness – Nice looking abs – and a great body - are made in the kitchen. 

💥💥  Food Is Feeling – The most important battle in the area of food and nutrition is 
emotional and mental. We have an intimate relationship with what we eat, and to master your 
appetite is to master your emotions. 

💥💥  Food Is Flourishing – When I started my fitness journey, and cut out sugar and all the 
processed garbage I was eating, at first I “felt” energy loss and almost depressed. I toughed 
it out for about 2-3 weeks, and in that time, re-wired my body. Now my energy levels are 
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massive and consistent, and when I eat lots of sugar or processed foods, I actually feel like 
garbage and feel an energy loss. 

💥💥 Food Is Family, and Connection – If you want to eat healthy, get a family member or 
friend to join. Hold each other accountable. That is the magic key. Serious accountability 
and partnering are CRITICAL. 

Nutrition That Drives Performance: 
Here are a few more important things about nutrition… 

First, there are foods and beverages that tend to supply you with energy, and foods and 
beverages that tend to sap your energy. There are things we eat that deposit energy and 
positive feelings, and others that drain them. Some foods give, while others clearly take. 
Examples of the foods that tend to give energy would be vegetables, fruit, high quality 
proteins, water, and whole grains. Some of the foods that tend to sap energy include things 
that are high in sugar, high in fat, high in alcohol, and high in caffeine: 

• http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/weight-loss/NU00195
• http://www.webmd.com/diet/ss/slideshow-energy-mood-boost-diet
• http://ecosalon.com/20-foods-to-give-you-energy/

Second, a healthy body – including weight loss and healthy skin - generally has a lot more 
to do with what you eat and how regularly you eat, rather than just exercise. As a rule of 
thumb, weight loss is generally 75% diet and 25% exercise. An analysis of more than 700 
weight loss studies found that people see the biggest short-term results when they eat 
smart. And healthy eating has a lot to do with eating regularly, even eating 4-6 smaller 
meals a day rather than on again, off again binge eating: 

• http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/weight-loss/MY00432
• http://www.self.com/fooddiet/2010/03/20-superfoods-slideshow#slide=1
• http://www.naturopathic.org/content.asp?contentid=30

Third, eating well takes discipline, focus, and planning. Most of the time we do not plan our 
meals with the same level of diligence we plan our day, our week, or our month. The 
breakdown for many when it comes to nutrition, is simple planning, rather than intention. In 
other words, their intention is to eat healthy, but their execution of this is flawed, often due 
to a simple lack of planning. In regard to nutrition, nothing works like planning your meals.  
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Fourth, eating and drinking well can taste good, if we give our taste buds time to wean off 
of the high sugar, high fat diets of typical modern societies. We need to realize that if we 
start eating healthy later in life, we may need to develop a new habit of eating healthy 
because our body and our taste buds are used to a certain “fix”. With patience and 
persistence, we can get our body hooked on a new fix. 

Fifth, eating healthy is important to develop and maintain critical thinking skills, and to 
ensure we are emotionally and creatively available. A study at the American Academy of 
Neurology shows that healthy eating actually reduces cognitive decline. From a young age, 
we’re taught that eating well helps us look and feel our physical best. What we’re not 
always told is that good nutrition significantly affects our mental health, too. A healthy, 
well-balanced diet can help us think clearly and feel more alert. It can also improve 
concentration and attention span. Studies have shown that a healthy diet leads to healthy 
thinking. And a healthy diet replenishes our emotional tank. It also fosters the creative 
juices and enhances our scope of mental possibilities. Conversely, an inadequate diet can 
lead to fatigue, impaired decision-making, and can slow down reaction time. In fact, a poor 
diet can actually aggravate, and may even lead to stress and depression. 

Sixth, your food affects your mood. Your brain is always "on." It takes care of your 
thoughts and movements, your breathing and heartbeat, your senses — it works hard 24/7, 
even while you sleep. So, your brain requires a constant supply of fuel. That "fuel" comes 
from the foods you eat — and what’s in that fuel makes all the difference. Put simply, what 
you eat directly affects the structure and function of your brain and your mood. 

To put cranial calorie burn in perspective, it helps to understand how your body burns 
energy. Unless you’re a professional athlete, most of the energy your body uses doesn’t 
have much to do with movement or exercise. A good-sized chunk—roughly 8% to 15%—
goes toward digesting the stuff you swallow, while a much larger portion is required to 
power your organs and keep you alive and functioning. And no part of you demands more 
energy than your brain. 

“As an energy-consumer, the brain is the most expensive organ we carry around with us,” 
says Dr. Marcus Raichle, a distinguished professor of medicine at Washington University 
School of Medicine in St. Louis. While the brain represents just 2% of a person’s total body 
weight, it accounts for 20% of the body’s energy use, Raichle’s research has found. That 
means during a typical day, a person uses about 320-450 calories just to think. 

When the body is at rest — not engaged in any activity besides the basics of breathing, 
digesting and keeping itself warm — we know that the brain uses up a startling 20% to 25% 
of the body's overall energy, mainly in the form of glucose.  
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That translates to 350 or 450 calories per day for the average woman or man, respectively.  
During childhood, the brain is even more ravenous. "In the average 5- to 6-year-old, the 
brain can use upwards of 60% of the body's energy," said Doug Boyer, an associate 
professor of evolutionary anthropology from Duke University. Boyer does research around 
anatomical and physiological changes associated with primate origins. Elite chess players 
can reportedly burn up to an estimated 6,000 calories in one day — all without moving from 
their seats, ESPN reported. 
 
Like an expensive car, your brain functions best when it gets only premium fuel. Eating 
high-quality foods that contain lots of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants nourishes the 
brain and protects it from oxidative stress — the "waste" (free radicals) produced when the 
body uses oxygen, which can damage cells. 
 
Unfortunately, just like an expensive car, your brain can be damaged if you ingest anything 
other than premium fuel. If substances from "low-premium" fuel (such as what you get 
from processed or refined foods) get to the brain, it has little ability to get rid of them.  
Diets high in refined sugars, for example, are harmful to the brain. In addition to worsening 
your body’s regulation of insulin, they also promote inflammation and oxidative stress. 
Multiple studies have found a correlation between a diet high in refined sugars and impaired 
brain function — and even a worsening of symptoms of mood disorders, such as depression. 
• http://health.usnews.com/health-news/diet-fitness/diet/articles/2011/08/31/food-and-

mood-6-ways-your-diet-affects-how-you-feel 
• http://www.webmd.com/food-recipes/features/how-food-affects-your-moods 
• http://www.naturallysavvy.com/health-wellness/29-foods-and-herbs-to-boost-creativity  
 
 
Seventh, water is life. One last thing: Water consumption. Drink lots of water. Most experts 
would say a minimum of 2 liters, but please consult with your medical professional if you 
are wondering the exact number for you. 
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3) Power 3 Number 3 → Exercise 
Exercise and keeping in shape physically is a huge part of the Power 3. It seems counter-
intuitive, but by exerting the energy we spend when we exercise, we gain it back and more 
in our mental, emotional, and physical health.  
 
There’s not much that impacts our lives that exercise won’t help fix. Literally, by moving our 
body and exercising, we are breaking the pattern of circular fear-based thoughts, and 
releasing endorphins (the “feel-good” hormones). So many times, when I have been in a 
place of anxiety or stress, just going for a hard run or a solid workout breaks the fear. 
Scientists say physical activity improves mental health by helping the brain cope better with 
fear and stress. It also has preventative value. People who get regular vigorous exercise are 
far less likely to develop an anxiety disorder over the next five years than those who do not. 
Exercise also boosts your energy and changes your moods. 
 

Here are the Top 10 Benefits Of Regular Exercise: 
• Exercise Boosts Your Energy, 
• Exercise Lowers Your Stress, 
• Exercise Improves Your Moods, 
• Exercise Stimulates Your Creativity, 
• Exercise Helps With Weight Control, 
• Exercise Combats Health Conditions and Diseases, 
• Exercise Helps You Sleep Better, 
• Exercise Improves Your Sex Life, 
• Exercise Grows Your Character and Resilience, 
• Exercise Helps You Have More Fun and Enjoy Recreation 

 
Exercise and rest go hand in hand in a healthy, flourishing life. What is appropriate for each 
person on an individual basis will vary depending on age, job type, and health restrictions 
but typically, 30 minutes of exercise per day will benefit just about anyone. Of course, it is 
always wise to check with your doctor before significantly increasing your activity level or 
starting a new physical regimen, especially if you are just getting into exercising. Healthy 
Self-Care involves allocating about 30 minutes a day to regular exercise. Please consult 
your doctor, or a trained professional, to discover what might work for you. 
 
Physical activity is important to incorporate into a healthy daily lifestyle but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean you have to join a gym or take up cycling. There are many different ways 
to move, stretch, and strengthen your physical body that do not involve spending a lot of 
money. Start simple by limiting your screen time. If you have a desk job or if you work from 
home, set an alarm so you remember to take periodic breaks to stand up and stretch. 
Instead of immediately sitting down to watch television after dinner, take a walk around the 
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block or do some housework. These things may not seem like exercise to you but every 
little movement counts! Every step you take is a step toward a healthier, more flourishing 
life so don’t discount the little things. There are so many ways to get in your 30 minutes of 
exercise. Get outside and enjoy nature by taking walk around your neighborhood or a 
nearby park. You could plant and maintain a garden, do some yard work, wash your car, or 
turn on some music and dance. There are also thousands of instructional exercise videos 
that you can find for free on the internet. Just be sure you are working at your level and 
that the video was made by a reputable coach or trainer.  
 
Resources: 

• http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/exercise/HQ01676 
• http://www.nutristrategy.com/health.htm  
• http://www.mhp.gov.on.ca/en/active-living/exercise.asp 

 
 
As we close this module on the Physical Wellness With The Power 3, remember the 
words of Buddha: “You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your 
love and affection.” And can we really say we love ourselves with affection if we are not 
paying attention to our Sleep, Nutrition, and Exercise? 
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Growth Exercise 
10 Questions For A Flourishing Relationship 
With Yourself. share your responses below: 
1) How Do You Speak To Yourself?

2) How Do You Respect Yourself Compared To Others?

3) How Do You Protect Yourself From The Harmful Words & Actions Of Others?

4) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Tired?

5) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Hungry?

6) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Lonely?

7) How Do You Treat Yourself When You Are Angry?

8) How Do You Treat Yourself When You “Win”?

9) How Do You Treat Yourself When You “Lose”?

10) How Do You Appreciate Yourself When You Work Hard?
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Module 8 
Social Wellness Through Social Connection 
Even PRE-COVID, we were faced with a TON of social isolation. But when COVID-19 came – 
it absolutely blew up into a “Pandemic of Loneliness”: 
o Studies found that 64% of college and university students felt “very lonely” in the years 

leading up to Covid-19.
o Studies find that 65% of millennials (born 1982-1999) and members of Generation Z

(born 1997-2012) report sometimes or always feeling lonely. Same for 50% of 
Generation X (born 1961-1981) and 44% of Baby Boomers (born 1946-1964).

o The COVID-19 pandemic has heaped on even more loneliness, with 34% of millennials 
saying it has made them always or often feel lonelier. The same goes for 27% of Gen 
Z, 22% of Gen X, and 20% of Boomers.

o Even before the lockdown shut down most of normal life, 58% of Americans sometimes 
or always felt like no one knows them well, 52% sometimes or always felt alone, and 
49% say they sometimes or always feel they lack companionship. The numbers are 
similar in Canada.

o In a nationwide survey released in October 2019, a third of Britons said that they often 
or very often feel lonely. Nearly 50% of Britons over 65 consider the TV or a pet their 
main source of company. In Japan, more than half a million people under 40 hadn’t left 
their house or interacted with anyone for at least 6 months – PRE-COVID.

o There is an epidemic of loneliness among Millennials: According to the 2016 UK Census, 
loneliness is the number one fear of Millennials - ranking ahead of losing a home or 
job.  42% of Millennial women are more afraid of loneliness than a cancer diagnosis.

This Pandemic of Loneliness matters because loneliness is one of the most stressful 
and destructive things that can happen to you. 

How stressful is loneliness? When you’re stressed, your heartbeat goes up, and your saliva 
becomes flooded with a hormone called cortisol. Feeling lonely causes your cortisol levels to 
absolutely soar - as much as some of the most disturbing things that can ever happen to 
you. Becoming acutely lonely is as stressful as experiencing a physical attack. Being deeply 
lonely seems to cause as much stress as being punched by a stranger (Hari, 2018). 

Other research shows that isolated and lonely people are three times more likely to catch a 
cold then people who had lots of close connections to other people (Hari, 2018).  

Another scientist, Lisa Berkman, followed both isolated and highly connected people over 
nine years, to see whether one group was more likely to die than the other. Isolated people 
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were two to three times more likely to die during that period. Almost everything became 
more fatal when you were alone: cancer, heart disease, and respiratory problems. 
Loneliness itself, seems to be deadly. Being disconnected from the people around you has 
the same effect on your health as being obese (Hari, 2018). 

Loneliness almost always precedes symptoms of depression. Picture the range of loneliness 
in our culture as a straight line. At one end, you are 0% lonely. At the other end, you are 
100% lonely. If you moved from being in the middle (50%) to being 65%, your chances of 
developing depressive symptoms increases eight times. Loneliness is causing a significant 
amount of the depression and anxiety in our society (Hari, 2018). 

Scientists have long known that loneliness is emotionally painful and can lead to psychiatric 
disorders like depression, anxiety, and schizophrenia. But only recently have they 
recognized how destructive it is to the body. In 2015, researchers at UCLA discovered that 
social isolation triggers cellular changes in your body that result in chronic inflammation, 
predisposing the lonely to serious physical conditions like heart disease, stroke, cancer, and 
Alzheimer’s. Loneliness leads to a 29% increase in risk of coronary heart disease and a 32% 
rise in the risk of stroke. 

Loneliness and social isolation can be as damaging to health as smoking 15 cigarettes a day 
and twice as damaging to life expectancy as obesity. Loneliness leads to high blood 
pressure, a weak immune system, and to a greater risk of heart attack and strokes. 
Psychologists say that the pain of loneliness is akin to physical pain and triggers the 
experience of pain in the same parts of the brain.   

The longest running study of mental health in human history – The Harvard Study of Adult 
Development – determined 2 things: 
1. The single greatest predictor of a mentally, emotionally, and physically fulfilling life is

loving others, and letting yourself be loved in community.
2. Loneliness kills - It’s as powerful as smoking or alcoholism.

According to Dr. George Vaillant, the Director of the Study, here is what he learned after his 
study over decades: “The only thing that really matters in life are your relationships with 
other people.” 

Research shows that clinical medical care (i.e. seeing your doctor regularly) is less 
important than the impact of connection in our lives. According to the best mental health 
professionals, the only thing that really matters is your relationships with other people - 
your degree of connectedness and social support. 

Loneliness is different from the number of friends a person has or how much time they 
spend alone. It is actually defined by a longing for greater social connection. In other words, 
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you are lonely when your appetite for social connection is unsatisfied. So, just as you can 
spend your days alone but never feel lonely, you could be constantly surrounded by friends 
and family - and yet still be lonely. 
 
A one-way relationship can’t end loneliness. Only two-way relationships can do that.  
Loneliness isn't the physical absence of other people, but it's the sense that you're not 
sharing anything that matters with anyone else. If you have lots of people around you, but 
don't share anything that matters with them, then you’ll still be lonely. To end loneliness, 
you need to have a sense of mutual support and connection with at least one other person.  
 
ALL OF THESE STATS AND FACTS WERE PRE-COVID. What impact do you think the 
lockdowns and “Social Distancing” has had on these stats?   
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Tribe First, Tribe Always 
Human beings are first and foremost social animals, and we are socially oriented in ways 
that no other animal is. Thousands of years ago, on the ice fields or savannah, in the jungle 
or the plains, we were not the dominant species we are today. We didn’t have either 
defensive or offensive weapons physically built-in, and so food insecurity and being prey 
meant every day was a struggle to survive. 

The one thing that changed this, more than the introduction of fire or the use of stone and 
wood as weapons, was that people started working together. Even with a stone blade or 
wooden spear, alone we could not defeat a pack of wolves or a saber-toothed tiger. But with 
a tribe – even a small one – our chances of surviving and thriving increased exponentially. 

Since this discovery, people as a whole have been primarily guided by the drive to connect 
with others, collaborate and build community together, and the majority of our thoughts, 
emotions, impulses, and behaviors are either directly or indirectly the results of that drive. 
How we think, how we act, how we feel, and even the way we want are all deeply linked to 
this overwhelming drive to connect with others (Baumeister and Leary, 1995). 

Hardwired into the deepest parts of our instinct to survive is a primal realization that 
without deep connection and belonging in the context of others, we cannot survive or thrive. 

Human beings aren’t the only ones who need Social Connection. Recent research has 
even explored the need for connection in rats, and did so by separating lab rats. Some were 
raised in a cage, alone. Others were raised in groups. The isolated rats developed eighty-
four times the number of breast cancer tumors as the rats who had a community (Hari, 
2018). 

To understand Social Connection is to understand the essential nature of belonging. 
People need to feel they belong and need to create the sense of belonging for others. As 
perhaps the most social of all creatures on earth, the core need we have to belong means 
we are all striving to fit in, and we will often change a massive amount of how we show up 
in order to do so. This core need is not just “nice to have”, but is essential to our capacity to 
survive and to flourish. 

We were not designed to flourish ALONE. In order to flourish in life, we need Social 
Wellness. We do not thrive by ourselves. We thrive as part of community. We only truly 
flourish in connection with others. There is triumph in the tribe... 

People who have Social Connection, and who feel cared for by others are more physically 
healthy and live longer than those who feel socially isolated. Feeling socially connected is 
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protective against a range of conditions such as heart disease and cancer - and contributes 
significantly to a healthy immune system. A sense of belonging enhances: 
 Productivity (we get more done),
 Psychological well-being (we feel more complete), and
 Physical health (our body breaks down less).

Every human impulse and instinct is honed not for life alone, but for life in a tribe. Humans 
need tribes as much as birds need a nest or fish swim in schools or gorillas move in troops, 
or bees need a hive. In a lot of ways, loneliness is a life-saving and painful signal that 
motivates us to reconnect with people. 

According to neuroscience researcher John Cacioppo (Hari, 2018), there is a cruel twist to 
loneliness. He put lonely people into brain-scanning machines and noticed something. 
Lonely people would spot potential threats within 150 milliseconds, while it took socially 
connected people twice as long, 300 milliseconds to notice the same threat. What was 
happening? 

Protracted loneliness causes you to shut down socially, and to be more suspicious of any 
social contact, he found. You become hyper vigilant. You start to be more likely to take 
offense where none was intended, and to be afraid of strangers. You start to be afraid of the 
very thing you need most. John calls this a "snowball" effect, as disconnection spirals into 
more disconnection. 

Lonely people are scanning for threats because they unconsciously know that nobody is 
looking out for them, so no one will help them if they are hurt. This snowball effect, he 
learned, can be reversed - but to help a depressed or severely anxious person out of it, they 
need more love, and more reassurance, than they would have needed in the first place. 

The tragedy, John realized, is that many depressed and anxious people receive less love, as 
they become harder to be around.  Indeed, they receive judgment, and criticism, and this 
accelerates their snowball into an ever-colder place (Hari, 2018). 
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Creating Social Connection 
Way back in the chronicles of some of the earliest recorded texts in history is the “human 
origin” story found in the book of Genesis. Whether we believe this was the scribble of 
people who could barely read or write, simply passing along old superstitions, or whether 
we believe that this account was somehow inspired by the Divine, there can be no doubt 
that the sheer age of the text (over 2500 years) gives us insight into the early human 
civilization. 

The story is told of the Garden of Eden, and how allegedly the first person was created and 
given this Garden as a playpen. In the Garden, everything needed would be provided, and 
there was complete safety, calm, and tranquility. This human even had unfettered access to 
the Divine. 

And yet, the first thing in all of Creation that was described as “not good” was NOT a moral 
failure or ethical rule being broken, but it was that this person was alone. Though this 
human was fully safe, fully fed, and fully secure, they were incomplete because they were 
alone. And in spite of the perfection of the moment, where Adam was not bothered by food 
or housing insecurity, and enjoyed complete and free access to the Divine, he was still not 
complete. He was incomplete and unsatisfied because he was alone.  

In all of Creation at that moment, the only thing that was “not good” was the person who 
was alone, the person without Social Connection. We are hardwired for connection and 
community - and are not built to go through our lives walking and working and living and 
being and struggling ALONE.   

This resonates with where we are in this moment as a global community. The people in the 
rich world - who have the most safety, security, and stability on the outside – are among 
the loneliest on the planet. Like Adam in the Garden, we have access to everything we could 
want but not to what we need the most: Social Connection. Social Connection is critical 
to our overall wellbeing and mental health. 

So, how do we Create Social Connection? 

“Two people are better off than one, for they can help each other succeed.  If 
one person falls, the other can reach out and help.  But someone who falls 
alone is in real trouble.  Likewise, two people lying close together can keep 

each other warm.  But how can one be warm alone?  A person standing alone 
can be attacked and defeated, but two can stand back-to-back and conquer.  

Three are even better, for a triple-braided cord is not easily broken.” 
Ecclesiastes 4:9-12 
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1. Social Connection Occurs When We Step Out Of Our Comfort Zone.
Social Connection is not about waiting for others to make the first move. An ancient 
proverb says this: “A man who has friends must himself be friendly.”   

This might seem simple, but do you realize how many people are sitting around, waiting for 
someone to come, love them, and be their friend? People like that seldom get friends 
because they are waiting for someone else to initiate the friendship – and the other person 
is also waiting for the same thing! To experience Social Connection, we need to initiate 
the relationship.   

Now, the other side of this is that there ARE literally all kinds of people waiting around for 
someone to be their friend. What an opportunity! We can take the initiative and go make 
some friends! Choose your friends! 

Social Connection Happens When We Step Out Of Our Comfort Zone 

2. Social Connection Happens In An Atmosphere of “Belief”.
Social Connection is so often about looking beyond the surface, seeing beyond sight, and 
holding space for the best in others to come out. Social Connection is about believing in 
the capacity of people to rise above their current state and become something MORE. 

Michelangelo said that “I saw the angel in the marble, and I carved until I set him free.” If 
we want Social Connection, then we need to employ an atmosphere of belief. We need to 
believe the best about them, rather than the worst. 

When people believe in us, they cause us to believe in ourselves, which encourages us to  
reach our full potential. Some don't reach their full potential because they have no self- 
confidence, no belief in themselves. Are we adding to people's self-esteem, or taking away  
from it? When people leave your presence, do they leave with a sense of empowerment, or 
sense of depletion? The best strategy for Social Connection is to cause people to leave  
your presence always feeling better than when they came! If people always leave your  
presence feeling better than when they came, they’ll keep coming back for more! 

Another old proverb said that “…everyone is the friend of a person who gives gifts.” An  
atmosphere of “belief” is so important for a friendship to grow. People can’t consistently be 
around people who are constantly negative towards them or judge them. A big man is one  
who makes us feel bigger when we’re with him. Let’s make people feel bigger! We also  
need to learn to see the good in people and cover the weakness. 

Social Connection Happens When We Cultivate An Atmosphere Of Belief 
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3. Social Connection Occurs When We Go Deeper.
For Social Connection to occur, we need to share deeply. A friendship without intimacy is 
no friendship at all. We need to take the risk of allowing people into our life and sharing  
deeply with them. Inside all of us is a desire to connect with people, to be known, and yet  
there is fear of what will happen when we do.   

In every relationship in life, you either put up a wall or a bridge. A wall is designed for 
protection. When you put up a wall, you are making it hard for people to relate to you and 
connect with you because you are afraid. Some people’s default position is wall. But 
when you put up a bridge, you are making it easy for people to connect with you. 

To experience Social Connection, take the risk of building bridges and not walls. 

Having said this, we always need wisdom! Don’t share your whole life, simply give 
people a piece and see if they are worthy of more! Be very careful about who you share 
your vision, dreams and ideas with. If you talk to the wrong people about the right idea, 
your idea will die before it can conceive and give birth. Partner and connect only with people 
that inspire you, people that challenge you to rise higher, people that make you better. 
Don’t waste your valuable time with people that are not adding to your growth. 

Social Connection Happens When We Go Deeper 

4. Social Connection Happens When We Operate Unselfishly.
There is truth in the old idea that “there is no greater love than to lay down one’s life for 
one’s friends.” We must be willing to operate unselfishly: 

a) Sacrifice,
b) Support,
c) Stickability,
d) Silence. The best way to destroy trust and friendship is loose lips.

Social Connection Happens When We Operate Unselfishly 

5. Social Connection Happens When We Add Value.
To create Social Connections, we need to add value to our friend. To help them grow. To 
build their capacity. The best friendships add value to us. An old proverb helps us here: “As 
iron sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.” Relationships should add value, otherwise 
what’s the point? 

Social Connection Happens When We Add Value 
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3 Ways To Decrease Social Connections: 
1. Building Walls Instead Of Bridges
2. Speaking Without Listening
3. Assuming Without Understanding

3 Ways To Increase Social Connections: 
1. Be Secure
2. Be Vulnerable
3. Be Empathetic

We All Hold One Thing In Common: The Need To Be Understood. 
When we are misunderstood, we become the worst versions of ourselves. Self-fulfilling 
prophecies come true. Shame, judgement, aloof, disengaged, avoidant, skeptical, conflict, 
aggressive, passive aggressive, gossip, toxicity, bullying, harassment. Nip this right away 
by bringing understanding. 

A Framework For Healthy Boundaries: 
1) We teach others how to treat us.
2) Boundaries must be communicated clearly and with kindness.
3) Boundaries are based on the only person you can control: Yourself.
4) Boundaries framework: “When you do , I will .” 

What Organizations Can Do To Create Belonging: 
1. Safety – Psychological Safety
2. Significance – Meaningful Work
3. Support – Leadership Training and Coaching – www.flourishingworkplace.com
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Growth Exercise 
What Is Wellness To you? 
In your experience…
 Share examples of healthy or empowering Wellness…

 Share examples of unhealthy or disempowering Wellness…

 Do most people receive adequate training or support for healthy Wellness?

 What are the best supports for helping someone to learn Wellness?

 Discuss any challenges you have experienced in learning Wellness.
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Module 9 
Understanding Your Wellness Story & The FLQ 
Without a doubt, Story is one of the most powerful internal forces and influences in our 
lives, specifically the Story we are telling ourselves as a person, and also as a person in 
Wellness. There is Power in Story. 

The Story we tell about our life becomes the Story of our life. And the Story we tell about 
our Wellness becomes the Story of our Wellness. This internalized narrative becomes what 
we live out in word and deed. You could call this a self-fulfilling prophecy.  

Some of the Story we tell ourselves about ourselves and our Wellness could be inspiring and 
empowering and even energizing us to be more, do more, and learn more. 

But elements of our Story could be disempowering, demotivating, and draining us of the 
capacity to Flourish in Wellness. So in order to thrive in Wellness, it is important to uncover 
the current story we are telling ourselves about ourselves and our Wellness. Then, we can 
use the information from our Story to build new beliefs and behaviors leading to better 
outcomes. 

We live in a society that is driven by narrative and story. Why? Because story connects 
BOTH the right and left sides of your brain. When the right side and left side of your brain 
connect on an idea or narrative or storyline, it locks it into your long-term memory. 

Proven Intersections Between Neuroscience, 
Biology, and Story... 
Your brain on story is different than your brain when it is receiving any other form of 
information, including straight facts and data. There are proven intersections between 
neuroscience, biology, and story we cannot ignore. The threads of stories that we read, 
hear, watch, and click on affect us intrinsically. 

Neuroscientists at Emory University published research in December 2013 showing the 
changes in neural patterns of volunteers after reading a narrative story based on real 
events. The researchers assigned subjects to read Robert Harris' 2003 novel Pompeii, a 
piece of historical fiction based on real events. This type of writing employs the storytelling 
techniques of fiction to tell true stories. 
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The results showed heightened connectivity in a specific part of the brain. The left temporal 
cortex lit up, and not just for the period immediately following the reading assignments. The 
neural changes persisted for several days. That’s why we sometimes say that a story was so 
powerful we just can’t seem to shake it. 

The Emory researchers found the primary sensory motor region of the brain changes as well 
after reading story. Even though the participants were not actually reading the novel while 
they were in the brain scanner, they retained this heightened connectivity, almost like 
muscle memory. That’s why some stories make you say, “I felt I was there.” 

To understand the power of story, first let's do a short primer on some brain chemicals. 

First, there's cortisol, which gets produced when something warrants our attention, like 
distress. Where we hear about potential threats in our environment - or hear something 
distressing in a story - cortisol helps us stay attentive.  

Next comes a far more popular brain chemical called dopamine. This gets produced to aid in 
an elaborate learning system that rewards us (with pleasure) when we follow the 
emotionally charged events in a story. If cortisol helps with awareness, dopamine aids, so to 
speak, with arousal, rewarding us to stick with the journey.  

And then comes what could very well be the wonder drug of the brain: oxytocin. While there 
are many other things in the human organism that help make us social, oxytocin has been 
identified as a chemical that promotes prosocial, empathetic behavior.  

Professor Paul Zak, director of the Center for Neuroeconomics Studies at Claremont 
Graduate School, found that reading simple, humanistic stories changes what is in our blood 
streams. Taking blood samples of subjects before and after reading a story about a father 
and his terminally ill son, Zak found their blood levels contained an increase of cortisol and 
oxytocin after reading the story. Called the human bonding or empathy chemical, oxytocin 
is also released by breastfeeding mothers. 

Once they had read the story, subjects were then asked to donate money to a cause for ill 
children. 80% of the subjects complied. Imagine anything that would cause 80% of people 
to do as they were asked! 

So, let’s summarize. With cortisol, we have a brain chemical that helps with awareness.  
With dopamine, we have another brain chemical that helps with arousal and pleasure. With 
oxytocin we have a brain chemical that helps produce empathy and action, the grand prize 
for all of us, which is changing behaviour. As Professor Zak concluded, we can "change 
behavior by changing our brain chemistry." Professor Zak spent time specifically studying 
the role of oxytocin. Oxytocin is a neurochemical in the brain that Zak says gives the "it's  
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safe to approach others" signal in the brain. 

When we are telling a story, different parts of our brain light up when we use our memory 
or evoke an emotion and, at the same time, the same part of the brain of the listener lights 
up as well. What is in play is known as "mirror neurons".   

Our brains were wired for reaching out and interacting with others. Stories seem to contain 
that timeless thread of human connection, even if that connection is just through words on 
a page or screen, or words heard on a podcast. Stories have always been a primal form of 
communication. They are timeless links to ancient traditions, legends, archetypes, myths, 
and symbols. They connect us to a larger self and universal truths. 

The bottom line?  
We only fully change when we understand the story we have been telling ourselves, and 
shift our story towards a healthy direction where needed. So many of us tell ourselves a 
story that disempowers us or cripples us, rather than empowering us or building us.  

In the Thriving Wellness Coaching Program™, we have two tools we use to help us uncover 
our story: 

1. The FLQ: Flourishing Life Questionnaire
2. The FWAT: The Flourishing Wellness Assessment Tool

These tools help us uncover our Story and to clearly see the Story we are telling ourselves 
about our life and Wellness. 

Let’s start with the FLQ… 
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The FLQ 
At an individual level, we measure our flourishing using the FLQ: The “Flourishing Life 
Questionnaire”. The FLQ allows a person to measure and better support their capacity to 
Flourish, and measures what’s right about us, as opposed to what’s wrong.  

The FLQ Provides a Picture of an Individual’s Alignment To The 10 Core 
Competencies For Flourishing (Dr. Wayne Hammond, Ph.D.): 
1) Personal Empowerment – Confident and optimistic with a strong belief in their ability

to create success and take control of their own life. Knowing what is important to them
supports a growth aptitude for taking smart risks and realize their greatest potential.

2) Personal Awareness/Management – Possesses insight to a broad range of personal
feelings and an ability to express them in positive and controlled ways. Identifies
different levels of stress in their life and copes with stressful situations in positive ways.

3) Emotional/Social Intelligence - Emotionally receptive and can identify, manage, and
express emotions to others in sensitive ways. Good listeners, team players, effective
communicators, and empathetic. Shift their thinking to understand what others are
feeling and why.

4) Leadership/Courage - Confident in their strengths and competence to purposefully
perform. Open to new ideas and ways of creating success. Has a deep sense of integrity,
cares about the needs of others, and takes initiative to empower others to be their best.

5) Innovative/Entrepreneurial – Thinks creatively, considers options that others might
not think possible, turns challenges into learning opportunities, and adapts innovative
ideas into successful solutions.

6) Resilience/Growth Mindset - Advances despite adversity by bouncing back from
challenges, adapting when things might not be working out, and learning from their
mistakes. Develops competence by embracing new challenges to discover their
untapped potential for greatness.

7) Motivated/Self-Directed Learner - A confident learner who takes the initiative to
continuously grow their skills and potential in successful ways. Demonstrates respect
and gratitude for the expertise and judgment of those they seek help from. Not afraid to
make mistakes and not overly worried about being wrong.

8) Moral Directedness/Integrity - Honest and genuine with a strong sense of purpose,
goals, and personal vision. Embraces core values that guide their decisions, determine
what they stand for, and influence responses when challenged by others.

9) Interpersonal/Collaborative Skills - A good communicator who can effectively
manage the feelings of others as well as their own. Respectful and positive team-
players, able to problem solve and resolve conflicts, and can effectively manage the
expectations of others in positive ways.

10) Effective Problem Solver/Accountable – Considers situations from a holistic
perspective and takes responsibility for decisions made. Has a “common sense”
approach to dealing with life situations and will get things done and take the initiative.
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Growth Exercise: 
Unpacking Your FLQ 
Review The Results Of Your FLQ With Your Thriving Wellness Coach. 

Then Create A Growth Plan Using The FLQ Platform.  

Discuss And Share Your Reflections Here: 
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Module 10 
The FWAT and WRAP (30 Day) 
In the Thriving Wellness Coaching Program™, we use two tools to unpack our story: 

1. The FLQ: Flourishing Life Questionnaire
2. The FWAT: Flourishing Wellness Assessment Tool

These tools help us uncover our Story and to clearly see the Story we are telling ourselves 
about our life and Wellness. We will spend time here on the FWAT (Flourishing Wellness 
Assessment Tool).  

The FWAT Provides A Picture of An Individual’s Alignment To The 10 Key Success 
Factors for Flourishing Wellness. 

Once you have learned from your FLQ and FWAT, begin to gently work creating a WRAP: 
Wellness Results Action Plan.  
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The WRAP (Wellness Results Action plan – 30 Day) 
Growth and personal/professional development is not a mystery. When it comes to growing 
your Wellness or achieving any goal, there is a simple process involving six steps: 

1) Goals – What Are Your Specific Wellness Goals For The Next Year?
2) Motivation - Why Do You Want To Hit These Wellness Goals?
3) Obstacles – What Could Hold You Back From Hitting These Wellness Goals?
4) Empowerment - What Resources Do You Already Have To Help You Hit These

Wellness Goals?
5) Gaps - What Skills Do You Need To Develop To Achieve These Wellness Goals?
6) Next Steps - What Are The Immediate Action Steps You Can Take In The Next 30

Days?

The WRAP focuses these Six Steps: How much can you grow in the next 30 Days? 

1) Wellness Goals
Begin with the end in mind. What are my Wellness Goals? 
Start with your Wellness Goals over the next year. As much as possible, base this on the 
data gleaned in the FLQ and FWAT. Start big picture with One Year Goals and then we will 
narrow our focus to 30 Day Action Steps.   

2) Motivation
It is difficult to overstate how much your WHY matters. WHY do these Wellness goals 
matter? What’s this really all about for you?   

Compelling motivation is required to overcome the obstacles that will come your way. 
When your WHY gets stronger, your HOW gets easier. 

3) Obstacles

If you can name it, you can tame it. When we identify obstacles, their power decreases, and 
our power increases.  

Both the obstacles on the inside, and the obstacles on the outside must be addressed. List 
as many obstacles as possible to the development of your Wellness, both Internal and 
External. Also list the Controllable and Non-Controllable Obstacles. 
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4) Empowerment
Do a full inventory of your internal and external resources. 

When we identify and celebrate our resources, our sense of empowerment exponentially 
grows. Empowerment leads to execution. 

Though growth is not complicated, there is a precise ratio to keep in mind. Always 
remember the 3:1 ratio of POSITIVE to NEGATIVE.  Dr. Barbara L. Fredrickson and Dr. 
Marcial F. Losada discovered that people FLOURISH when they have more positive thoughts 
and feelings than negative. Their research showed that the mean ratio of positive to 
negative influences was above 2.9 for individuals classified as flourishing and below that 
threshold for those not flourishing. In simple terms, this mean that the more you allow 
yourself to think and feel the positive like gratitude or hopefulness or joy or expressing 
appreciation or feeling upbeat, the more you will flourish. The more you allow yourself to 
feel or think the negative (e.g., feeling ungrateful, irritable, or expressing disdain or dislike, 
etc.), the more you will languish. Takeaway? At least 3 to 1 for positive to negative. 

Be precise here. Precisely list your 3 Top Strengths from your FWAT. List your top 3 
strengths from your FLQ. Take time to be grateful for and acknowledge these strengths in 
you. 

Flourishing is not so much about fixing what is wrong, but leaning into more of what is right. 
So, consider this: How can I elevate and make space for more of these strengths in my 
Wellness on a daily basis? 

5) Wellness Skill Gap Analysis
We address any gaps that may exist in our Wellness competence. My current level of 
Wellness skill determines my current level of Wellness outcomes. Better Wellness outcomes 
demand better Wellness skills. So, we need a clear idea of our Wellness skill gaps.     

What is the most pressing Wellness skill gap from your FWAT, that you need to develop to 
help you achieve your Wellness goals in the next year? 

6) Next Steps
The path to success is massive, focused, and consistent action. What next steps are 
required in the next 30 days in order to begin to move closer to the Wellness goals 
identified above, address obstacles, and close gaps? Write these next steps down.  
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Growth Exercise: 
Sharing Your FWAT 
& Creating Your WRAP (30 Day) 

Do The FWAT On Your Own, Taking Time To Reflect On Your Wellness Progress So Far. 

If Possible Get 360 Degree Feedback From 2-3 Others. 

Then, Discuss Your FWAT With Your Thriving Wellness Coach. 

Create Your WRAP (30-Day), With Support From Your Thriving Wellness Coach. 

Share Your Reflections Here: 
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Module 11 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness 
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The Blueprint For Flourishing Wellness: 
10 Key Success Factors 
The reality is that you have the power to impact your own Wellness… 

You are the hero of your story, and the only one with the capacity to make 
changes in your life. No one else can do it for you!   

If you do not like where you are, then change it. You are not a tree. You have 
endless capacity for choice, change, and growth. 

No matter what you are building, design is everything. Successful Execution is all 
about a Strategic Blueprint.  

In many ways, we already know so much about Wellness. We may have self-care routines 
that help us. Sometimes we try new things that a friend may suggest. At other times we are 
confused about what creates Wellness. We search for ways to improve without certainty of 
the results. It becomes overwhelming when the internet bombards us with information and 
products to try. There are so many claims that one thing or another will make us feel better. 
Do we want to fast on carrot juice? Is it necessary? What if we cannot train for a marathon? 
Among the supplements available, how do we know which one to try? With so many 
choices, we forget even how to return to the basics.  

The good news about Wellness is that it does not require a complex strategy. You just have 
to learn how to do what you already do better by becoming more self-aware. Most Wellness 
Professionals define Wellness as health optimization and suggest that we have the power to 
heal within ourselves. We contain self-regulating components or built-in mechanisms for 
well-being. Naturally, we all want to feel better. 

According to top-tier international spa management company WTS International, the latest 
report from the Global Wellness Institute states that the global wellness economy has 
reached a staggering USD $3.7 trillion. Despite all of the talk about Wellness, its services 
remain inaccessible in the corporate environment. The workplace, however, is an ideal place 
to incorporate Wellness.   

In 2020, the Global Wellness Institute estimated that only 10% of the corporate population 
has true Wellness services. Something must shift because conventional medicine has 
reported that most chronic illness is stress-related, for several decades now. Where is the 
stress occurring, and how? An excellent place to start examining how stress occurs is related 
to the workplace. If we can begin to answer how to alleviate stress and expand our  
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Wellness toolbox, well-being becomes much more accessible. 
 
In the early 1900s, Albert Einstein shifted both science and medicine irrevocably by 
asserting that human beings are like walking batteries. We are 100% energy. On an almost 
daily basis, scientific studies are published explaining the premise that physical objects and 
psychological processes (belief systems, emotions, and attitudes) are not only mechanical; 
they are expressions and products of energy. Theories about energy have become 
interwoven in various disciplines. We are all connected through a massive “biofield” or 
matrix according to quantum physics, neurology, biology, and psychology. 
 
On the one hand, we will cover here what science calls enhancing the “biofield”. However, 
we provide more than this. Pragmatically, we will teach you how to modify your daily habits 
to achieve wellness. We will provide the larger picture of how focusing on prevention and 
health is a humanitarian service. Practically speaking, we will teach you, step by step, how 
to incorporate practical daily goals to serve your own well-being, as well as that of others.  
 
After you finish the steps in this program you will understand how the foundation of 
wellness is not as inaccessible as it appears. It is about understanding that the pieces of the 
Wellness puzzle are interconnected. If one or two pieces are missing, the puzzle remains 
incomplete. Similarly, just like the legs of a chair, if one is not the optimal length, the chair 
topples over when you try to sit in it. Achieving balance is key. However, balancing in this 
context does not mean immediate perfection. It is more like a dynamic learning process of 
discovery, and integration. 
 
A shift occurs when we lean into The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness. 
Over decades of research, along with coaching and clinical practice, Certified Flourishing 
Coaching™ has identified 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 

1) Reimagine Yourself → Self-Awareness 
2) Restore Your Social Connections → Social Connections 
3) Revive Your Brain  → Brain Health 
4) Redesign Your Space  → Clutter Removal 
5) Rewind and Unwind Your Mind → Mindfulness 
6) Reconstruct Your Daily Nourishment → Nutrition 
7) Renew Your Body, Emotions, and Mind → Sleep 
8) Reconsider Your Movement and Exercise → Exercise 
9) Redefine Your Mental and Physical Toolbox With Detox → Detox 
10) Reshape Your Senses → Natural Health  

 
With these 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness, you will literally 
experience comprehensive Wellness. Each module provides opportunities for self-reflection 
and action steps to ensure accountability to yourself. Each of the 10 Key Success Factors 
builds upon the others from Key Success Factor #1 to Key Success Factor #10. 
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Key Success Factor #1: Reimagine Yourself 
Flourishing Wellness Is About Self-Awareness 

About 85% of the world’s population does not have a diagnosed mental illness, but these 
people are not all “mentally well” or thriving. They still experience pervasive stress, worry, 
loneliness, and other challenges. On the other hand, those who have a diagnosed mental 
disorder can still have moderate or positive mental wellness and even experience 
Flourishing Mental Health. This can look like healthy relationships, feeling happy in general, 
or functioning well at a job.   

Are there habits that we can develop now that can prevent more suffering in the future? 
Yes, there are habits we can develop now. Practices that increase our mental Wellness are 
increasingly recognized as protective factors for our mental health. These practices reduce 
the severity and symptoms of mental illness (Defining the Mental Wellness Economy, p.8). 

The Global Health Report defines Wellness as a ”vital and active process”. In effect, 
Wellness thrives on acquiring resources and self-renewal. It requires conscious connections 
and courageous action. Wellness has a vast internal territory that is navigated by how we 
comprehend and use the information we receive, how we integrate and articulate our 
feelings, how we make connections and interact with others, and how we make decisions 
once we have processed information (Defining the Mental Wellness Economy, p.15). 

For those in the field of Wellness and prevention, it is exciting to see how different fields are 
incorporating these concepts. Wellness has become multidisciplinary. However, at the most 
basic level, practitioners are still left with the age-old question of what motivates us to 
change our Wellness habits and the very human question of how we overcome the obstacles 
to change.  

Many healthcare practitioners today have observed that their patients routinely sacrifice 
their health to pursue what they believe will create happiness. Then, when Wellness is not 
achieved, people wonder why. Psychologist Jim Schroeder shares four reasons why people 
resist taking care of their health:  

1. The tendency to focus on immediate gratification rather than substantive long-term
alternatives that improve health.

2. Differing standards amongst people about what Wellness means on an individual
basis.

3. Lack of discipline that often includes implementing action steps and abstaining from
something pleasurable.

4. Distrust that making short-term sacrifices will improve one's health and life overall in
the long run. (Schroeder, 2017)
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He reports witnessing a colleague on her cell phone, drinking a soda and saying that all she 
needed to remain healthy and have energy, was to drink this soda, every morning. Also, 
Schroeder reflected on a dinner party where he attempted to feed his guest a bean and 
quinoa dip and one man refused saying that if it was healthy, he wouldn’t eat it.  

He observed that in both cases, 
“...stressors loom large, but the idea that clearer thinking, greater peace of mind, 
and a healthier body might lead to greater happiness and contentment seemed like a 
pipe dream. And so it does for most people, especially if you have really never 
known someone who experienced it in this way. Mysterious changes geared toward 
health that take time seem like quite a risky proposition when we just want to feel 
good now. Like anything worth having, there is a leap of faith involved, and our 
health is no exception. Opportunities abound to both feel good and be healthy, but 
we must first consider what is really wanted in our lives. Otherwise, we will continue 
to reject our health and well-being for other prizes, and the quinoa won’t be the only 
thing leftover.” 

Now even though our smartphones may be attached to our bodies most of the time, the 
majority would agree that these devices have not improved the quality of our lives. So...if 
devices are not the answer what is? 

We are paying a very steep price for the impulse to gravitate towards the external to verify 
our self-worth. Jennifer Crocker, Ph.D., a psychologist at the University of Michigan's 
Institute for Social Research, surveyed 600 students during a study on the origin of self-
esteem. Crocker has looked at this subject in other studies. In this particular study, 
however, she evaluated the way students felt about self-appearance, approval from others, 
and academic performance. It is not surprising that she found that self-esteem decreased 
when students based it on external resources. These students reported feeling higher levels 
of stress, more problems with academics, and sadly experienced more anger. They were 
looking to external means for approval, which translated into more substance abuse and 
more eating disorders. Crocker discovered that the students who reported more significant 
stress, anger, and relationship conflicts, based their self-worth on external sources.  

The most successful students relied upon intrinsic virtues or adherence to moral standards 
to ensure their self-worth. They also performed better academically. They were less likely to 
resort to drug use or develop eating disorders. They focused on what was more significant 
than themselves and what was possible to give to the lives of others (Crocker, 2002). 

Academic settings are similar to the workplace. The human mind is prone to go outward and 
resists going within. Teachers of eastern philosophy and practitioners of the same have 
underscored this point for thousands of years. We may recall our days as students, or 
perhaps see our own children in this study. It may give us pause for thought about how we  
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were raised as well. 

Children are not generally raised to focus on internal development. External achievement is 
usually what is rewarded. Self-esteem is a trajectory that develops over time and leads to 
our self-perception when we work. Various adversities or challenges we have undergone 
accumulate and weaken our self-esteem in workplace environments that are far less than 
ideal. In a Psychology Today article, the difficulty of achieving self-esteem in the modern 
workplace is highlighted. The reasons for this are numerous according to the article 
(McGrath, 2016): 
• All levels of performance, even superior output remains unacknowledged. The focus is 

always on faster output instead.
• Productivity is the highest concern, and consequently, no one feels their productivity is 

adequate.
• As more work piles up, people feel like they are never caught up and can’t relax.
• Work hours increase and deprive individuals from what revives and restores them such 

as self-rejuvenation and time with family and friends.

Perhaps we have also experienced rudeness or aggression in the workplace. It also seems 
that workers are less loyal than in past decades. Younger generations are overexposed to a 
media driven culture and underexposed to healthy communication and social skill 
development. Challenges to authority are more likely and destabilize the work environment. 
Under these circumstances it is not surprising that self-esteem seems so delicate, and 
workers become depressed or anxious. (McGrath, 2016)  

One way to think of self-esteem is that it is a muscle that needs exercise just like any other 
muscle. Here are a few tips to help you work that muscle: 
 Create a mantra that supports and empowers you. This can be something simple, like 

“Today I do brave things”, or “Today I will be compassionate towards myself”. Repeat 
that mantra under your breath as much as possible throughout the day. 

 At least 15 minutes a day engage in something you are passionate about. Can you repot 
a plant and water it, or spend time on a meaningful house project? What about sending 
a card to a friend or taking extra time to acknowledge your child by doing something 
with them? Baking? Music? Dance? 

 At the end of a day write down your accomplishments in your calendar and grade 
yourself. Be generous! Acknowledge yourself and do not wait for the approval of others! 

 Make a self-esteem board, or collage of what makes you happy. Put this close to your 
workspace and self-care space. 

 Turn a negative thought into a positive one by writing down a positive statement to 
counter a negative one. 

 Listen to inspirational talks and collect inspirational quotes that uplift you. Keep them in 
a book or folder close to your workplace. Take a minute to look through that when you 
feel down. 
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 If someone criticizes you, turn those words into a cloud that passes through your ears.  
Do not take it in and ingest it. Let it flow through. Instead, take a deep breath and fill 
yourself with a positive thought. 

 Have faith that working on your confidence level will attract the best to you, including 
positive co-workers who support you. Confidence attracts quality, in all respects. 

 
“Regulating and balancing feelings of confidence requires considerable self-awareness and 
knowledge,” says Dr. Katharine Brooks, director of Liberal Arts Career Services at The 
University of Texas at Austin and author of You Majored in What? Mapping Your Path From 
Chaos to Career. “In the same way that you don’t want to lack confidence, you also don’t 
want to be over-confident. Overconfidence can make you take on projects that are beyond 
your capability, and you might not be able to complete them.” Brooks cautions readers not 
to get stuck in their comfort zone. Challenge yourself. You are a work in progress and can 
strive to achieve new goals that are internal, as well as external. (Smith, 2013) 
 
Part of self-esteem is acceptance towards self and others. These are key components of 
one’s Wellness journey. Practicing acceptance allows us to understand and acknowledge our 
character traits and habits both healthy and unhealthy to highlight our individuality. By 
raising our awareness towards self-acceptance, we create more peace within ourselves to 
grow through our limiting beliefs. We get more comfortable with who we are as an 
individual. When we are comfortable in our body and mind, we become more confident and 
empowered. When acceptance is mastered within us, we soften our lens towards accepting 
others as well and become more compassionate. 
 
Wellness is based upon small steps that we take every moment, as we become aware that 
change is required. Every thought we have ever had leads to developing a memory about 
ourselves. If we can Reimagine ourselves gradually, we can create an optimal new self that 
leads to vitality and wholeness. The brain can build optimal memories that feed into a new 
and more positive definition of the self. Still, we must exercise our own ability to repeat the 
positive and discard the negative. Every single one of our actions can contribute to 
“encountering the memory self”, which is a vast database of stored impressions. We can 
pull the most optimal information from storage and utilize it. Or we can make the choice to 
pull the most negative information from the database, and dwell on it (Satyamayananda, 
2017). 
 
In a nutshell, here is how it works: 

1. A simple working definition of memory is that our sensations go into short-term 
memory. 

2. These sensations become long-term memories. They can be pleasant or aversive 
depending on the nature of what happened and our perception of the occurrence. 

3. Our recollection function pulls information from long-term storage and puts it into 
action, creating new habits. 
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4. These new habits create a database of positive memories to draw from. 
5. These positive memories form the “new self”. 
6. Positive thought and action activates our “feel good” chemicals, endorphins like 

serotonin, oxytocin and dopamine. Feel good chemicals generate more of the same, 
they feed on themselves. 

 
Changing habits that improve brain function are increasingly referred to by neurological 
researchers as “brain gym exercises”. We have to think of exercising our brain in the same 
way that we exercise our body. Brain gym exercises include specific techniques to change 
our habits. New habits create new neural pathways and prove that we are physiologically 
flexible. We must watch every step of the chain: thinking, feeling, connecting, and 
functioning. This ensures that our input creates vitality and well-being, to construct the “re-
imagined self.” Honest self-awareness, self-observation, and practice are essential.   
 
As we close this module, there is not a GPS System in the world that can take you to your 
intended destination without knowing your current location. This means that before we can 
fully “Reimagine” ourselves, we need to be aware of ourselves. A huge part of clarity is self-
awareness. Self-awareness creates the conditions for change.   
 
Mindsets can be changed and shifting mindsets can have a profound impact on nearly every 
aspect of one’s life. The key to changing mindsets lies first and foremost in self-awareness.  
It is critical to deepen our level of self-awareness. In other words, to monitor how we are 
feeling, and what people and events contribute to either positive or negative emotions. 
 
Please use the following tool as a way to deepen your level of self-awareness, leading to 
more growth and increasing development. 
 
This traditional self-assessment tool will help identify levels and sources of stress. Self-
awareness is very powerful. These days are stressful for most, and so increasing self-
awareness is even more critical. 
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Growth Exercise 
Self-Awareness Tool 
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Module 12 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #2 – Restore Your Social Connections 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Social Connections 

Human beings are first and foremost social animals, and we are socially oriented in ways 
that no other animal is. We are primarily guided by the drive to connect with others, 
collaborate and build community together, and the majority of our thoughts, emotions, 
impulses, and behaviors are either directly or indirectly the results of that drive. How we 
think, how we act, how we feel, and even the way we want are all deeply linked to this 
overwhelming drive to connect with others (Baumeister and Leary, 1995). 

Hardwired into the deepest parts of our instinct to survive is a primal realization that 
without deep connection and belonging in the context of others, we cannot survive or thrive. 

Human beings aren’t the only ones who need Social Connection. Recent research has 
even explored the need for connection in rats, and did so by separating lab rats. Some were 
raised in a cage, alone. Others were raised in groups. The isolated rats developed 84 times 
the number of breast cancer tumors as the rats who had a community (Hari, 2018). 

To understand Social Connection is to understand the essential nature of belonging. 
People need to feel they belong and need to create the sense of belonging for others. As 
perhaps the most social of all creatures on earth, the core need we have to belong means 
we are all striving to fit in, and we will often change a massive amount of how we show up 
in order to do so. This core need is not just “nice to have”, but is essential to our capacity to 
survive and to flourish. 

We were not designed to flourish ALONE. In order to flourish in life, we need Social 
Connections. We do not thrive by ourselves. We thrive as part of community. We only 
truly flourish in connection with others.   

People who have Social Connections, and who feel cared for by others are more physically 
healthy and live longer than those who feel socially isolated. Feeling socially connected is 
protective against a range of conditions such as heart disease and cancer - and contributes 
significantly to a healthy immune system. A sense of belonging enhances: 
 Productivity (we get more done),
 Psychological well-being (we feel more complete), and
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 Physical health (our body breaks down less).

Every human impulse and instinct is honed not for life alone, but for life in a tribe. In a lot 
of ways, loneliness is a life-saving and painful signal that motivates us to reconnect with 
people. 

Psychologist Avrum Weiss, Ph.D., also points out that gender dynamics alter how social 
connections are played out. For instance, men have fewer close friends than women. Within 
partnerships and marriages, women are most likely to secure the friendships that a couple 
enjoys. Men might not always be aware of the lengths to which women go to make sure 
that the couple has social stimulation. The male in the couple might not feel as adept at 
forging these relationships or keeping them going. Men are not socialized to believe that 
building connections is important for them. Sadly, after a divorce, the male realizes that the 
connections he thought he had, actually belonged to his spouse. This is a tremendously 
isolating and difficult realization. 

Interestingly Weiss notes that boys and girls as children and young teens start out having 
similar numbers of friends. As they age, however, these numbers drop for men as they 
favour external success as opposed to building personal connections. Social connections 
provide a sort of scaffolding of protection. Without this anchor, they lose a sense of how to 
maintain close relations. (Weiss, 2021) 

Weiss does point out that longevity is more likely when either a man or a woman is less 
lonely. Loneliness increases risks for diseases like diabetes, stroke, and cardiovascular 
dysfunction. We will see below that loneliness is a hazard to health according to a long-term 
study conducted at Harvard University. 

In perhaps the longest study of adult life ever undertaken, over the last 75 years, 724 men 
have been tracked and asked questions about work, home, and health. Eventually, their 
wives joined the study, and subjects ranged from higher class Harvard educated males to 
men that grew up in tenements, in Boston’s poorest neighbourhoods. (Robert Waldinger, 
TED 2021) 

Robert Waldinger, who has guided the study for more than a decade, tells his audience that: 

1. Social connections benefit us, but loneliness is a toxic killer. We need family, friends,
and community so that cognition, brain function, and longevity do not decrease.

2. Close quality relationships matter and are protective in general. Relationship
dissatisfaction is an indicator of both physical and emotional pain.

3. Reliable, close relationships protect our brains and keep our memory functioning.
High conflict relationships are emotionally destructive and create cognitive
dysfunction. However, even if a moderate conflict is present in a partnership, yet one
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feels they can depend on that person in times of need, their physical and emotional 
markers for success improve. 
 

At this juncture let’s reflect on this: 
“Where can we improve our relationships and social connections, and how?” 

 
 
 

Social Connections By Creating Safety and Trust: 
Often when people think of safety, they think of physical safety. However, we need safety in 
body, mind, and spirit for relationships to flourish.  
 
In a Flourishing Relationship, each person owns the responsibility to create Safety and 
Trust in the relationship for the other. The reality is that we are powerless to change 
another person. However, we each have 100% of the power to take responsibility for 
creating Safety and Trust in our relationships.  
 
For Safety and Trust to occur in a relationship, we also need to recognize the use of 
intimidation and how it may have affected those we are in a relationship with. The lack of 
Safety and Trust in relationships has affected many, and can impact our ability to tap into 
Flourishing Relationships. 
 
What steps can we take to create Safety and Trust in our Social Connections? 
 

1) Aim For Attunement 
Safety and Trust is created when we step into attunement, which is a critical key in Social 
Connections. One definition of attunement is a “kinesthetic and emotional sensing of 
others knowing their rhythm, affect and experience by metaphorically being in their skin, 
and going beyond empathy to create a two-person experience of unbroken feeling 
connectedness by providing a reciprocal affect and/or resonating response” (Erksine 1998).  
 
Attunement can be described as our ability to be present to, and present with another 
person’s expression of their experience. It is literally being “in tune” with the inner world of 
another person. In a lot of ways, attunement is the goal of Social Connections because it 
allows us to profoundly “tune into” our partner, deeply understand, and connect with them. 
 
The challenge is that current relationships are so often wrestling with the ghosts of past 
relationships. Gabor Maté, in his book, “In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts” describes the 
importance of attunement in the development of children. He explains the causes of 
addiction in so many people who were not overtly abused as children. Dr. Maté describes 
how a parent’s caring behavior brings relief to a child’s earache even before the Tylenol 
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kicks in. The parent’s caring starts the flow of endorphins in the child and the mechanism of 
that caring is attunement. When a child experiences his or her own pain reflected in the 
face, tone of voice, and body language of the parent, the child’s connection to the parent 
starts the endorphins flowing. When that same child expresses an emotional distress the 
parent’s attentiveness produces the same bath of endorphins comforting the child.   

But what about children whose parents are not responsive to their emotional distress? That 
child will learn some type of self-comforting: to suck his thumb, rock herself, or excessive 
eating to self-soothe and get the endorphins flowing. This begins a life-long pattern of 
emotional pain, leading to walling off from others, leading to ignoring the problem causing 
the pain, leading to self-soothe.   

Without attunement, a child has little assurance of caring or of relief of the pain. No 
attunement, no connection, and warm feeling of pain relief. With attunement comes the 
flow of the endorphins, warm hugs, expressions of caring, and an attempt to use medical 
remedies to relieve the pain. Without attunement, the child is left to seek some other kind 
of quick relief, perhaps rocking himself to sleep or other forms of self-soothing. This wires 
the infant’s brain, can be devastating to a child, and impacts their relationships later in life: 

“Infants whose caregivers were too stressed for whatever reason, to give them the 
necessary attunement contact, will grow up with a chronic tendency to feel alone 
with their emotions, to have a sense that no one understands them.” (Mate, D.G., 
2018) 

Dr. Dan Siegel says: 
"When we attune with others we allow our own internal state to shift, to come to 
resonate with the inner world of another. This resonance is at the heart of the 
important sense of “feeling felt” that emerges in close relationships. Children need 
attunement to feel secure and to develop well, and throughout our lives we need 
attunement to feel close and connected.” 

Attunement might look like an adult seeing a baby crying, recognizing that the baby is 
hungry, and then picking up the baby to feed her. In an adult relationship, attunement 
might be an adult who knows that “I’m fine” doesn’t actually mean that, and digs deeper to 
find out what’s going on. 

When someone trusts you, your heart is open. When someone questions your 
trustworthiness, it creates walls of defense. Once that happens we can’t hear or process 
what’s being said because we enter into emotional survival mode. If there’s no trust there’s 
no connection. Building Safety and Trust is of utmost importance to Social Connections. 

A good practice is to ensure five positive interactions to every negative interaction to keep 
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any relationship healthy. And since we spend so much time just wrestling with life and all of 
its negatives, it's important to make sure we spend five times as much time in positive 
connection. According to Dr. Jody Carrington, “We’re wired to do hard things. More 
importantly, we’re wired for connection.” 

In their book “Missing Each Other” (New York, 2021 ) Emanuel Brodkin and Ashley  
Pallathra explore ways that workplace dynamics can shift so that we feel more  
connected to our coworkers. Their research stemmed from studies on interactions in the 
autistic population, but the same parameters in those studies can apply to all of us.  

Remaining self-aware while focusing on connecting with another person is key. It may seem 
obvious to some, but to others it might sound like a formidable obstacle. However, the 
authors encourage their readers to view this skill, which they call “attunement”, as a 
process. It is not something that one develops immediately. When we are in tune with 
another person, we are aware of both our feelings and the feelings of another in the midst 
of various situations. Of course, it is often the most unexpected situations that are the most 
triggering or problematic. Remember that during triggering moments, attunement becomes 
critical. 

Brodkin and Pallathra caution that attunement doesn't have to mean promoting a sort of 
‘touchy feely’ work culture. Not at all - instead, it will empower us to use our perception and 
enhance communication with those around us. When we connect, mutual understanding is 
far more likely and managing conflict is minimized. 

As we interact daily with co-workers, there are specific aspects to bear in mind. Social 
Connections often produce anxiety. As we communicate we might be anxious, and our co-
worker may be anxious at the same time. Perhaps a person might be feeling uncertain, or 
frustrated. Maybe they are struggling to find the words to communicate something and that 
is adding an extra layer to the dynamic. The skill of attunement will increase the ability of 
both parties to hear and understand one another. Also, more challenging conversations will 
proceed with ease. 

Here are four steps to practice: 
1. Understand the physical aspects of preparing your nervous system to get ready for

interactions. Breathe deeply and slowly, feeling your midsection expand and
contract. Pay attention to the position of your shoulders. Are they creeping up
towards your ears? Let them drop. Notice your surroundings and place your feet on
the ground. Attempt to ground and remain in the present moment. This helps us
have the awareness to engage with others more effectively rather than letting our
mind distract ourselves from any digital distractions so that you can focus on
genuine facetime with undivided attention. You can practice this step in between
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interactions wherever you are. It will help fortify your nervous system to face difficult 
situations when they arise. 

2. Take a look at the other person’s body language and listen to them. Are they tense?
Is their tone of voice anxious, frustrated? Take a moment to become aware of how 
you are feeling. What range of emotions do you sense? It only takes a few seconds to 
go back to step #1 and soothe your feelings. There may be a range of emotions 
present. That is OK. Just take the extra time to ‘tune in’. When you are caught up in 
the way you feel, you cannot hear what another person is saying. This increases 
communication difficulties. During the attunement process, by focusing on soothing 
yourself and listening to what the other person is saying to you, they will notice your 
empathy and become steadier and more relaxed. You will remain in the moment 
instead of caught up in the future.

3. Empathize with whomever you are conversing. Try to understand how they feel, and 
why they might have a particular viewpoint. What barriers are you putting up in this 
conversation? We all come from different backgrounds with varied experiences.  Are 
we making assumptions? Try to find common ground. Many feel fatigued these days 
and sometimes overwhelmed. Compassion for how another feels diminishes conflict 
and gives you a stronger platform to approach a different opinion.

4. Maintain interest in the other person. When we hear how a person is doing 
emotionally and mentally we are less likely to steamroll over them with our own 
viewpoint. Give a person the chance to express themselves, or say what they would 
like to say. If you listen to them with empathy and compassion, they in turn will be 
more open to listening to you. Try to reach a flow in the discussion. Avoid getting 
locked into digital distractions, anxiety-provoking thoughts, or pushing forward 
quickly into agenda items.

2) Better Body Language
Be aware of and take responsibility for body language, tone of voice, and how it might affect 
others. In healthy Social Connections, each person is mindful of how the other person 
could be experiencing them. Creating Safety and Trust is massively impacted by body 
language. 

Tone of Voice 
Being aware of our tone of voice is critical for creating Safety and Trust. The tone  
of voice is important, and being aware of how the others receive it. There are different 
factors to consider with a tone of voice. For example, perhaps it's not appropriate to have a 
delicate conversation in a room where there is much noise which leads you to need to raise 
your voice. Talking on the phone is another great example. Tone of voice is essential to 
delivery. Extra caution needs to be taken with email and text messaging because the 
intention can be misunderstood. 
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Body Posture 
Be aware of your body posture and how others might receive it. To provide Safety and 
Trust, ensure that movements are gentle and non-threatening. 

Be Aware Of Other's Body Language. 
Be aware of other's body language and what it might be saying about how the person is 
feeling. For example, are they showing signs that they are hurting, nervous, anxious, or 
afraid? 

Respond With Real Curiosity 
Ask sincere, open-ended questions to help open up the conversation. When questions aren't 
asked with genuine curiosity, they can feel like accusations.  

Self-Reflection Questions: 
• Do I act or relate in ways that make people feel comfortable?
• Do I use a tone of voice that is calm and respectful?
• Do I use or choose words that speak of respect or care?
• Do I watch my posture to create an experience of safety?
• Do I look at the person when they are speaking?
• Do I take a moment to quiet my mind?

3) Use Words That Heal
Ancient texts almost universally put forward an “origin story” of a Creator who brings the 
heavens and earth - and literally the entire universe - into being with nothing more than 
words. Imagine worlds created with nothing more than words! 

In truth, our world is often created by words. In a study performed by the Royal  
Horticultural Society, researchers discovered that talking to your plants really can help them 
grow faster. The idea goes back to 1848, when a German professor published “The Soul Life 
of Plants,” which indicated that plants benefited from human conversation. 

In healthy Social Connections, we create Safety and Trust by using words that heal. Our 
Words Communicate Presence or Distance. Our tongue has the power of life and death.  
Creative power is released with but a word. We can literally create life and hope and healing 
and growth with our words, or we can bring despair, discouragement, and negativity. 
Energy flows through our words. Socrates said, “Let him that would move the world first 
move himself”. 

Og Mandino said this: “Beginning today, treat everyone you meet as if they were going to 
be dead by midnight. Extend them all the care, kindness and understanding you can 
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muster. Your life will never be the same again.” A big person is one who makes us feel 
bigger when we are with them. Robert Orben said that “A compliment is verbal sunshine”. 

We literally create life or death with what we say: 
o Your Words Bring Healing If You Are Wise,
o Your Words Pierce Like a Sword If You Are Reckless,
o Learn What to Say & How to Say It,
o Learn How to Say Hard Truths Well,
o Frame Things as Learning Challenges Instead of Execution Challenges,
o When We Speak Life, We Use:

o Affirmation
o Acknowledgement
o Validation
o Gratitude
o “I” Language

Be consistent in speaking only the good, only the positive, only what brings life. Flourishing 
can be as simple as the 3:1 ratio of POSITIVE to NEGATIVE. Dr. Barbara L. Fredrickson and 
Dr. Marcial F. Losada discovered that people FLOURISH when they have more positive 
thoughts and feelings than negative. Their research showed that the ratio of positive to 
negative affects or influences was above 2.9 for individuals classified as flourishing and 
below that threshold for those not flourishing. Basically, the more you allow yourself to 
think and feel and speak the positive, the more you will flourish, and the more your child 
will flourish. The takeaway is that in order to flourish, we want at least 3 to 1 for positive to 
negative. 

4) Transparency Triumphs
In healthy Social Connections, each person is open about their emotions. They are 
transparent and authentic. Building Safety and Trust is greatly impacted by our level of 
genuineness and transparency. 

Emotional intelligence plays a role in building Safety and Trust. Acknowledging your 
feelings, learning the lessons that prevail, and taking productive action means that you 
won’t deny reality — these are keys to building Safety and Trust. 

Part of transparency is also about being honest about mistakes. In healthy Social 
Connections, each person is honest about blunders. They own their mistakes. Building 
Safety and Trust is about admitting when you blow it. 

When we attempt to hide our mistakes, people know that we are being dishonest. By being 
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open, you show your vulnerable side, and this helps build Safety and Trust with other 
people. 

Andrea Bonior, a licensed clinical psychologist, professor, and author, shares the following 
advice for building trust with a partner in a marriage or relationship. She suggests that trust 
is necessary for emotional intimacy and that it’s necessary for a healthy, close relationship.  
It’s much easier and faster to lose trust than it is to build it up. To develop Safety and 
Trust with your partner, Bonior suggests you, “say what you mean and mean what you 
say” (2018). 

Social Connections By Creating Safety and Trust: 
1) Aim For Attunement
2) Better Body Language
3) Use Words That Heal
4) Transparency Triumphs
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Growth Exercise 
Social Connections Tool 
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Module 13 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #3 – Revive Your Brain 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Brain Health 
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For decades we have viewed the executive instrument that governs all functions, our brain, 
as rigid. However, in contrast to a static view of the “unchanging brain”, it is a ‘flexible 
friend’.  

Jeoffrey Drobot, NMD, is one of the founders of the American Center for Biological Medicine 
(ACBM) as well as the Calgary Centre for Naturopathic Medicine. Dr. Drobot points out that 
the nervous system is a global network of channels throughout your body. By working on it, 
you can accomplish the most work in the shortest amount of time. Put the nervous system 
first. Then, get the rest of the systems to follow. This sensible approach addresses the 
current state of most illnesses. It will also shape the future of medicine. (Drobot & Thom, 
2018) 

One of the most important ways we can work on our nervous system is to work on our Brain 
Health. Healthy Brains lead to healthy systems of functioning overall. 

We often think of the brain as a simple vehicle to perform a task. It goes from point A to 
point B. However, the brain is a multi-functional organism. It is home to numerous neural 
networks, where all types of information flow. Biomedical physicians who look at the way all 
functions in the body work together have pointed out that the central nervous system, the 
home of our brain, needs physical nourishment with B vitamins and other vital minerals and 
antioxidants.  

Every brain changes with age, and mental function changes along with it. Mental decline is 
common, and it's one of the most feared consequences of aging. But cognitive impairment 
is not inevitable. Harvard Medical School guidelines expand our stagnant concept of brain 
activity with several suggestions. Besides mental stimulation and physical exercise, overall 
diet and specific nutrients greatly strengthen brain function. Improving your blood sugar 
levels and blood pressure levels is also important. This goes along with lowering your 
cholesterol. Refraining from tobacco and alcohol are also keys to boosting brain function and 
overall nervous system maintenance. Our social networks must be strong. We have to pay 
ongoing attention to our emotional well-being. Assessing the strength of our social networks 
will enhance our emotional well-being. Social connections help us form synaptic connections 
that lead to ‘neuroplasticity’. Neuroplasticity simply means encouraging the brain to form as 
many synaptic or neural connections as possible. These connections help compensate for 
cellular damage and adapt to change. Greater flexibility in the brain and nervous system 
helps us withstand adversity and thrive in challenges (Harvard Health Publishing, January 
20, 2020). 

Dr. Jeoff Drobot, director of the American Centre for Biomedicine in Scottsdale Arizona, 
typically recommends B-Complex, Glutathione (GSH), often referred to as the master 
antioxidant, and L-Glycine to strengthen brain and nervous system function. In his view, 
unless our nervous system is strengthened first, we really cannot optimize our other body 
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systems. 

Many naturopathic physicians are finding that the average person is often low in Magnesium 
(Mg). Selenium (Se), a mineral most culinary and medicinal mushrooms contain, and Zinc 
(Zn) have become popular immune-enhancing minerals that help boost brain function 
(Drobot & Thom, 2018). It is not that difficult to include these brain-boosting nutrients in 
our diet regularly. Many common foods contain them. 

Brain health function develops throughout our entire life. This developmental process 
influences our responses to stress and adversity. A malnourished brain can lead to 
headaches, neurological disorders, cognitive dysfunction, mental health issues, nerve pain, 
and infections. Even brain tumours can result from malnourishment. There might be specific 
patterns that occur in the brain health of a family. All these patterns are critical to address. 
Confronting them contributes to harmonious relationships and reduces the ups and downs of 
family life and all other relationships. 

The World Health Organization states that: “Good brain health is a state in which every 
individual can realize their abilities and optimize their cognitive, emotional, psychological 
and behavioural functioning to cope with life situations.”  (WHO, 2021) 

If we reflect on this definition, it is very comprehensive and speaks volumes. Most 
physicians agree that stress is the leading cause of chronic illness. It stands to reason 
therefore that by focusing on the health of our brain, the entity that governs our nervous 
system, we will reap tremendous rewards that can potentially optimize every system 
operating in our body.  

Besides nutrition, many factors keep your brain in good shape. Our “brain gym” should 
include mental fitness and designing our life around meaningful tasks. These tasks will help 
you become more alert, rational and sensible. Keeping the brain sharp can help prevent the 
decline associated with cognitive loss and memory dysfunction. Mental agility translates into 
physical health and harmonious life in general. Harmony depends upon taking time for 
relaxation and fun, including stress-free activities. Boosting brain activity step by step 
includes fitness plus restoration. 

A recent review by students funded by the International Society for Neurochemistry and the 
Journal of Neurochemistry Flagship School has revealed that humans construct and 
reconstruct brain cells throughout their lives. It is hopeful to consider that all of us are born 
to ‘rewire’ and ‘reconnect’. (Shaeffer, 2017) 
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Music and Brain Function 
The power of music for altering brain structure and function has proliferated thanks to more 
interest in how Alzheimer’s and dementia develop. At the Berklee College of Music, 
Professor Suzanne Hanzer points out that music “...takes our mind away from hardship and 
helps us see how to resolve that hardship instead.” Just the rhythm alone in music provides 
an underlying supportive structure to synchronize our breathing patterns and slow them 
down. This is very sedative.  
 
Music helps us envision happier moments. We feel those moments are taking place when we 
listen to the music and our current challenges become enveloped by the essence of a song. 
As we transform, our mood inevitably shifts. We can reclaim parts of the self that may have 
become lost to our conscious mind. We can discover new parts of ourselves, infused by a 
vibration that is resynchronizing our neurological pathways (Roy Chowdhury, 2021). Music 
as medicine, a brain-boosting activity, is user-friendly and costs little compared to many 
other modalities. Is music already a part of your life in some way?  
 
Here are simple ways to use music as a ‘brain gym’: 

1. Create a playlist of uplifting songs. 
2. Join a choir or a drumming group in a local community.  
3. Memorize a song you find personally meaningful or write lyrics to a song that you 

like.  Even one inspirational lyric can become a sort of mantra. 
4. Listen to music while creating a craft project or experimenting with art.  
5. Listen to music while you exercise. This is a proven method to boost endorphins 

(dopamine, serotonin, oxytocin) 
 

We cannot really underscore the benefits music has on brain restructuring enough. Many 
hospitals throughout the world are showing that music has the potential to help almost any 
condition. Sometimes the shifts are dramatic. One patient, KJ who suffered from a 
combination of cerebral palsy and psychosis, at Colorado Children’s Hospital expresses his 
journey with music therapy in a YouTube video beautifully: 
 
“I struggled to correct the false realities of my illness. Before music therapy, there was a lot 
of struggle, a lot of things I didn’t understand. I had puzzling thoughts and when I 
concentrated too much those thoughts turned into nightmares. When I met Tony (music 
therapist) and started music therapy it was like I stepped into deep waters and started 
swimming.”  
 
The video goes on to show the result of his courageous work. His remarkable journey is an 
inspiration to all of us who struggle to overcome our negativity or adverse circumstances.  
KJ improvises a song with his music therapist, singing in his own optimistic words:  

“...Everybody’s happy, everybody’s dancing because love lights the sky.” He 
concludes by describing how music therapy changed his life: “Music takes me on a 
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journey where I feel safe, and I can express myself freely and openly without 
judgement from human eyes.” (Children’s Hospital Colorado, YouTube, April 27, 
2015) 

 
 

Keeping Your Brain Healthy 
Dr. Rammohan Rao (Rao, 2017) came up with a list of action steps that optimize cognition 
during all phases of life. They can be applied in circumstances or phases of life to prevent 
cognitive rigidity. His guiding premise is that in learning environments and environments 
that encourage intracellular rehabilitation, the brain can form new synaptic connections. His 
advice is to: 

• Hold the research-driven premise that healthy parts of the brain can assume 
responsibility for the less healthy parts. This increases confidence. 

• Strengthen the brain through complex problem solving, reading, visual/ spatial 
learning, and exposing yourself to new experiences. 

• Memorize passages, poetry, quotes, or things that are meaningful and try to recall 
them. 

• Take new routes to places you are familiar with. 
• Change daily routines and habits to improve attention. 
• Switch your activities from your dominant hand to your non-dominant hand to 

reroute habitual patterns that are processed between the two hemispheres of the 
brain. 

• Learn a new language. 
• Learn to play a new musical instrument 
• Create a playlist of inspirational songs to help synchronize the right and left 

hemispheres of the brain and optimize executive function. 
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5 tips to keep your brain healthy 
According to Dr. Donn Dexter, a neurologist with the Mayo Clinic, there are at least five 
things you can do to keep your brain healthy. Changes to your body and brain are normal 
as you age. However, there are some things you can do to help slow any decline in memory 
and lower your risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease or other dementias. Here are five 
things that Dr. Donn Dexter recommends to his patients in order of importance: 
 

1. Exercise regularly. 
Exercise has many known benefits, and it appears that regular physical activity benefits the 
brain. Multiple research studies show that people who are physically active are less likely to 
experience a decline in their mental function and have a lower risk of developing 
Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
These benefits are a result of increased blood flow to your brain during exercise. It also 
tends to counter some of the natural reduction in brain connections that occur during aging, 
in effect reversing some of the problems. Aim to exercise several times per week for 30–60 
minutes. You can walk, swim, play tennis or any other moderate aerobic activity that 
increases your heart rate. 
 
 

2. Get plenty of sleep. 
Sleep plays an important role in your brain health. There are some theories that sleep helps 
clear abnormal proteins in your brain and consolidates memories, which boosts your overall 
memory and brain health. 
 
It is important that you try to get seven to eight consecutive hours of sleep per night, not 
fragmented sleep of two-or three-hour increments. Consecutive sleep gives your brain the 
time to consolidate and store your memories effectively. Sleep apnea is harmful to your 
brain’s health and may be the reason why you may struggle to get consecutive hours of 
sleep. Talk with your health care provider if you or a family member suspects you have 
sleep apnea. 
 
 

3. Eat a Mediterranean diet. 
Your diet plays a large role in your brain health. He recommends his patients consider 
following a Mediterranean diet, which emphasizes plant-based foods, whole grains, fish and 
healthy fats, such as olive oil. It incorporates less red meat and salt than a typical North 
American diet. 
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Studies show people who closely follow a Mediterranean diet are less likely to have 
Alzheimer's disease than people who don't follow the diet. Further research is needed to 
determine which parts of the diet have the biggest impact on your brain function. However, 
we do know that omega fatty acids found in extra-virgin olive oil and other healthy fats are 
vital for your cells to function correctly, appears to decrease your risk of coronary artery 
disease, and increases mental focus and slow cognitive decline in older adults. 

4. Stay mentally active.
Your brain is similar to a muscle — you need to use it, or you lose it. There are many things 
that you can do to keep your brain in shape, such as doing crossword puzzles or Sudoku, 
reading, playing cards or putting together a jigsaw puzzle. Consider it cross training your 
brain. So incorporate different activities to increase the effectiveness. 

He does not recommend any of the paid brain-training programs available today. In his 
view, these programs often make promises that they can’t keep or focus on memorization 
skills that aren’t useful in everyday life. Your brain can get just as good of a workout 
through reading or challenging yourself with puzzles. Finally, don’t watch too much 
television, as that is a passive activity and does little to stimulate your brain. 

5. Remain socially connected.
Social Connection helps ward off depression and stress, both of which can contribute to 
memory loss. Look for opportunities to connect with loved ones, friends and others, 
especially if you live alone. Research links solitary confinement to brain atrophy, so 
remaining socially active may have the opposite effect and strengthen the health of your 
brain. 

In the end, brain health is about keeping your brain working at its best and reducing risks to 
it as you age. Research suggests the choices you make to keep your body healthy may be 
good for your brain as well. They also make it easier for the brain to cope with any changes 
that happen with aging and may reduce your risk for dementia later in life. 

Numerous interconnected social and biological determinants (including genetics) play a role 
in brain development and brain health from pre-conception through the end of life. These 
determinants influence the way our brains develop, adapt and respond to stress and 
adversity, giving way to strategies for both promotion and prevention across the life course. 

Take steps to keep your brain working at its best. It is never too early or too late to start 
being brain healthy. 
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Module 14 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #4 – Redesign Your Space 
 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Clutter Removal 
 
The following story is by Karen Kingston, a home space consultant specializing in 
the psychology of decluttering. She explains the magic of her first experience as a 
teenager, working with an older friend who was married and leading a crisis-
driven life: 

This friend was ready to leave her marriage. Besieged by the antics of two 
preschoolers, she took refuge in food and had gained a lot of weight. She became 
isolated from her friends and could never seem to fit in time for one of her most 
therapeutic pursuits, painting. She had become so depressed that piles and piles of 
clutter began to dominate her house. 

 
Of course, the clutter did not move. In the same way, her mood did not shift, and 
she became more and more depressed to the point of not caring about anything 
except the basics. Finally, her young friend Karen insisted on coming over and just 
spending a day organizing her things. Her depressed friend just blankly looked at her 
and nodded her head yes.  

 
The following day her loyal friend worked from the morning through the evening.  
Just the kitchen alone took until noon to declutter! She cleaned and organized and 
threw out a lot of unwanted items, even three bags of garbage. 

 
When her friend saw how nice the kitchen looked, all of a sudden, she seemed to get 
a second wind. Together they continued to work, took a trip to the thrift store, and 
then stood back to review their work. Her friend radiated with a transformative glow.  

 
As the weeks followed, she continued to work. She even painted some of the indoor 
spaces and added a brighter layer to the house. Her husband and children also 
brightened up! She even found time to do a painting and hung that up on her new 
clean walls.  

 
It turned out to be a remarkable story that improved her marriage and relationship 
with her children - and initiated her career as an artist. It all began with some elbow 
grease and the support of a loving friend! (Kingston, 2021) 
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4 Ways To Redefine Your Space: 

1) Declutter Your Living Space
Erica Layne, who started the “Life On Purpose Movement,” blogs about how challenging it is 
to get rid of things in our homes that weigh us down. We may not be at such an extreme 
place with our clutter control, but there is a definite psychological value to cleaning out what 
we do not need. Suppose we don’t have an angel, like Karen, to help us. Here are some 
steps to begin the process: 

1. Start with a small, cluttered area like a drawer of odds and ends.
2. Set the timer for just ten minutes and see how much you can accomplish during that

short period. It enhances confidence!
3. Take a trash bag and walk around your house. Fill it with trash or donation items.

Perhaps you can go around a second time with a bag and fill it with things for
recycling. One of Erica’s clients filled her bag in 45 seconds!

4. Make sure that you have an immediate plan to eliminate whatever is in the bags.
That way, you won’t second guess yourself, or change your mind about the items
and undo your progress.

5. Keep your clean-up sustainable. Go step by step, especially if it involves items that
family members use. You do not want to trample on any tender toes!

6. Be mindful of time waste as well as material waste. Track your time daily to see if
you might be ‘wasting’ time doing things you do not want to do.

7. Every day, put a note in your time tracker and vow to get rid of one item - just one.
Maybe it is something mouldy in the fridge. It doesn't matter. The point is to
establish new habits. Keep this practice going all year long.

8. Avoid decluttering with anything that holds sentimental value. It might discourage
you.

9. Make a specific place for every item in your house and keep your things in the same
place. It will prevent you from wasting time finding lost items.

10. Follow the bring something in and take one thing out method. Don’t accumulate.
11.  Reduce the traffic from social media that encourages you to buy something new. We

read 10,000 new brand messages per day on average! Imagine! It is incredible to
think about what habits we could develop with exposure to a more meaningful
message 10,000 times daily.

12.  Unsubscribe from email lists - keep your social media traffic meaningful and let it
engage your life’s purpose and confidence rather than distracting you from it.

13.  Pat yourself on the back and rejoice in feeling lighter! You deserve a sense of
freedom!
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2) Collaboration: The Key To Success
Educational consultant Ann Remy takes the concept of streamlining in some very insightful 
ways. Her premise identifies teamwork and collaboration as crucial factors in achieving 
work/life balance: 

- Make yourself available but not too open.
- Be honest with yourself about how much you can

multitask.
- Build relationships and trust through facetime.
- Keep your inbox under control.

It is healthy, in fact necessary, to partner with those who ensure 
your success. Whether it is at home, or at work, strong partnerships are extremely 
important. Those who succeed create space for others to succeed, not only themselves. 
Strengthening family ties as well as work ties is a foundation of success. Accomplished 
collaborators understand that their partners complement them with their strengths. Perhaps 
someone is more detail-oriented, or they might be more visionary. One person could be 
very social, the other reflective.  

Collaborating means appreciating the cognitive or behavioural skills that provide balance in 
the relationship. Along this same line, emotional support is critical. Sometimes emotional 
support helps a person take a calculated risk that will benefit them long-term. Other times a 
partner will provide honest criticism or act as a sounding board. Household management, 
community involvement and workplace dynamics depend on successful partnerships.  

3) Time Management
Wellness consultants usually advise clients to: 

- Identify the difference between what is essential and what is imperative each day.
- Determine each week what you will Simplify/Eliminate/Delegate

→ Simplify/Eliminate/Delegate
It is common for people who want to transition in their lives to complain that they do not
have enough time to change. Have you ever come to the end of the day and asked yourself,
‘Where did the day go?’ Most people have shaken their heads at dusk saying, ‘Time flies.’ It
is as if the day or time itself is beyond one's reach. It seems beyond one's control. However,
you must learn to control your schedule and set aside time for well-being. It is possible. Go
back to Karen Kingston’s story. It is a very affirmative example.

If we do not create balance in our schedule, our time will seem more out of control than 
ever before. Imbalances and ailments lead to distraction and perhaps even chaos. If you 
have trouble finding time to balance your life, it is well worth tracking it in 15-minute  

“Collaboration allows 
us to know more than 

we are capable of 
knowing by ourselves.” 

Paul Solarz 
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increments, even just for a day. 

During that day, track where your time went. Was everything that you did vital? Did your 
actions add value to all aspects of your health? Tracking our time shows us gaps that we 
can utilize for Wellness. It will also show us where we must simplify. Simplification gives us 
more time to prioritize health concerns, develop new self-care routines, visit practitioners 
when we need to, connect with a support system, and turn within and experience more 
peace. 

In addition to tracking our time, time management experts recommend devising daily tasks 
into what is imperative versus what is just important. It is a common habit to see 
everything as a priority. However, if we start to divide a task list each day by what is 
imperative versus what is important and honestly ask ourselves how much time those tasks 
will take, we can operate at a much more grounded and realistic level. 

→ Creating Imperative vs. Important Lists Daily
We can revisit priorities daily by creating a list of what needs to get done that day. Take a
sheet of paper and draw a line down the middle from top to bottom. Write “Imperative” on
the left side and “Important” on the right. Divide the day's activities into what we can
realistically complete today. These activities are imperative. If an activity is not imperative,
it can wait until tomorrow. In that case, it is important yet not a priority.

Many people will become overwhelmed by looking at their list. However, you can manage 
this feeling by applying the principles of simplifying, eliminating, and delegating. Carefully 
go through each item on your list. Ask yourself realistically if that item can be simplified, 
delegated to someone else, or eliminated altogether. Each day, continue to revisit this 
concept. Asking yourself these questions and coming up with a plan that has daily action 
steps to reduce the things that you do not have to do yourself this instant, is a tremendous 
relief. It will promote more social connections, deepen your family relationships and 
strengthen your network so that you do not have to feel alone or overburdened. 

On a weekly or bi-monthly basis you can apply these principles to the objects you possess. 
Try to build the idea of decluttering into your life from different angles. Clearing physical 
space is a sign that you are clearing out mental, emotional, and spiritual space and vice-
versa. When the spaces around you become clearer and more serene, your mental space 
will continue to reflect more of the same - clarity, and serenity. 

→ Additional Strategies For Managing Daily Life:
Ann Remy (2018) suggests additional strategies for managing daily life:

1. Follow the SMART method of setting goals. This stands for Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Realistic and Timely.
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2. Optimize your flexibility with access to technology (i.e. mobile phone, laptop). Build
flexible hours into your schedule. Structure your day in order to grasp what you will
do and how long it will take.

3. Focus on your highest payoff activities, the ones that bring the greatest results.
4. Invest in yourself whenever you need to acquire new skills. Attend workshops that

advance you in all ways, professionally, mentally, emotionally, spiritually and
financially.

5. Strive for excellence but not perfection so your goals remain attainable.
6. Use holiday time and long weekends to recharge.
7. Make sure and reward yourself. Use a self-validation strategy throughout the day to

keep your thinking positive.

Successful transitions in our lives depend on managing our time. 
Each hour of action will shape our habits. All habits feed into our 
goals. What will our daily actions produce in the long term? Keep a 
thought log of discriminating between what serves your goals and 
what does not daily. Again, it just takes a few seconds.  

4) The Media Diet
In the digital age, managing technology has become something we must add to our daily 
to-do list. Being plugged in twenty-four hours a day weakens your performance. It gives the 
appearance of being “important”, yet in the long run it only distracts and exhausts us.  
Interestingly among managers and executives surveyed, only a quarter of them saw 
technology as liberating. More than a third saw it as invasive and the remainder of the 
participants surveyed were neutral. Eliminating digital distractions means that you can 
remain 100% focused when you are with your family, and when you are at work. You will 
make fewer mistakes and avoid unnecessary confusion.  

So, here is an important question: How much media do we want in our life? Over the last 
couple of decades in healthcare settings across the board, practitioners have noticed that 
when their patients reduce their media consumption by just one hour per day, their sense of 
well-being increases. Mood improves and they have more time for genuine relationships and 
for self-care. They sleep more deeply, and subsequently become more focused and 
therefore more efficient. Unfortunately, recent studies have indicated a marked increase 
throughout 2020 in depression, stress and anxiety due to increased media usage. This 
usage skyrockets during natural disasters. (Chao, et al. 2020) 

Many studies are now showing the harmful effects of media overuse on mental and physical 
well-being. The Department of Paediatrics at Boston Medical Centre studied fifty-five 
families as they interacted in restaurants. While caregivers were absorbed in their devices, 

“We attract what we 
want in our lives by 
understanding what 

we do not want in our 
lives.” 

Jack Canfield 
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researchers found that they reacted negatively to their children when they needed 
attention. 

In her book, “The Big Disconnect: Protecting Childhood and Family Relationships in the 
Digital Age” psychologist Catherine Steiner-Adair reported that children feel they compete 
with digital devices for their parents’ attention. Families and couples alike struggle with this 
issue as devices continually seem to replace the human interaction so desperately needed. 

There was even a study that explored the impact of digital media use during infant feeding 
and the quality of feeding interactions. Research with parents of older children suggested 
that parents' engagement with technological devices (e.g., television, mobile devices) in the 
presence of their children decreases the quality of parent-child interactions. So they 
conducted a study with mothers during breastfeeding and simultaneous use of digital 
devices. Mothers engaged their infants in significantly less cognitive growth fostering during 
the Digital Media Use compared to a control group. Infants of mothers with typically low 
levels of technology use during feeding showed a significant decrease in their responsiveness 
to their mother during the Digital Media Use compared to Control condition. These results 
illustrate maternal digital media use was associated with decreases in some, but not all, 
aspects of the quality of the feeding interaction, meriting further investigation with larger, 
more diverse samples. 

Media not only affects the way we use time, the quality of our relationships, and our level of 
distracted thinking. It also influences the way we perceive disease itself. A team of 
researchers linked increased health risk among undergraduates to digital and social media 
influences. In the end, they determined that the media often exaggerates medical 
conditions and diseases while failing to emphasize rational approaches that reduce illness. 
(Chao, 2020) 

This is an invitation for the reader to step back from overly obsessive consumption of the 
news, the weather, an extra T.V series, or a movie that just filled time and was not life 
changing. Imagine if you had an extra half-hour or hour per day to exercise, stretch or do 
yoga, meditate, make a fresh meal, reconnect with a friend, or clean out a closet. 

Beyond this, imagine if you reduced your media consumption further to spend even more 
time on developing “meaningful” personal relationships with family members, friends, or in 
your community. 

What if the time converted into your physical and emotional well-being gave you even more 
energy and you were able to reorganize further, thus creating more balanced and 
supportive routines for yourself? Better still, what if your newly structured life began to 
inspire those around you? Media diets are becoming more common. Some spas are even 
picking certain days of the year where guests come and leave their phones and laptop at  
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the front desk. (Radesky, et al. 2014) 
 
Here are some suggestions to start with: 

1. Plan one day a week when activity on devices is reduced to a bare minimum. 
2. Set aside meal times daily when human communication is favoured, and devices are 

turned off. 
3. Systematically unsubscribe from junk mail, in all forms. 
4. Choose time in nature, reading, or a creative hobby rather than digital 

entertainment. 
5. Use your smartphone, smartly, to improve your health rather than to diminish your 

health. Review the activity report on your phone to monitor your walking step count 
every day.  

6. Monitor the time you spend sleeping with the tracking system on your phone and 
take advantage of the bedtime reminder that helps you wind down before your 
bedtime.  

7. Take advantage of the mindfulness apps that have helped so many people such as 
Headspace, or Calm. These tools equip the user with step-by-step mindfulness or 
meditation practices. They structure the users’ time and provide easy-to-follow 
guidelines that assist in the repetition of developing good habits. 
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Growth Exercise 
Decluttering Tool 
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Module 15 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #5 – Rewind & Unwind Your Mind 
 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Mindfulness 
 
An adult usually takes 21,600 breaths per day. If you live to the age of 84 years, this equals 
662 million breaths in a lifetime. When you understand how important breath is and know 
how to utilize it, it means that you will experience literal healing over twenty thousand times 
a day!  
 
In the yoga community, it has long been known that deep breathing contributes to 
neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain to change itself and self-optimize 
its pathways. This concept cannot be overemphasized. In MRI studies, SPECT scan studies, 
and EEG studies it has been confirmed that mindfulness practices change both brain 
structure and function.  
 
Presently this ever-growing body of research has shown that improvements in self-
regulation, mood, well-being, self-esteem, concentration, sleep, health issues, addiction, 
memory, and many other ailments improve from mindfulness practices (Burdick, Deborah, 
LCSWR, BCN, 2013). There, Flourishing Wellness integrates mindfulness into every 
Wellness protocol possible. 
 
Deep breathing that engages the diaphragm also engages the lymphatic system. The 
lymphatic system, unlike the cardiovascular system, does not contain its own pumping 
mechanism. We move lymphatic fluid manually. At the same time, the lymphatic system is 
a reservoir for toxins. Without exercise, deep breathing, and movement in general these 
toxins stagnate.  
 
You can think of your lymphatic system as a waste-gathering instrument. The most 
prominent location for this waste accumulation is the thoracic-lymphatic duct. It starts at 
the bottom of the sternum just above the navel and extends up to the sternoclavicular 
notch located just below the base of the neck. Recent research with cancer patients who 
practiced deep lymphatic breathing regularly along with yoga showed that patients 
improved the quality of their lives and lessened the severity of their symptoms substantially 
(Prinster, 2014). 
 
Yoga teacher Tari Prinster feels that deep breathing saved her life. When she first received  
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her cancer diagnosis she felt like she, “lost her breath. All of a sudden it was impossible to 
focus, move, or decide what to do next.”  

However, she remembered her mother telling her when she was a child to breathe deeply 
during stressful times. That memory came back to her and saved her life. She began to 
research the power of deep breathing fervently and found that it had not only been 
practiced for thousands of years in ancient medical traditions, but in modern times it had 
also proven physical and psychological benefits. Breathing is power. Tari Prinster came up 
with a sort of mantra that cancer can take your life away but breathing can give it back. 
Now she teaches this method as a yoga teacher to all types of patients and yoga teachers 
as well. Her research on how deep diaphragmatic breathing improves lymph system 
function and increases immunity is very compelling (Prinster, 2014). 

1. It is critical to develop the habit of deep breathing. We take approximately 20,000
breaths per day. This gives us 20,000 chances to increase well-being.

2. A deep breath automatically activates the parasympathetic nervous system, engages
the lymphatic system to induce immune function, tones the digestive system, and
helps improve liver function.

The thoracic duct is in the center of the chest. Lymphatic channels radiate from that center. 

All body movement, but especially body movement that engages the diaphragm, pushing 
and pulling lymphatic fluid from the legs, the arms, and the head towards the thoracic duct 
has profound healing benefits. From the thoracic duct, lymphatic fluid moves through the 
liver, the kidneys, and finally to the bladder where the toxins are discharged. Please note 
that another favourite element, water, comes into play here. 

Water removes wastes and is also used to create new blood and lymphatic fluid. All forms of 
exercise enhance both lymphatic and cardiovascular drainage. Breathing is the most 
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fundamental form of movement. It helps with fluid exchange and reduces muscular tension. 
It is an exercise in and of itself, albeit a more subtle form than a daily walk.  

As a form of movement, breathing has advantages that we seldom acknowledge. Not only 
does it engage the lymphatic system to remove toxins from the body, but deep breathing 
also “detoxifies our thought process” as well.  

One needs to digest their thoughts, as efficiently as 
digesting food. If thoughts are not digested, they 
accumulate just like toxic waste and contribute to 
disease. We need to find ways to reduce negativity as it 
starts to settle into the mind. We prevent the toxic 
accumulation of negative thoughts that cause damage 
and favour the positive. In Eastern philosophical 
traditions, it is often said that “As you think so shall 
you become.” These are wise words when applied to 
any situation. Therefore, a major role in any self-care 
routine is cultivating positive, repetitive thoughts that 
reinforce individual strengths instead of weaknesses.  

Improve the Way You Breathe 
1. Find a quiet place and a comfortable seated position. Straighten the spine even if a

chair or pillow supports it. You can sit in a comfortable cross-legged position, or you
can sit in a chair resting your feet flat on the ground. Plan to breathe deeply for five
minutes or certainly longer if you can, two times daily.

2. Place your hands on either side of your back. Begin to breathe and ‘drop your breath
into your hands.’ Feel your hands stretch and open to accommodate your breath.
Slow the breathing down. Feel and listen to the movement of your breath as it
stretches your back muscles, and the muscles in between your ribs.

3. Roll your shoulders back and open your chest. However, bear in mind that the true
power behind a full breath comes from expanding the ribcage surface in one’s back
and allowing the diaphragm (the muscle that lines the bottom of the ribcage) to
lengthen and expand. Knowing this, continue to breathe.

4. As you breathe, feel every surface that your breath touches from the nasal passages
to the throat, to the shoulders, to the expanding ribcage, to the diaphragm muscle
that lines the bottom of the front lower edge of the ribcage. Feel space come
between each rib. Then feel this space deflate as you exhale completely. Do not
stack your unfinished breaths on top of one another. Simply keep the shoulders and
torso relaxed as you exhale completely and then expand the ribcage once more.

5. Drop your hands now and continue to feel the rhythm of your breath. To this breath,

“Most psychologists treat the 
mind as disembodied, a 

phenomenon with little or no 
connection to the physical body. 
Conversely, physicians treat the 
body with no regard to the mind 
or the emotions. But the body 

and mind are not separate, and 
we cannot treat one without the 

other.” 

Candace Pert 
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add a repetitive positive thought (Burdick & Deborah, 2013). 
 
 
Meredith Arthur, author of “Get Out of My Head: Inspiration for Overthinkers in an Anxious 
World” tells her story about how meditation changed her life. In each different phase as she 
describes what happened, you may find a piece of yourself. 
 
She describes that the process of meditation highlights what happens when your external 
and inner selves have very different needs. The process tells who she must become, and it 
is not based on any scientific evidence. She just studies herself in the moment of self-
reflection. 
 
Her journey, spoken through her own words, highlights many aspects that are common to 
first-time meditators and helps us understand how meditation can help us make powerful 
changes in our life. 
 
Phase one 
“Jobs come and go. My salary gets higher, my title gets more impressive. I lose track of 
what my actual skill set is, but that’s okay because I have another skill: I can survive. I 
know what people out here value. I know what kind of person to be. I can read the room 
and give people exactly what they want. One day what the people want is for me to crouch 
under a table, holding open a plastic bag. I’m working at a food website now, and on this 
day, I’m producing a photoshoot that involves models eating pork, or rather pretending to.  
My job is to hover underneath them, catching the food they drop. On breaks, I chat with a 
guy on set. He tells me later that I seemed like somebody that people listen to. That man 
becomes my husband.” 
 
Phase two 
 “I spend most of my energy trying to stay relevant. I obsess over my Twitter feed, the way 
I dress. I am spending less time with my family, and I’m quiet and distracted around them. 
When I try to make sense of all this, it’s a strange task, because what I feel is disconnected 
from my feelings. I’m a spinning head of thoughts floating above a body in pain. I don’t 
have the language to describe what is happening. I am beyond words. I just try to stay 
numb. My headaches are getting worse. I’m on Topamax, a drug that is generally used to 
treat seizures but also helps people suffering migraines. Its side effects include weight loss 
and brain fog. I’m acting differently. It must be the stress of work.” 
 
Phase three 
“Here’s what I know: I walk around the house with ice packs wrapped around my head. I’m 
losing my self-confidence. I’m losing faith in the idea that I even know the first thing about 
what I am doing. Should I be listening to mindfulness instruction? One fall morning I woke 
up with the beginning of a migraine. I’m lightheaded, and my fingers are numb. It’s going 
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to be a bad one, I can tell. I lay on the couch thinking: I really, really don't want to go. 
Internal Meredith wants me to slow down, stay awhile. External Meredith says: “But you’ve 
got to go, you’ve got to go”. The two parts of me are dueling. It takes me a long time to get 
off the couch.” 

Notice the change in Meredith’s language after she embraces her meditation practice. She 
points out that this state of mind took some time to achieve. 

Phase four 
“Now, though, I am finally able to let go. I call this my Ego Death. My ego – that part of 
myself that was so concerned with being good enough, cool enough, disruptive enough – 
melts away. The need to fight against the natural order of things, to prove that I can do any 
job, no matter how unsuited for it I am.” She goes on to say that due to her meditation 
practice many things that used to disrupt her mind have melted away.  

“When my brother and his family come to visit and I start to feel that familiar tug of 
despair, I recognize what is happening. I need space, so I throw on my jacket and take a 
walk. Nobody minds. Nobody starves. Something about understanding my wiring makes it 
harder for me to keep sweating it. Stuff big and small, I let it roll off. My ego still weighs 
down on me, but I know when to give myself a break. When my body tells me to slow 
down, I listen. Despite all my experience as an over-thinker, I missed the big idea. My 
worries about what other people were saying and what they were thinking clouded my 
vision. The feelings were there for a reason, trying to tell me something. Their conduit was 
my body flaring up. They were desperately trying to get my attention. ‘Meredith,’ it was 
trying to tell me, ‘you are struggling’. You are in excruciating pain because, well, you are in 
pain.” 

Finally she says:  
“From the outside, my life doesn’t look all that different than it used to. But I inhabit it 
entirely differently. I know my bad habits. When I catch myself being numb or absent, I 
mentally tap myself on the shoulder and slide back into the moment. The moment was 
always there, waiting for me, and waiting for me to find me” (Arthur, 2021). 
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Steps to begin a meditation practice 
The word ‘practice’ is key. External gratification leaves us feeling incomplete. Internal work, 
however, teaches us our inherent worth. Meditation is the practice of perceiving this worth. 
Hence the word “practice” makes very good sense. 
1. Choose a time of day you commit to, even if it is just five minutes.
2. Establish a place that will be free of distractions during that

time. Some people even renovate a walk-in closet!
3. Sit comfortably either in a chair or on the floor but keep

the spine erect.
4. Spend some time focusing on what you are grateful for -

give thanks.
5. Reduce the vibrations in the mind by focusing on the in-

breath, the out-breath and the pause in between.
6. Allow the sounds you hear in your body, like your

heartbeat and respiration to fade into the breath.
7. Freeze your thoughts within the mental frame. Imagine for

instance that you are jogging. Then freeze that image.
That is your willpower: Use it to reduce mental chatter.

8. Witness the mental chatter as you breath.
9. Repeat a mantra, positive thought, sacred image, or inspiration from nature.
10. Deepen the repetition and become linked with the breath. You can repeat in, out, deep,

slow, calm, peace.
11. End as you began, with gratitude.

Veteran meditators attest to the fact that working with breath, and reducing negative 
thoughts, opens up a reservoir for the storage of all that is positive. This takes time and 
practice. However, if we stay with the simple repetition of deep lymphatic breathing, the 
repetition of positive thought, and continuing to discard that which no longer serves us, the 
mind can make dramatic shifts. One can discard old unhealed memories. The void can be 
filled with new positive memories. In fact, over time, the “new memory self” will become 
the most familiar part of you. This self, composed of new memories, will continue healing at 
the deepest level.  

Mindfulness helps us increase our ability to regulate emotions, decrease stress, anxiety and 
depression. It can also help us to focus our attention, as well as to observe our thoughts 
and feelings without judgment. 

“Cultivate the habit of 
being grateful for every 

good thing that comes to 
you, and give thanks 
continuously.  And 

because all things have 
contributed to your 

advancement, you should 
include all things in your 

gratitude.” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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Growth Exercise 
Mindfulness Tool 
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Module 16 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #6 – Reconstruct Your Daily Nourishment 
 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Nutrition 
 
We can start to become our own health care 
provider by changing our nutritional habits. Most 
practitioners agree today that diet, more than any 
other factor, is the best preventative medicine. It 
is the foundation upon which all other medicines 
operate, even natural medicines like phytotherapy 
from the plant world. Even if we take something 
for instance like turmeric, it will only work in the 
long run if we also eat an anti-inflammatory diet that includes at least 50% fruit and 
vegetables. It is not a substitute for total wellness. 
 
There is no way to avoid nutrition in discussions about Wellness. Currently, we are quite 
fortunate that scientific evidence about optimal nutrition is so precise and readily available.  
It is not because of lack of information that it appears so difficult to eat healthy foods. We 
have the information. But there is a lot of resistance to changing our nutrition. Food 
provides a tremendous source of comfort. However, our habits need shifting, and we have 
to recognize the high payback of nourishing ourselves. Can you recall the power of being 
served a healthy nourishing meal by a loved one? The answer is probably yes - why then 
can we not perform that same service for ourselves or our families? 
 
Let’s take a look at several Nuggets About Nutrition…  

- Avoid reaching for stress foods, 
- Control the cravings, 
- Go Rainbow: Choose a healthy plate of food, and 
- Heal your microbiome with prebiotics and probiotics. 

 
Let’s think about a common scenario. Your co-worker calls in sick and your boss asks you to 
work overtime. You comply while fantasizing in the back of your mind about the food that 
you will pick up on the way home...mmm...a burger and fries, that sounds so good. Even 
though the network crashes, you still manage to finish the project on time. Your stress level 
however goes through the roof! On the way home not only do you get the burger and fries, 
but you add a shake. Why? Well, of course, you justify the purchase because you believe 

“The doctor of the future will no 
longer treat the human frame 
with drugs but rather will cure 
and prevent it with nutrition.”  

 
Thomas Edison 1908 
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that you deserve it. But let’s take another look at how we might give ourselves what we 
truly need, rather than rewarding ourselves with what we crave. 

Nutritional Nuggets 

1) Avoid Reaching for Stress Foods
The Centre for Science in the Public Interest warns that these are some of the worst choices 
we can make (CSPI, 2020): 

- Stouffer’s Pot Belly Pie
- Campbell’s Soups
- Most ready-made pizza
- Lasagna
- Starbucks Coffee drinks (e.g. White Chocolate Mocha)
- Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream
- McDonald’s Shakes

“The 100 Healthiest Foods on the Planet” website, is an excellent guide for what we can eat, 
and why we should be motivated to eat these foods.  

The site lists the following common superfoods that are easy to obtain from most grocery 
stores. Simply adding these foods to our diet is a significant step forward. 

- Spinach & Kale
- Quinoa & Peas
- Peppers
- Broccoli & Carrots
- Almonds
- Fat-free Greek Yogurt
- Olive Oil, and 90 more… https://www.eatthis.com/healthiest-foods-on-planet/

2) Control The Cravings
High Glycaemic foods promote inflammation, increase stress, and lead to diabetes, tooth 
decay, heart disease, and obesity. Drinks and sodas with added sugar are still the number 
one culprit of sugar consumption in the US (CSPI, February 22, 2020). The American 
Diabetes Association guidelines for meal planning place great emphasis on planning to 
make healthy choices.  
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ADA Guidelines for Meal Planning and Craving Reduction: 
- Take time each week, preferably on the same day of the week, to plan your meals

and snacks.
- Create your shopping list ahead, based on healthy choices.
- Think about the places you will go, and the foods you may need to carry with you all

week long.
- Hydrate in the morning when you wake up instead of immediately reaching for the

coffee.
- Choose a breakfast with whole grains and/or protein rather than sugar and coffee
- Pack your lunch instead of eating out.
- Prep your vegetables in advance and store those in your refrigerator. It only takes

minutes to cook vegetables.

Our eating patterns are determined by what the first meal of the day is. Our first meal 
determines how our blood sugar cycle will operate all day and all night long. The American 
Diabetes Association recommends re-examining your breakfast in order to start changing 
your food habits. If you begin your day differently, the rest of your day will be easier to 
manage. Making sure your breakfast does not elevate your blood sugar levels will help 
stabilize your blood sugar throughout the day.  

Carrying a water bottle and hydrating throughout the day also helps reduce fatigue and 
sugar cravings. The less sugar we eat, in the end, the fewer misgivings we will have. Also, 
your dental maintenance will improve. 

3) Go Rainbow: Choose A Healthy Plate
Choosing your meals based on a rainbow of colour from natural sources is a simple and 
valuable rule to follow. A Rainbow Plate is any plate or dish of food that includes any fruit or 
vegetables in any colour. Eating plenty of vegetables and fruit every day is a guideline that's 
widely recommended and proven to be good for your health at any age. Creating a Rainbow 
Plate every time you eat is simple and fun! 

Again, if you prepare your vegetables ahead of time it will be less intimidating and 
overwhelming to include our crunchy friends into your daily routine. Here are some 
suggestions: 

- Increase your dietary fibre.
- Favour whole grains instead of refined carbohydrates.
- Get protein from fresh leafy greens and broccoli, in addition to fish, eggs, poultry, 

and beef.
- Try adding blueberries, garlic, sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, and brewer’s yeast to your 

salads and vegetables to stabilize your blood sugar and maintain vitamin B levels.
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Here are some ideas for Healthy Rainbow Plate Meals: 
Breakfast 

• Greens and Blues - Avocado, watercress and blueberry smoothie.
• Reds, oranges and yellows - Slices banana, papaya and mango, topped with fresh

pomegranate seeds.
Lunch 

• Reds, oranges and yellows - Carrot, tomato and red chilli soup, with a baked sweet
potato and radicchio salad.

• All greens - Salad of baby spinach and lamb's lettuce, with avocado, pumpkin seeds,
chopped cucumber, sliced courgette and green olives.

Snack 
• White - white bean hummus with raw cauliflower florets.
• Green - Nori seaweed wraps filled with sliced avocado, alfalfa and sliced cucumber.

Dinner 
• White and purple - Stir fry of onion, garlic, mushrooms, purple sprouting broccoli,

red and white cabbage, with mixed white beans and kidney beans.
• A full rainbow meal - Leafy green salad of romaine lettuce, watercress and chicory,

topped with avocado, cucumber, red and yellow pepper, carrot, courgette, tomato,
garnished with arame seaweed strips, Nori flakes, chopped mint and pomegranate
seeds.

Dessert 
• Blues - Freshly sliced purple figs with blueberry and blackberry sorbet

Guidelines For Choosing a Healthy Plate: 
A helpful resource for meal planning is a US Department of Agriculture website called 
“Choose My Plate”. This site guides you in choosing your plate, and then provides you with 
an action guide.  “Choose My Plate” helps you assess your caloric intake based on your 
height, weight, and level of activity, and is also available in Spanish. Please see: 
https://www.myplate.gov/myplate-plan  

A Macro Diet Approach: 
With a macro diet, you’re not depriving your body, you’re feeding it ideal nutrition that 
makes it more efficient. A macro diet goes a step further than typical calorie counting. For 
it, you count the macronutrients—grams of proteins, carbs and fats—you’re eating within 
your calorie goal, and in what ratios.  

Counting macros can help you make smart food choices. For example, instead of a 375-
calorie snack of a Snickers Bar, you would choose a protein - and healthy-carb packed 
snack to meet your macros — one that wouldn’t just help you restrict your calories but will 
help give your body the fuel it needs. The benefit of this approach is that for the dieting 
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newbie, meal planning by counting macros is a good way to get a handle on portion control. 
It also helps you make good, informed choices, such as whole food over processed food, or 
foods that give you sustainable energy rather than a quick fix. Plus, it’s totally customizable 
for your goals and body type, and adjustable according to the macro diet results you’re 
seeing. This approach makes sense. 

A key part of the macro approach is protein. Protein plays a key role in the creation and 
maintenance of every cell in our bodies. It fuels our cells and powers our bodies. Protein is 
an important building block of bones, muscles, cartilage and skin. In fact, your hair and 
nails are comprised mostly of protein. 

Your body also uses protein to build and repair tissue, and protein helps to oxygenate your 
blood. This helps supply your entire body with the nutrients it needs. 

Protein helps you with digestion, because about half the dietary protein that you consume 
each day goes into making enzymes, which aids in digesting food, and making new cells and 
body chemicals. Protein also plays an important role in hormone regulation.   

Protein helps speed your recovery after exercise and/or injury, it reduces muscle loss, builds 
lean muscle, and helps you maintain a healthy weight.   

Maybe the most important benefit is this: Protein helps you curb hunger by filling you up 
faster. Protein plus fiber keeps us full longer, which means you don’t feel the urge to eat as 
often. This helps keep weight down while fueling our cells with the right nutrients. 

Experts say that most of us should get 10% to 40% of their calories each day in the form of 
protein. To elevate your performance, elevate your protein.   

4) heal Your microbiome
We assimilate nutrients through the villi, or threadlike projections in the small intestine; 
these increase the surface of the small intestine and help absorb and pass fluid or 
nutrients. When body chemistry is abnormal, the food that we ingest stagnates and 
putrefies in the small intestine. This can often result in either constipation or diarrhoea, or 
even worse, Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). Leaky Gut can also be caused by nutritional 
deficiencies.  This, in turn, can cause malabsorption. The small intestine is a twenty-three-
foot-long carpet. Imagine if you walked on that carpet. You may not be able to do that 
literally, but with the right nutrition, those 23 feet can work for you, instead of against you. 

If we follow the guide provided by Choose My Plate, it helps fortify the remarkable structure 
of the intestinal lining, and also reminds us to favour vegetables and fruits over multiple 
servings of carbohydrates and sugars. Yet, these simple changes are not the entire story.  
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Steps to Healing the Microbiome: 
The microbiome, or our gut lining, holds the key to 75% of our immune function, and is a 
key component of mental stability, metabolic efficiency, and weight loss. More and more 
research indicates that cancer, arthritis, kidney ailments, heart disease, tooth decay, 
allergies and mood disorders are linked to intestinal flora imbalance.  
 
Many physicians prescribe probiotics routinely and a growing, prominent section of the 
medical community now refers to our microbiome as a “brain” that has its own form of 
intricate intelligence. This intelligence is connected to the world outside the human body in 
a remarkable way. For instance, it has been discovered that the fungi underneath networks 
of trees contain many of the same components that our microbiome does, and as a system, 
it operates in much the same way. This layer also has a protective function that moderates 
the intake of toxins and helps control viruses. Research suggests that merely the act of 
engaging with soil, planting, and harvesting also helps our microbiome to regenerate. 
(Blum, 2019, also see Mayo Clinic, 2021 and TH Chan School 2021). It is little wonder then, 
that probiotics are attracting so much attention.   
 
Practitioners are now seeing dramatic health improvements in conditions where treatments 
previously seemed to come to a dead-end, simply by focusing on a probiotic and prebiotic 
diet. How do we know that we carry an unhealthy imbalance in the intestines? If you have 
any of the following conditions, probiotics and prebiotics might make a fundamental 
difference: 

1. Bloating and gas, 
2. Constipation or diarrhoea, 
3. Intestinal pain, 
4. Food sensitivities, allergies, asthma, 
5. Headaches, 
6. Sleepy feeling after eating, 
7. Skin eruptions, 
8. Various pains in the joints that are hard to diagnose, 
9. Weight gain. 

 
It is essential to understand what probiotics do. They repair the lining of your microbiome, 
that is, every tissue surface in the body related to the digestive process. After you 
assimilate nutrients, you absorb them through the epithelial cells of the gut lining. Secondly, 
there is a small porous opening between all cells that line your gut, where you also absorb 
nutrients. This opening must absorb nutrients but is not supposed to absorb more 
significant bits of food. Probiotics maintain the integrity of the gut lining so that food does 
not pass through the barrier, only nutrients. There are finger-like villi in the gut that 
probiotics maintain. Lastly, in-between these tiny fingers are crypts that provide another 
venue for nutrient absorption. Probiotics sustain the integrity of these crypts as well.  
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When these epithelial cells do not function correctly the protective barrier of the gut  
lining diminishes. Therefore, partially digested food particles, microbes, and toxins  
travel directly into the bloodstream. When the bloodstream becomes contaminated, the liver 
and the kidneys are overburdened and cannot filter all the foreign microbes they receive. It 
sets up a vicious cycle. So you can see why probiotics are important… they optimize all of 
our systems. 

Although it can take some months of dietary adjustments and probiotic consumption to 
balance the intestine, it is probably one of the best forms of health insurance. Before you 
shop, consider putting healthy foods recommended in this section on your list. Also, you 
may want to start keeping a food diary of when and what you eat and what you cannot 
digest. Just include this information alongside your other lists in your daily calendar. 
Ultimately this will give any practitioner you work with a solid idea about what to include in 
your food plan. What small steps can you take to start succeeding now? 

Natural food sources contain prebiotics and probiotics. Prebiotics are foods that prepare the 
gut lining to accept probiotics. Then, the probiotics supply the intestines with essential 
strains of healthy bacteria. We have between 300-1000 different strains of bacteria in our 
digestive system. The number is high. Therefore, to replenish them we must consume both 
prebiotics and probiotics daily. 

Nutritionist Donna Gates, a pioneer in probiotic research, provides simple dietary guidelines 
that encourage the microbiota to stay intact. These guidelines include eating 50% either 
protein or carbohydrates, along with 50% fruit or vegetable and a small serving of a 
probiotic, for example kombucha, kefir or a cup of miso soup. 

Here are some options for adding a small serving of probiotics to your meals: 
1. Kefir (Kefir made with goats’ milk is easier to digest.)
2. Sauerkraut and fermented vegetables
3. Kombucha (a fermented tea now widely available)
4. Miso (a soybean paste available in many grocery and health food stores)
5. A high-quality plain yogurt featuring multiple bacterial strains
6. Homemade yogurt cheese

Understanding Prebiotics vs. Probiotics 
Prebiotics have specialized plant fibres creating fertilization that encourage healthy 
gut bacteria to grow. They are present in many fruits and vegetables particularly those that 
contain complex carbohydrates, mainly fibre, and resistant starch. These carbohydrates turn 
into food for bacteria and microbes as they travel through the digestive system. 

As the body of evidence on the microbiome increases, it is becoming clear that it plays 
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many more roles than previously understood. It not only creates an environment that 
breaks down toxins and defends our systems from environmental contaminants. It also 
protects us when we eat too many acidic foods, it synthesizes certain vitamins and amino 
acids. One of the most important vitamin complexes is the B vitamin complex that helps 
regulate stress, inflammation, and musculoskeletal pain. The good news is you may have 
been eating a lot of prebiotic foods already and simply did not know that they were 
prebiotics: 

• Legumes (particularly mung beans with green skins, and plain brown lentils)
• Green peas
• Edamame
• Dark leafy greens
• Root vegetables
• Onions & Garlic
• Asparagus & artichokes
• Cabbage (raw or cooked)
• Apples & Bananas

If people have severe imbalances, and build a diet around these foods, and begin avoiding 
sugar and gluten, they will usually see a slow but steady improvement in multiple 
symptoms. Cooked vegetables and beans added to meals will supply prebiotics. Prebiotic 
foods contain vitamins, minerals, and the fibre required to help shed layers of unhealthy 
bacteria. This is a delicate balance, and one should seek help from a practitioner in more 
serious cases. In most normal cases however you can begin at home. Many wonderful 
resources provide practical ways to make probiotics at home and eat a probiotic friendly 
diet. 

At the end of the day, Nutrition drives performance: 
🎯🎯 Hippocrates: “Our food should be our medicine and our medicine should be our food”. 
🎯🎯 Socrates: “One should eat to live; not live to eat”. 
🎯🎯 Buddha: “To keep the body in good health is a duty, otherwise we shall not be able to 
keep our mind strong and clear.” 
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Module 17 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #7 – Renew Your Body, Emotions, and Mind 
 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Sleep 
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We should be in active mode 60% of the time, and rest and digest mode 40% of the time, 
according to Dr. Jeoff Drobot, Director of the American Centre for Biologic Medicine and Dr. 
Dickson Thom, director of the Bio-Med Centre of New England. Instead, most people are in 
sympathetic or active mode 80% to 95% of the time and typically restore themselves only 
5% to 20% of the time in a parasympathetic state (Thom & Drobot et al., 2018). 
 
The problem is that throughout the day, we are in a sympathetic system overload even 
without realizing it. The Mayo Clinic, the public health site of Harvard Medical School, the 
National Institute of Health, and many other major medical institutions have carefully 
studied the stress response and its effects on health. Modern mental and emotional states 
are characterized by substantial stress, anxiety, and depression. Neurological disorders are 
on the rise as well as autoimmune disorders and digestive disorders. Researchers and 
biomedical physicians who closely study the connection between the nervous system and 
other body systems report that a compromised nervous system is causing a dramatic rise in 
other conditions (Thom & Drobot et al., 2018). 
 
Prolonged sympathetic response disrupts hormonal regulation, sleep function, digestive 
function (including the integrity of the microbiotic system) and mood stabilization. Let’s take 
a look at how sympathetic system overload occurs: 
 

Phase One 
The brain initiates our stress response. You might lose your wallet, miss a flight, or you 
might hear some devastating news about a family member. Immediately, your amygdala, 
located in the brain stem receives this information, interprets it, and processes it. Upon 
perceiving danger, it quickly alerts the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus is located in the 
center of the brain close to the pituitary gland. When this emotional processing is still in 
phase one, the hypothalamus, acting like the central commander, sends a clear order to the 
nervous system that you have one of three options, either fight, flight, or freeze. 
 
The hypothalamus also communicates to the autonomic nervous system, by controlling 
involuntary body functions like breathing, blood pressure, heartbeat, and the dilation or 
constriction of key blood vessels and small airways in the lungs. This system contains two 
components, the sympathetic nervous system and the parasympathetic nervous system. 
The sympathetic nervous system is the “on button” that responds to perceived dangers. The 
parasympathetic nervous system is the “off button” that calms the body down after the 
danger has passed. 
 
The hormonal system comes into play when the hypothalamus activates the adrenal glands.  
These little orange coloured glands rest on top of the kidneys and are usually ½ inch tall 
and three inches wide. The adrenals help manage stress but are also damaged by stress.  
This is a very important point to remember when we are connecting the dots between 
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digestive function/immunity/hormonal balance and stress. Two of the most immediate 
reactions to stress are: 

1. Digestive dysfunction, and 
2. Vitamin/mineral deficiencies.  

 
The adrenals produce three stress response hormones: cortisol, norepinephrine, and 
epinephrine. These glands respond by pumping the hormone epinephrine (more commonly 
known as adrenaline) into the bloodstream.  
 
Adrenaline is a powerful hormone. It circulates through the body, creating a faster 
heartbeat, rushing blood into the muscles, heart, and other vital organs. Blood pressure, 
pulse, and breath rate increase. The body cries for more oxygen to send to the brain 
heightening alertness. Our senses become acutely aware. Small airways in the lungs open 
wide. This way, the lungs can take in as much oxygen as possible with each breath to cope 
with perceived emergencies. Extra oxygen is sent to the brain, increasing alertness. At the 
same time adrenaline releases blood sugar (glucose) and fats from temporary storage 
locations in the body.  
 
We need temporary energy for fight or flight from glucose and fat that flood into the 
bloodstream, to supply energy to all parts of the body. If the brain perceives danger, the 
hypothalamus releases corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which travels to the pituitary 
gland, triggering the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). This hormone travels 
to the adrenal glands, prompting them to release yet another hormone, a very important 
one called cortisol. Once you pass through the high alert phase, and the danger has ceased, 
the sympathetic nervous system allows your cortisol levels to drop. 
 
All this happens within seconds. The mechanics of the amygdala and hypothalamus are so 
finely tuned that they work without our awareness. We do not even fully process what we 
are doing in times of stress. This is why you can move away from a falling object before you 
are even aware that there is a falling object.  
 
 

Phase Two 
After adrenaline fades away, the hypothalamus activates the second wave of the stress 
response system from the HPA or Hypothalamic/Pituitary/Adrenal axis. Notice how all three 
areas of the brain are listed sequentially. They are intricately connected. In the second 
phase, all three of these hormonal centers act to subdue the stress response. 
 
The HPA axis relies on a series of hormonal signals to keep the sympathetic nervous 
system, or “on” button pressed down. If the brain continues to perceive something as 
dangerous, the hypothalamus releases corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which travels 
to the pituitary gland, triggering the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). This  
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hormone travels to the adrenal glands, prompting them to release cortisol. 

We stay in phase one, triggered by the on button, until cortisol levels fall. Then, the 
parasympathetic nervous system can begin to press the off button to the stress response. 

We must learn how to use this “off” button ourselves, otherwise we become 
enslaved by the stress response. Flourishing Wellness is about learning how to use 
this “off” button. We cannot always control the level of stress in our lives. However, we 
can control how we react to it. 

What can the long-term effects of stress be, if we do not learn how to use the “off 
button”? 
In 2015, medical researchers from the Ireland School of Medicine, Ireland Teagasc Food 
Research Centre and the Department of Anatomy and Neuroscience, University College 
Cork, Ireland determined that the role stress plays in the gut and immune function can 
begin as early as adolescence. This may in fact set the stage for digestive and neurological 
problems to develop as a teen. 

Certain types of gut bacteria may indeed shape brain development and behaviour. Exposure 
to harmful environmental factors can have a permanent impact on brain function during 
adolescence and into adulthood. An environmental factor might be a series of stressful 
events, unhealthy food choices, too much sugar, or a course of strong antibiotics. Gut 
bacteria, when disturbed, alters the way the brain develops, even advancing to the point of 
creating a psychiatric disorder. Please note that we address the topic of restoring the gut 
lining later in this course.  

Such environmental factors disturbing your gut bacteria may affect gut–brain 
communication, altering the trajectory of brain development, and increasing susceptibility to 
mental and emotional stress. In this same study, when mice were treated with antibiotics 
after weaning onwards, their gut bacteria became disrupted and sadly, they suffered from 
increased anxiety and cognitive deficits. 

What else happens when the stress response is chronic and prolonged? 
Expert on the long term effects of stress, Donald Yance, CN, MH, RH, (AHG) has spent three 
decades of his professional life helping people understand the long term impact of stress on 
chronic disease. He has studied the various dysfunctions occurring when stress disrupts 
anabolism, a constructive phase when the body uses metabolic energy derived from 
nutrients, to repair, rejuvenate, and rebuild organs, cells and tissues. This phase is 
restorative and occurs during the night. Our energy switches from outward to inward. 
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So how does stress disrupt this crucial anabolic phase? 
It disrupts this phase when catabolism (the supply of energy that makes all action possible 
right down to the cellular level) overrides our capacity to restore all our systems. In 
essence, all of our functions keep contributing to the ability to act, day after day, and do not 
return to normal levels allowing necessary time to repair (Yance, 2013, Drobot & Thom, 
2018). It is body systems in overdrive. 

There are four perspectives to consider that guide energy conservation and use: 
1. How you acquire energy,
2. How you conserve energy,
3. How you balance your life between your daily activities and restoration,
4. How efficiently your body uses the energy that it does have.

Sleep is critical for activating the anabolic phase. Parasympathetic nervous system 
response safeguards the integrity of all four of these stages. It is crucial to note 
that rest and digest mode is solidified by our sleep patterns. Major universities have 
undertaken the study of sleep. Johns Hopkins University houses the Future of Sleep Studies, 
and Stanford founded the Sleep Medicine Centre.   

The Sleep Foundation reports that getting enough hours of high-quality sleep fosters 
attention and concentration, which are a prerequisite for most learning. For most adults this 
is around 7-9 hours per day. Sleep also supports numerous other aspects of thinking 
including memory, problem-solving, creativity, emotional processing, and judgement. 

For people with sleep deprivation, insomnia, sleep apnea, or other conditions that prevent 
getting adequate rest, short-term daytime cognitive impairment is common. In addition, 
multiple studies have linked poor sleep with longer-term cognitive decline, including the 
development of dementia and Alzheimer’s dementia. (The Sleep Foundation, Dec.2020) 

What happens when we do not sleep? 
• Leads to microsleep, slow reactions,
• Promotes poor memory formation,
• Interferes with concentration,
• Hinders executive function - decision making,
• Increases risk taking behaviour,
• Makes infections more likely,
• Elevates likelihood of chronic disease,
• Increases amyloid proteins that make Alzheimer’s and dementia more likely.

What happens when we sleep? 
 Creativity thrives
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 We can restructure and reorganize
 Safety improves overall
 Fall risk and injuries are less likely
 Concentration and decision making improve

Sound Sleep Increases Mental Health 
Medical researchers include both abbreviated sleep hours, and interrupted sleep in the 
category of unhealthy sleep patterns. However, getting even a few hours of uninterrupted 
sleep is healthier than waking up a few times or several times a night. Losing an hour of 
sleep per night is also an unhealthy sleeping pattern. It puts you into a form of “sleep debt” 
and you cannot make up for those lost hours. If any of these patterns occur, a person is far 
more likely to lose their optimistic edge. Instead, irritability, depression, and frustration are 
more likely to occur. The intensity of these negative emotions only increases, as sleep 
stability decreases. (Dinges, 1997) 

People often think that they can ‘catch up’ on sleep. However, catching up on sleep is not an 
exact equation: People think it is 1hour of sleep loss = 1 hour of sleep catch up. But it takes 
four days of optimal sound sleep to make up for 1 hour of lost sleep (Rao, 2020). 

Optimizing Your Sleeping Space 
Only 49% of those surveyed feel satisfied with their sleep, according to a 2020 Philips 
Global Sleep Survey of more than 13,000 adults. What’s still standing between us and our 
pillows? “Good sleep is like a puzzle,” says pulmonologist and sleep expert Raj Dasgupta, 
MD, assistant professor of clinical medicine at the University of Southern California. “Often, 
there’s one missing puzzle piece, and you’ve got to figure out what that is. It could be the 
sound or temperature in your home, the lighting, or the comfort of your bed” (Health 
Magazine, August 6, 2020). 

However, we have to ensure a peaceful night’s rest. Our sleep cycle is a mirror  
image of the overall quality of our health and well-being. The Sleep Foundation offers 
guidelines to improve your sleep space (The Sleep Foundation, 2020): 

1. The ideal temperature for sleeping is 18.3 degrees Celsius. This keeps your core
temperature low. However, some sleepers may need even cooler temperatures than
this at 15.6 degrees Celsius. Putting an extra comforter on the bed or wearing
warmer bedclothes is preferable to raising the room temperature. In certain cases
though, the temperature may have to go up to 22.0 degrees Celsius.

2. Keep noise at a minimum and eliminate as many distractions as possible. Find noise-
blocking curtains if needed.

3. The sleeping and waking cycle is very dependent on circadian rhythms. Even a very
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small amount of light as you are going to sleep, or during sleep can disrupt the cycle. 
When your room has the appropriate level of darkness melatonin is released. This 
causes you to feel sleepy and to relax. Any device with a blue screen depletes 
melatonin production and affects your sleep cycle. If you have a habit of reading 
before bed, use the lowest frequency of light possible.  

4. Do not keep a television in your room. In general, make your bedroom a place where
you sleep and do not use it for other activities. If you associate your bedroom with
activity, it makes it harder to relax when you need to.

5. The Sleep Foundation advises that sleepers are more at ease when their bedding has
fewer dust mites and smells fresh.

6. Don’t sleep in an unmade bed. Make the bed before you sleep in it. This creates a
sense of peace.

Dr. Rammoham Rao, Ayurvedic doctor, and neurological researcher, explains that our sleep 
optimization list must include more than simply changing our environment and the quality 
of its objects. He says that for those of us who work at a desk, physical exercise daily is 
imperative for sleep quality. At least a half-hour per day of cardiovascular exercise is 
required. However, exercising late at night will probably keep you awake rather than put 
you to sleep. In addition, he recommends the following (Rao, 2020): 

1. At least one hour before bedtime, wind down. Leave your work, and especially your 
gadgets behind you. Begin the process of “putting yourself to sleep”.

2. Do not eat before bedtime. This activates your digestive cycle and keeps the body 
awake. It also disrupts the normal detoxification cycle that happens during the night.

3. Avoid any caffeine intake after 2:00pm. Give your body a chance to expel the 
caffeine long before your sleep cycle begins.

4. If the body is still spending energy on the digestive process, then the detoxification 
process that our organs naturally undergo as we sleep is interrupted.

5. Perform a mental checklist an hour before bed of any emotional unrest or unsettling 
encounters that happened that day. Use the breathing practice discussed in this 
program to melt these thoughts and put them behind you.

6. Instead of a snack before bed, you can drink a cup of warm milk with a pinch of 
nutmeg, or a cup of camomile tea to help you relax.

7. Try to meditate regularly to deepen your sleep and decrease the amount of time it 
takes to fall asleep.
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How To Get A Great Night's Sleep: 
• Keep a regular schedule. Go to bed and get up at the same time every day, including 

weekends. 
• Good habits, like eating a healthy diet and getting regular exercise, can help you sleep. 

Don't exercise within a few hours of bedtime. 
• Avoid napping during the day. 
• Avoid caffeine, nicotine and alcohol, especially past 2:00pm. Caffeine and alcohol 

interrupt sleep, leading to a poor quality of sleep. Those who smoke have more difficulty 
getting to sleep and wake up more often at night, compared to non-smokers. 

• Take some time to relax and unwind before going to bed. Develop a sleep routine. If you 
do the same things before you go to bed each night, it will train your body to get ready 
for sleep. 

• Make sure your room and bed are conducive to sleep. If you're not sleeping well, it may 
be time for a new mattress. Your bedroom should be dark, cool and quiet. 

• Make sure your stomach isn't too empty or too full before going to bed. 
• If you're having difficulty sleeping, get out of bed. Go into another room and do 

something relaxing until you feel sleepy. Worrying about falling asleep actually keeps 
many people awake. 

• If your thoughts keep you awake, try getting up and writing them down. 
 
If you're still having trouble sleeping, talk to your doctor. You may have a medical condition 
that's affecting your rest. Also, check if the medications you're taking have an effect on your 
sleep. 
 
We need consistent and deep sleep for life! 
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Growth Exercise 
Sleeping Tool 
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Module 18 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #8 – Reconsider your Movement & Exercise 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Exercise 

What do Warren Buffett (investor), Angela Merkel (chancellor), Barack Obama (president), 
and Winston Churchill (prime minister) have in common? What is the thread that ties 
together Mark Zuckerberg (entrepreneur), Maya Angelou (author), Benjamin Franklin 
(founding father), Claudia Chan (leadership expert), and Shama Hyder (social media guru)? 
The obvious answer is success, prominence, and impact. The not-so-obvious answer is a 
daily routine. 

There is fairly significant research, and profound real-life experience, that suggests that 
having impact and experiencing success are all about our daily routines. Daily routines 
define our moments, and the accumulation of our moments determines the course of our 
entire lives. Mike Murdock: “…the secret of your future is hidden in your daily routine.”   

There is also science behind the connection of mental health and having routines. Routine 
helps us cope with change, helps us create healthy habits, and most important, helps to 
reduce stress levels. Daily routines define our moments, and the accumulation of our 
moments determines the course of our entire lives.   

John Maxwell, the guru of leadership development said it even more clearly: "You will never 
change your life until you change something you do daily. The secret of your success is 
found in your daily routine."  

Your future is found in your daily routine. Flourishing Wellness is about doing daily what 
others do occasionally. 

The word “routine” comes from the French word route, or road, and goes back to the 17th 
century.  It speaks to a road or a set path. A routine is literally a sequence of actions that is 
regularly followed, a fixed program, or a series of steps for performing a task.   

You can't say enough about the power of routine. People who make the greatest impact in 
any area personally or professionally always have a road, a route or a routine. A routine is 
important because the things we do every day matters more than the things we do every so 
often. Aristotle said that “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but 
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a habit.” William James said that humans are “mere walking bundles of habits”, and so our 
impact and success is crystalized by the sort of things inhabit our bundles.   

An ideal daily routine includes exercise. There’s not much that impacts our lives that 
exercise won’t help fix. Literally, by moving our body and exercising, we are breaking the 
pattern of circular fear-based thoughts, and releasing endorphins (the “feel-good” 
hormones). Even in a place of anxiety or stress, just going for a hard run or a solid workout 
breaks the fear. Scientists say physical activity improves mental health by helping the brain 
cope better with fear and stress. It also has preventative value. People who get regular 
vigorous exercise are far less likely to develop an anxiety disorder over the next five years 
than those who do not. Exercise also boosts your energy and changes your moods. 

Some of the general population has misconstrued the value of exercise. If you ask a group 
of people about exercise, some may say that it is a waste of time and do not enjoy it. 
Others think that its only purpose is for weight loss, and they drive themselves to exercise 
harder, faster, or longer attempting to shed pounds. At another level, as people age, they 
often stop exercising. They become afraid that they will fall, or lose bone mass. Studies 
show that only 10% of the population above 65 engages regularly in physical activity (Mc 
Phee, JS et al., 2016). 

Practitioners and medical researchers agree that exercise protects every part of the human 
body, including the brain. Without it, we cannot bear weight on our joints optimally, our 
levels of endurance decline, our cells do not reproduce as quickly, body fluids do not 
circulate, nutrient transfer decreases, and cognitive function decreases. 

It is not only lack of exercise that is problematic. Prolonged periods of sitting and a 
sedentary lifestyle are also linked to numerous problems. Recent research suggests that 
sedentary lifestyles cause damage to various systems of the body even if one does have a 
regular exercise program. If you sit for eight hours straight without activity it can actually 
offset the advantages of exercising daily (JH Park, 2020). 

The Price We Pay for a Sedentary Life 
Physical inactivity can have serious implications for people’s health, according to the World 
Health Organization. In 2002, they estimated that approximately 2 million deaths per year 
are attributed to physical inactivity, prompting WHO to issue a warning that a sedentary 
lifestyle is among the 10 leading causes of death and disability in the world.   

Sedentary lifestyles increase all causes of mortality, double the risk of cardiovascular 
diseases, diabetes, and obesity, and increase the risks of colon cancer, high blood pressure, 
osteoporosis, lipid disorders, depression and anxiety. According to WHO, 60 to 85% of 
people in the world—from both developed and developing countries—lead sedentary 
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lifestyles, making it one of the more serious yet insufficiently addressed public health 
problems of our time. It is estimated that nearly two-thirds of children are also insufficiently 
active, with serious implications for their future health. 

New research published in peer-reviewed medical journal the Lancet attempts to put a price 
tag on our latest health crisis: sitting too much. According to an international team of 
researchers, a sedentary lifestyle cost the world a whopping $67.5B in 2013. That’s 
equivalent to the total GDP of Costa Rica in the same year. 

When we do not exercise, a sedentary lifestyle will: 
 Exacerbate obesity,
 Cause high blood pressure,
 Encourage cardiovascular disease to develop,
 Make osteoporosis more likely,
 Deplete bone mineral density,
 Increase lack of balance, and consequently fall risk,
 Disrupt memory function.

Experts agree that balancing your day between sitting and standing is ideal. For instance, 
you can move by doing five minutes or ten minutes of stretching each hour. If we feel 
resistant to exercise it helps to put the consequences of sedentary life into perspective. One 
study found that middle-aged women who exercise less than one hour a week have a 52% 
greater chance of mortality. They also exhibited a 29% increase in deaths related to cancer 
compared with their counterparts who were more active physically. (Warburton, et al., 
2006) 

We cannot sit all week long and attempt to use the weekend to make up for that sedentary 
time. The body repairs itself and regenerates during shorter periods of activity.  

Metabolically, long periods of exercise are best sustained by a training routine so that the 
cells that break down during that intense activity, are repaired. Longer periods of exercise, 
if you are not training professionally or semi-professionally, can cause metabolic stress and 
break your cells down faster than your body can repair them. There must be a balance, an 
active lifestyle and shorter periods of exercise are a practical option for most of us.  
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The Tremendous Value of Exercise 
A regular moderate exercise routine of even one half hour per day has tremendous benefits. 
Beyond maintaining your weight, a regular program of exercise will (Drobot & Thom, 2018, 
Rao, 2020, Warburton, et al. 2006): 

• Decrease body weight and abdominal fat,
• Reduce anxiety and depression,
• Strengthen heart muscles and burns away fat deposits in the blood vessels,
• Oxygenate all tissues in the body,
• Create new blood vessels,
• Manage insulin and blood sugar levels,
• Build bone and muscle mass,
• Help you fall asleep more quickly and remain asleep,
• Prolong the years of life without illness, known as our “health span”,
• Detoxify all systems, fluids can move, and discharge toxic waste,
• Lower the inflammatory response and repair tissue damage from injuries,
• Increase blood flow in the brain,
• Stimulate production of new brain cells,
• Delay dementia onset,
• Regulate hormones responsible for multiple functions and mood control.

Movement makes sense. Our ancestors moved and roamed throughout the day and in 
evolutionary terms that is exactly what our bodies are designed for. Actions to begin an 
exercise program include picking an exercise that is enjoyable. An outdoor walk might suit 
you the best. However, you may prefer swimming, gym classes, dancing, Pilates, or Yoga. 

Creating a Non-Sedentary Day 
There are ways that you can add activity to your sedentary days and ensure that you get 
the exercise you need. If you are still hesitant about making time for exercise, think of it 
this way: exercise gives time back to you because as your concentration improves and you 
spend less time nursing illnesses and aches and pains because of physical activity, you are 
saving time! 

Try the following: 
• Write your exercise time into your calendar.
• Consider adding a yoga class or strength training class into your routine to increase

your endurance. Yoga is like a one-stop-shop. It encourages strength, agility and
flexibility, and stamina. It is also a great way to practice deep breathing.

• Take stretching breaks at work. You can stand with your legs hip-width apart and
start to twist from side to side letting your arms flap against your side for three
minutes. Or you can do a slow simple forward bend for a minute and then roll your
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spine back up to a standing position slowly. 
• Get a foot massage tool, automated or non-automated to place underneath your

desk. Your feet contain a map to your whole body through pressure points on the
bottom of the foot. You might be surprised how great you feel after regular self-
massage on your feet.

• Use your cleaning time to squat, or walk more quickly while you clean to increase
your heart rate. Use a broom instead of a vacuum cleaner when you can. This will
work your arms, legs, and hips.

• Consider investing in a standing desk.
• Set an alarm on your phone to remind you to take activity breaks.
• Perhaps you can bike to work.
• Take the stairs rather than the elevator whenever possible.
• Rather than sitting during a meeting, walk and talk with your colleagues.
• Park your car as far away from the office or store as you can to encourage additional

walking time.

Posture Affects Wellness 
Small Changes Make a Big Difference 
Nearly 80% of the western population will suffer from severe back pain or injury at some 
point in their life. In the US, back pain is the second leading cause of physician visits. Why 
does this condition affect so many people in industrialized countries, when only 5% of the 
population in non-industrialized countries report problems with back pain? In an attempt to 
answer this question, Esther Gokale travelled to areas of the world where back pain is the 
least common. She developed these guidelines to help prevent back pain through posture 
education. It is interesting to note that improving posture is a key part of Flourishing 
Wellness (Gokhale, 2008): 

What does good posture look like? 
1. Tilt the pelvis slightly forward instead of backward (or in a posterior position).
2. Gently elongate the spine and allow it to curve naturally.
3. Align the bones and joints.
4. Use your muscles rather than straining your joints.
5. Relax your muscles when they are not working.
6. Use deep breathing to relax the entire body whenever possible.

Imagine that your spine can work for you instead of against you! 
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Stretching By Sitting or standing 
Please see this video for a visual guide: End Back Pain: Stretchsitting 

You will need a folded towel placed at mid-back level. Sit with your bottom towards the back 
of the chair. Come away from the back of the chair and tilt your head slightly forward. Tilt 
the ribcage forward slightly also in order to lengthen the spine. Grasp the chair on both 
sides so that you can “attach yourself” again to the back of your chair. Let go and you will 
feel a slight “pinch of skin” above the top of the chair. Reposition the shoulders by rolling 
each one forward and then back into place. 

This short exercise has amazing benefits. It lengthens the spine and decompresses the 
nerves gently. It relaxes the shoulders and arms allowing greater circulation. It places a 
very slight amount of gentle traction on the lower back to prevent disk compression. In this 
position the chest is open, allowing you to practice deep breathing! Esther Gokule reminds 
us that just by using this exercise we are “...sitting our way to a pain-free back.”  

Here is another video on standing according to the Gokhale method that is extremely 
helpful: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLlJmKmOwEk 

The demonstration teaches us how to: 
1. Stand with our feet hip width apart,
2. Tilt the pelvis forward,
3. Center the ribcage over the hips rather than letting it jut outward,
4. Maintain a gentle and natural spinal curve,
5. Roll each shoulder back,
6. Center the chin properly and relax the face.

Changes in posture allow our mood to change and create room for a deep breath. In just a 
minute, this form of checking in, or reorientation is invaluable.  
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Choosing The Best Exercise For You 
In the area of exercise, it is so important to select types of exercise that you can continue to 
do, week-in and week-out. The health and fitness advantages of exercise all depend on 
consistency and on you being physically active regularly and for the long term. So, here are 
some tips for choosing the best exercise for you… 

1) If You Love It, You Won’t Leave It
One reason people find their exercise falls by the wayside is boredom. If going for a walk 
gives you pleasure, turn it into a daily health and fitness opportunity. Walking with a friend 
can make it even more enjoyable and by committing to walk with them, you are more likely 
to do it and less likely to let other things stop you. Some people enjoy going to a gym for 
strength training exercises, where again, going with a friend may help you keep that 
commitment. But if you don’t enjoy the gym, then try exercising at home. Try new activities 
to keep yourself interested and motivated. 

2) Variety Means Victory
Your regular weekly exercise routine should include both aerobic exercise (such as walking, 
jogging, cycling, aerobics, or sport that involves running) for cardiovascular health, plus 
gym-type sessions for muscular and bone health. This combination will ensure that you 
work on all aspects of your health and fitness. Also by doing different exercise sessions you 
will add variety, and by working different muscles on different days, it will help reduce the 
risk of injury, as well as preventing monotony. It is also critical to build regular stretching 
into your routine. 

3) Turn The Intensity Up and Down
Highly trained athletes often train according to the “hard-easy” principle, where one day of 
intense exercise is followed by a day of low intensity exercise, and so on. This principle can 
also apply if you have a lower level of fitness, as it will help avoid injury and will allow your 
muscles time to recover from hard work. 

And, when you aim for an exercise routine that addresses all aspects of physical fitness — 
muscular strength, aerobic fitness, flexibility and endurance — you will need to select a 
range of exercise options anyway, such as weight training for strength, walking, jogging or 
cycling for aerobic fitness and endurance, and yoga or stretching exercises for flexibility. 
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4) The More It Fits, The More It Sticks
Choose exercise options that fit your lifestyle. If you have access to a local gym or pool, you 
may be able to go before work, during the day or after work – and fit it into your routine. 
This could be in the form of organised classes, going with a friend, or going by yourself. If 
you have children who go to sports clubs and classes, you may be able to exercise while 
they are there, e.g. by walking around the pitches, rather than standing on the sideline or 
sitting in your car, or go for your own gym or swim session, while they have lessons. 
Likewise, you may be able to fit in a walk, cycle or jog before or after work. The key is to be 
motivated enough to find a time slot in your day and prioritise exercise at that time. 

We are all busy, so fitting exercise around all this ‘busy ness’ can be a challenge. However, 
some types of exercise are ideal for becoming part of your usual day, for example, getting 
off the bus or train a stop early could build a 20-minute walk into both ends of your day. 

Increasing your level of physical activity doesn’t always mean doing formal exercise. 
Increasing the incidental activity in your day can itself bring health benefits. It improves 
many aspects of your health, reduces the risk of many diseases and helps to burn calories.  
Rely less on machinery for household chores — sweep the driveway rather than power 
blasting it with a leaf blower, and walk to the store for milk rather than driving the car. The 
key here is to choose exercise options that can become part of your routine. Here are some 
other ideas, as mentioned above: 

• Use your cleaning time to squat, or walk more quickly while you clean to increase
your heart rate. Use a broom instead of a vacuum cleaner when you can. This will
work your arms, legs, and hips.

• Consider investing in a standing desk.
• Set an alarm on your phone to remind you to take activity breaks.
• Perhaps you can bike to work.
• Take the stairs rather than the elevator whenever possible.
• Rather than sitting during a meeting, walk and talk with your colleagues.
• Park your car as far away from the office or store as you can to encourage additional

walking time.

5) Tap Into The Power Of Team
Keeping up the motivation to exercise regularly is a challenge for many people. Including 
your friends might help.   

Some people like the discipline of attending a regular class or course or joining a social 
sports team, and find that this helps them to exercise regularly. They also tend to try 
harder than they would on their own. Community centres and adult education colleges 
often offer classes in activities such as dance, yoga or Pilates. Personal trainers will offer a 
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variety of group and individual sessions that can be matched to your needs. Whatever 
you’re interested in, there should be something out there for you. 

Also, consider a Personal Trainer. A qualified personal trainer can help you make the most 
of the time that you have put aside from your busy life for exercise, as well as help motivate 
you, help you with technique, monitor your progress, adjust your exercise programme in 
response to your changing fitness level, and offer alternative exercise options to keep up 
your enjoyment level. 

6) Weather-Proof Your Workout
Have alternative exercise options that don’t depend on good weather or daylight. Having 
both indoor and outdoor exercise options means that you don’t need to give up your 
exercise when the weather or daylight closes in. For example, joining an indoor soccer 
team, swimming, building a home gym, or a stationary exercise bike somewhere will allow 
you to be active despite changes in the weather. 

7) Have Self-Compassion
Choose an exercise that accommodates any health problems you may have. If you are aged 
over 40 or are overweight, or you have been inactive for a long time, have existing health 
problems, or old or recent muscle, bone or joint injuries, see your doctor before starting 
regular exercise. Being unwell or having an injury does not usually rule out exercise, in fact, 
it is often a vital part of rehabilitation. However, exercise in this context may mean you 
need to amend the details of your physical activity program, under guidance from your 
doctor or other healthcare professional. 

For example, many with asthma find they can achieve high levels of fitness through 
swimming, as the air they are breathing during this exercise is warm and moist and less 
likely than cold, dry air to trigger an asthma attack. Long-term conditions such as high 
blood pressure can be improved by appropriate amounts of daily exercise, while the risk of 
developing conditions such as type 2 diabetes or osteoporosis can be reduced. People with 
arthritis are often suited to exercising in a swimming pool as the buoyancy of the water 
avoids weight-bearing stress being placed on inflamed joints. Weak upper leg muscles and 
poor balance in some older people can mean that a recumbent stationary bicycle is 
particularly suited to encouraging exercise without causing discomfort or risking injury. 

8) Set A Time For Each Day
Setting aside a dedicated exercise time each day can help to turn regular exercise into a 
habit, much like washing your hair or making your bed. In this way, you’ll find you are less 
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likely to ponder whether or not to go for a walk or run — before you know it you’ll be out 
there pounding the pavements, just because that’s what you do at that time of day! 
Equally, don’t be inflexible about exercise: if you do miss exercising at your preferred time, 
and the opportunity presents itself at another time during the day, take the opportunity 
and enjoy the novelty. 

Whichever exercise options you choose, and whatever strategies you use, remember to 
start slowly and build gradually.  Don’t push yourself too hard, too fast: progression in 
fitness occurs over weeks and months, not days.  Increase only one exercise variable at a 
time — how long your exercise session lasts (duration), how hard you work during the 
exercise (intensity) or the number of exercise sessions each week (frequency) — and only 
by a small amount (10% each week). 
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Module 19 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #9 – Redefine Your Mental & Physical Toolbox With Detox 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Detox 
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“Keep your thoughts positive because your thoughts become your words.  
Keep your words positive because your words become your behaviour.  

Keep your behaviour positive because your behaviour becomes your habit.  
Keep your habits positive because your habits become your values.  

Keep your values positive because your values become your destiny.” 
~ Mahatma Gandhi 

 
Here we examine two aspects of toxicity. One is mental or emotional toxicity, and the other 
is toxicity from external contaminants. The reason why both aspects are discussed is that 
they are related. In the most general sense, the processes of emotional and physical 
detoxification are the same. They are processes of purging or breaking down, and releasing 
what you no longer need.  
 
The importance of optimism and resilience are discussed in this module, as well as the need 
to strengthen ourselves by decreasing external pollutants. It is not as complicated as one 
might think to make these shifts. Actually, it is mostly about doing things that we may 
already be doing, a little bit better, or differently. 
 
 

Mental Detox 
1. Cultivating resilience has been shown to protect our mental health, reduce levels of 

unease and agitation, lower indicators for depression and anxiety, and reduce overall 
expenditures on health problems. Optimism reduces the tendency to isolate and is a 
marker for lower rates of chronic and acute illness (Torres et al., May 2021). 
Resilience means the ability to rebound from misfortune or obstacles, adjust to 
change, and persevere when faced with hardships (Ovens, 2015). 

 
2. Optimism includes the predisposition to hope and the belief that the best of all 

possible worlds can be achieved (Conversano, et al. 2010). 
 
Focusing on the repetition and development of resourceful and optimistic thoughts is a very 
important daily practice. Many practitioners say that it is a crucial minute to minute 
practice.   
 
 

Engaging with the Optimistic and Resilient Self 
Choosing positive thoughts is easier than is often acknowledged. Once a person truly 
believes that increasing positive thought is valuable, then the tools of reshaping our minds 
can be very enjoyable to use. Here are some key ways to increase your positive outlook: 
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1. Smile More
It has been shown that even the act of forcing a slight smile improves brain receptivity to
positive thought patterns. You do not have to sit and practice meditation for these benefits
to occur. Just try it. Some therapists even recommend practising a smile daily when you
look in the mirror.

2. Reframe Your Beliefs
Individual beliefs are like chapters in a book. You formulate the chapters of your story,
repeat them, and believe them. Even repeating a minor belief gives rise to fears and self-
destructive habits. (Remy, 2014)

Growth is based on a positive belief system. Positive beliefs empower us and make our 
achievements much easier. Limiting beliefs on the other hand make us feel like we are 
swimming upstream, against the flow rather than with it. 

Ask yourself what it would look like if every belief that you created supported you. How 
much more could you accomplish if you created a nurturing belief system instead? It is 
important to remember that our beliefs may not be facts. Yet often we are repeating 
thoughts that are not fact-based. Circumstances occur due to these perceptions that might 
be destructive. However if we apply self scrutiny, we can rewrite the chapters of our book, 
and accomplish far more than previously envisioned. We can check in with ourselves 
throughout the day to ask if what we are thinking is a fact. In everyday life, a practice of 
discernment is invaluable (Remy, 2014). 

Creating a new memory self uses positive, supportive thoughts to create a new belief 
system. A new belief system generates better actions, and these actions construct the 
results that serve us. In both the long and short term, we can optimize our path to 
success when we scrutinize our limiting beliefs one at a time. Remy has developed a 
method for reframing that leaves no stone unturned. Try it, and you may find that your 
paths, options and resources shift completely.

3. Recognize Limiting Beliefs
1. Bring awareness to the words we use, internally and when we speak. Do these

words constitute limitations or forward movement?
2. How much truth does the story we tell ourselves contain? Be honest.
3. What evidence do you have to back up your statements? Make sure they are

factual.
4. Standstill and check in before you think or speak any sentence that does not

serve you. Taking a moment to pause and reflect can keep you from actions that
you will regret later.
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4. Choose Positive Behaviors and Discard Limiting Beliefs
You cannot just cut the trunk of a tree and expect that it will not grow back. You have to
excavate the roots and take them out one by one. Over time, discernment will shift your
views, statements and life situations until they are optimistic. When our perception changes,
everything changes.

Using Discernment to Reframe Defeating Beliefs: 
Adopt habits that change cognition: 

1. Do not downplay the effect of using words like “useless”, “failure” or “deficient”. Don’t
magnify these words either.

2. Make sure you have sufficient evidence in order to draw a conclusion.
3. Don’t make a mountain out of a molehill. Keep things in the proper perspective.
4. Don’t generalize with words like “everyone”, “nobody” or “always”.
5. Don’t draw general conclusions from an isolated event. It is similar to having

appropriate evidence to judge a situation.
6. Try not to accept personal responsibility for situations that you cannot control.
7. Avoid extreme thinking. Beware of thinking in all or nothing terms, or perceiving

situations as “black or white”. Take the middle road.
8. Cross examine your irrational thoughts. Introduce other ways to look at an

occurrence such as what the worst outcome might be or what the best outcome
might be.

9. Before you come to any conclusion ask yourself whether or not your thoughts, beliefs
and emotions are reasonable and well-grounded.

10. Look for ways to replace negative beliefs with positive ones.
11. Apply multiple perspectives to any given situation or circumstance.
12. Restructure your thought process and look for unique viewpoints to stay motivated.

5. Build Resiliency
“It’s your reaction to adversity, not adversity itself that 

determines how your life’s story will develop.” 
~ Dieter F. Uchtdorf 

“I can be changed by what happens to me. 
But I refuse to be reduced by it.” 

~ Maya Angelou 

Over the past few years, a global pandemic has forced us to rely on skills and resources we 
did not have use in the past. We have had to work together. Adaptation has become more 
normal as pandemic times have highlighted the unexpected. Perhaps you have used coping 
mechanisms you had no idea you possessed. Be thankful. These qualities add up to an 
impressive result called resilience. 
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Resilience consists of four main states, the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual. 
Different circumstances will require us to utilise one state or the other for support 
throughout uncertain and difficult times. It is always important to remember, wherever we 
find ourselves, that resilience is a set of skills that we acquire while we work towards a goal 
or outcome. 

Resiliency means the ability to adapt to stressful circumstances. Examples include: 
1. Working towards developing positive/supportive relationships with family and

friends,
2. Accepting that change is part of life,
3. Cultivating the attitude of being a problem solver who can apply action steps to face

problems head-on (as opposed to waiting for them to disappear).

Resilience is cumulative. It is based on how we find and utilize resources in all aspects. 
Resilience depends on the following qualities: 

1. Understanding the larger view and the smaller picture,
2. Using the tools available and accomplishing the task or goal,
3. Harnessing the support system needed whether it comes from family, friends, teams, 

technology, or finances.

Those who are resilient tend to be more successful at disease prevention. Findings from 
Johns Hopkins medical expert Lisa R. Yanek indicate that even those with a family history of 
heart disease and risk factors for coronary artery disease reduced their likelihood of a 
coronary event by 13% through positive thinking. This included measurements of 
cheerfulness, energy levels, anxiety levels, and overall well-being and satisfaction with life 
(Johns Hopkins Medicine, 2021). 
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Resiliency Inventory 
 

Rate yourself from 1 to 5 (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) 
 

 
 
Convert your scores with the following key: 

Score Description 
Less than 20 Low Resilience — You may have trouble handling pressure or setbacks 

and may feel deeply hurt by any criticism.  When things do not go well, 
you may feel helpless and without hope.  Consider seeking some 
professional counsel or support in developing your resiliency skills.  
Connect with others who share your developmental goals. 

10-30 Some Resilience — You have some valuable pro-resiliency skills, but 
also plenty of room for improvement.  Strive to strengthen the 
characteristics you already have and to cultivate the characteristics you 
lack.  You may also wish to seek some outside coaching or support. 

30-35 Adequate Resilience — You are a self-motivated learner who recovers 
well from most challenges.  Learning more about resilience, and 
consciously building your resiliency skills, will empower you to find more 
joy in life, even in the face of adversity. 

35-45 Highly Resilient — You bounce back well from life’s setbacks and can 
thrive even under pressure.  You could be of service to others who are 
trying to cope better with adversity. 

 
  

Assess Yourself Rating 
(1 - 5) 

I’m usually optimistic. I see difficulties as temporary and expect to 
overcome them. 

 

My feelings of anger, loss and discouragement don’t last long.  
I can tolerate high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty about situations.  
I adapt quickly to new developments. I’m curious. I ask questions.  
I’m playful. I find the humor in rough situations and can laugh at myself.  
I learn valuable lessons from my experiences and from the experiences of 
others. 

 

I’m good at solving problems. I’m good at making things work well.  
I’m strong and durable. I hold up well during tough times.  
I’ve converted misfortune into good luck and found benefits in bad 
experiences. 

 

Add Your Total  
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Sometimes we look at successful people and think that they have never had to cope with 
adversity. On the contrary, often they have. However, by developing resilience they tread 
challenging and often dangerous waters to arrive at the shore of success.   

Consider the background of JK Rowling: 
J.K. Rowling had just gotten a divorce, was on government aid, and could barely afford to 
feed her baby in 1994, just three years before the first Harry Potter book was published. 
When she was shopping it out, she was so poor she couldn’t afford a computer or even the 
cost of photocopying the 90,000-word novel, so she manually typed out each version to 
send to publishers. It was rejected dozens of times until finally Bloomsbury, a small London 
publisher, gave it a second chance after the CEO’s eight year-old daughter fell in love with 
it. 

Or, how Colonel Sanders started Kentucky Fried Chicken: 
Colonel Harland Sanders was fired from a variety of jobs throughout his career before he 
first started cooking chicken in his roadside Shell Service Station in 1930, when he was 40 
years old, during the Great Depression. His gas station didn’t actually have a restaurant, so 
he served diners in his attached personal living quarters. 

Over the next 10 years, he perfected his “Secret Recipe” and pressure fryer cooking method 
for his famous fried chicken and moved onto bigger locations. His chicken was even praised 
in the media by food critic Duncan Hines. However, as the interstate came through the 
Kentucky town where the Colonel’s restaurant was located in the 1950s, it took away 
important road traffic, and the Colonel was forced to close his business and retire, 
essentially broke. Worried about how he was going to survive off his meagre $105 monthly 
pension check, he set out to find restaurants who would franchise his secret recipe—he 
wanted a nickel for each piece of chicken sold. He drove around, sleeping in his car, and 
was rejected more than 1,000 times before finally finding his first partner. 
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Physical Detox 
Research is just beginning to show how external contaminants are linked to many diseases 
and mental health conditions as well. Reducing our risk of environmental or external 
pollution is an important aspect of Flourishing Wellness. In the largest sense, this 
operates in much the same way that decluttering does. It just takes place at a different 
level. Toxic overload is the “clutter” we are experiencing as a species and a planet. The 
human matrix, the biofield that we are linked to, contains refuse. Major medical schools are 
undertaking studies to understand how this is affecting us (Johns Hopkins University, 2021). 

In our morning routine alone, we can be exposed to over one hundred different synthetic 
compounds from soap ingredients to fluoride. Current disease statistics point to the fact that 
our bodies are not responding well. At a very basic level, chemicals disrupt the vast 
microbiome that lines our gut and in our forests, parks, and gardens. Environmental 
pollutants destroy our microbiome, an inner weaving of gut tissue that is a mirror image of 
the natural material of the earth (Thom & Drobot, 2018).   

We can take small steps to start correcting this disruption. It is impossible to trace every 
single chemical that enters our system daily. We would go insane trying to investigate this. 
The best thing to do is start with small steps. Reconnect in practical ways and reinforce not 
only your health but the health of our society as a whole. 

“Take care of your body. It’s the only place you have to live.”  Jim Rohn 

Research is showing that pain syndromes, respiratory ailments, poor mood and memory, 
digestive problems, and increasing allergies are all signs that our bodies are overloaded. 
Toxins affect mood, nervous system health, and metabolic stability. (Thom & Drobot, 2018) 

Simple Steps To Detoxify From External Pollutants: 
- Use natural cleaners. Change your deodorant to a natural deodorant that does not

contain aluminium or other metals. These metallic substances have been linked in
many studies to Alzheimer’s and dementia.

- Eat local, organic food.
- Cut back on packaged foods.
- Avoid metal toxicity by cutting back on canned foods.
- Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate! Many practitioners advise drinking half your bodyweight

in ounces of water daily. Flush out your systems with this simple act.

Detoxification better aligns us with the natural world. In the constitutional sense, our bodies 
are no different from the world that surrounds us. We are composed of its elements. When 
we are out of balance, it is largely because we have lost the synchronicity that connects us  
with all of life and the four main elements: Earth, Air, Fire and Water. 
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Growth Exercise 
Detox Tool 
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Module 20 
The 10 Key Success Factors For Flourishing Wellness: 
KSF #10 – Reshape Your Senses 
 

Flourishing Wellness Is About Natural Health 
 
 

“The greatest of follies is to sacrifice health for any other kind of happiness.”  
~ Arthur Shopenhauer 

 
The healing power of nature reminds us of the innate self-healing processes of all living 
organisms. When we understand, for instance, that our body contains most of the same 
elements as a star, it settles our mind. We are a part of something much larger than 
ourselves. The laws of nature apply to us as well. We cannot separate ourselves from the 
natural world.  
 
The term “physician” comes from the root definition “of or pertaining to nature” and “to 
bring forth, produce, make to grow”. So much of the time, we may not recognize that we 
can actually be our own best “physician” when we tap into the healing elements of nature. 
It makes sense to think of ourselves as evolving organisms who cannot separate themselves 
from the elements of nature that compose us. And it makes sense to spend time thinking 
about how we can heal ourselves and support our own health, pulling in medical experts 
and practitioners as much as needed.  
  
Health problems, even minor ones, can interfere with or even overshadow other aspects of 
your life. Even relatively minor health issues such as aches, pains, lethargy, and indigestion 
take a toll on your happiness and stress levels. One way to improve your ability to cope with 
stress and feel better is to make a commitment to healthier habits. Poor health habits can 
add stress to your life and also play a role in how well you are able to cope with stress. The 
stress that comes from poor health is significant. Health challenges also affect other areas 
of your life.  Health problems can make daily tasks more challenging, create financial stress, 
and even jeopardize your ability to earn a living. 
 
Stress itself can exacerbate health issues from the common cold to more serious conditions 
and diseases, so maintaining healthy habits can pay off in the long run. 
 
The best way to experience Flourishing Wellness is to tap into Natural Health by tapping 
into the 4 Elements… 
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4 Elements Connected To Natural Health 

Element #1: Earth 
The visceral experience of the outdoors, walking in the woods, sitting along the ocean, or 
watching a sunset can reduce the likelihood of disease.  

In recent months the practice of grounding or earthing has become more prominent in the 
daily media. This term means contacting the earth with bare skin, like walking barefoot on 
the grass. Grounding increases our white blood cell count, cytokines, and additional 
molecules that control inflammation. Researchers studied cases of muscle injury, using 
delayed onset muscle injury to measure the effect of grounding on pain. This study showed 
that participants who made skin contact with the earth regularly experienced pain reduction. 
Also, their levels of neutrophils, lymphocytes, and other chemicals related to decreasing 
inflammation and increasing immune system response improved (Oschman, JL, et al. 2015). 

Recent research on humans and mice confirms that by contacting the microbes in soil with 
the skin, immunity to allergens increases and inflammatory disease decreases. During the 
Second World War, a large piece of territory was transferred from Finland to Russia. Over 
the next fifty years, the Finnish side led a more modern lifestyle while the Russian side lived 
much more traditionally. By the 21st century, researchers from the University of Helsinki 
recorded that the prevalence of allergies on the Finnish side of the border was markedly 
higher than the incidence of allergies on the Russian side. This team of scientists searched 
for an explanation. They suspected that microbial diversity in natural environments 
connected to and therefore supported the human microbiome. It turned out that they were 
correct (Pennisi, Elizabeth, 2015). 

Allergies are directly related to low immune function. Being exposed to biodiversity in the 
soil increases immunity. Yet sadly, over decades of industrial growth and modern lifestyles, 
we have become very separate from the earth that supports us. Globally, researchers have 
speculated that the loss of biodiversity and the simple loss of natural contact with soil to 
favour more artificial environments, was dysregulating the immune system. They concluded 
that the same pattern was repeating itself in industrialized nations all over the world as the 
population experienced increases in allergies, asthma and inflammatory disease. If one 
thinks about further research on inflammation as a precursor for more serious ailments like 
heart disease, diabetes and cancer, this research project at Helsinki University yields even 
more implications (Blum, 2019). 

This same team of researchers later studied the content of the skin of children who lived in 
rural environments. They found that the children had more diverse bacteria on their skin.  
In particular, they discovered a higher quantity of Acinetobacter, a genus of microbes found 
on plant surfaces called Proteobacteria phylum. This correlated to increased leukocytes, 
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specific leukocytes that fight inflammation. These increases did not show up in the blood 
tests of urban children.  

Another study confirmed similar results. Research was conducted on laboratory mice who 
lived on clean bedding as opposed to mice who lived close to the soil. The mice in the more 
hygienic environment ended up much more prone to lung inflammation and adverse 
reactions to allergen stimulants (Akst, 2020). 

Taking care of houseplants, or tending to the soil in your own garden plot connect your skin 
to the earth. Walking along the ocean with bare feet, taking walks in the woods near your 
home, or growing a garden on your rooftop help your skin contact the earth. Incorporate 
these suggestions into your own life and ask yourself over time if you feel better. 

Element #2: Air 
Breathing fresh air, along with increasing our breathing capacity is essential for life. It is 
that simple (Feurstein, 2015, Prinster, 2020). 

Next to nitrogen, oxygen is the most common component of the Earth’s atmosphere. By 
mass it makes up 86% of the world’s oceans, and 49% of the earth’s crust. Through the 
process of photosynthesis involving phytoplankton, almost 70% of oxygen on the planet is 
produced. Trees mainly produce the remaining 30%. It is estimated that there are three 
trillion trees presently on the Planet, which is about 422 trees per person. 

During just one year a tree can absorb 26 pounds of carbon dioxide and exchange this with 
260 pounds of oxygen. This amount of oxygen can support a small child for one year. An 
adult requires 675 pounds of oxygen per year. Two trees can produce this quantity yearly 
(Feurstein, 2007). 

We take the air we breathe for granted and do not often recognize what it contains. It is 
lifeforce energy itself. It is the prana, chi, or ki spoken of in the ancient medical traditions of 
India, China, and Japan that generates the energy needed for all that we do. Breathing 
fresh air is another simple way to connect with an abundant healing resource. 

The action step here is simple - just breathe - but breathe more deeply so that the 20,000 
times per day you breathe actually engages your ability to heal. At this point, due to the 
mindfulness in the schools movement and decades of research on simple breathing 
practices with hospital patients, research shows that deep breathing decreases mental and 
physical illness across the board. In fact, researchers believe it may be the most powerful 
and accessible wellness tool that we have. 
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Element #3: Water 
Hydration is a must given that our body is 75% water (Cross, 2018). 

Water is a very powerful and user-friendly tool for Wellness. Although hydration is critical to 
human survival, it is often perceived as the least interesting feature of Wellness. Often 
patients will tell their practitioners that water simply does not taste good or that it is too 
inconvenient to drink. We have become hooked on flavoured drinks and energy boosting 
liquids.  

According to common naturopathic standards, one should consume half of their body weight 
in ounces of water daily. Generally, people drink less than half of this amount of water per 
day. For most, a small amount of water does not sustain the basic functions of the body.  

Drinking sufficient water makes complete sense. After all, the human body is roughly 75% 
water and human blood is 90% water. To experience the regeneration of cells necessary to 
heal an illness, water consumption is imperative. Water lubricates the joints and forms the 
basis of mucus and saliva. This helps prevent tooth decay. Water supports proper circulation 
and since our blood carries oxygen throughout the body, water helps oxygenate all systems. 

If one does not consume enough water, vulnerability to skin disease is more likely, and 
premature skin wrinkles become more common. Since water is stored in the middle dermic 
layers it helps regulate body temperature when the body sweats. If the body does not 
contain enough water for this cooling process, it overheats. 

Lack of water wreaks havoc on the digestive system. Understandably, it can cause 
constipation because water is one of the main lubricants of the intestinal tract. It takes 
between five minutes to an hour on average for the intestine to absorb water. The less 
undigested, stagnant material the intestine contains, the more efficient the process of water 
absorption becomes. The faster the absorption process, the more quickly one releases 
waste matter from the body. Water is our detoxification buddy. 

If one does not drink enough water a vicious cycle of not only constipation but acidification, 
heartburn, and stomach ulcers can follow. If the water consumed is not contaminated, it has 
an alkalizing effect on the body. Alkaline substances in general help prevent all diseases. 
Acidity on the other hand creates the conditions for illness (Vassey, 2006). 

When dehydration occurs the blood thickens, and blood pressure increases. And the body 
depends on water almost completely to eliminate toxins from all systems. Water even helps 
air passages remain open by lubricating the tissues that help us breathe. This means that it 
can help those who suffer from allergies and asthma. (Vassey, 2006) 

Without water, the kidneys become congested and kidney stones may develop. Also, more 
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and more studies are linking weight loss with sufficient water intake and enhanced 
performance during exercise (Cross, 2018). 

Similar to breathing, drinking water, especially in western countries is an easy way to feel 
better quickly, plus reduce chronic and acute illness. Currently, many practitioners are 
recommending that you divide the number of pounds in your total body weight by half. Take 
that number and drink that many ounces of water. For instance, if you weigh 160 pounds 
you would drink 80 ounces of water daily.   

Element #4: Fire 
Sunlight is essential for Vitamin D levels and our well-being (Hobday, 2021). 

On average, North Americans and Europeans spend about 90% of their time indoors. British 
practitioner and expert on sunlight therapy, Richard Hobday, Ph.D. suggests that over the 
last fifty years, the world population has become more and more averse to sunlight. 

Through the loss of contact, we have lost the natural harmony of heat and light production. 
Even though the human race evolved underneath the rays of the sun, it is now strangely 
seen as a sort of enemy that creates disease. In extreme cases of exposure or due to 
certain genetic factors, the sun can prove harmful. However, greater harm is caused by the 
amount of time we spend indoors using digital media. We are depriving ourselves of a basic 
element that we desperately need for survival. 

Hobday shows how the sun is central to our health and well-being. When we design our 
homes to allow more sunlight to come in, we are creating an environment that helps 
prevent disease and increases our happiness. He concludes that spending safe amounts of 
time in the natural rays of the sun helps us more than hurts us. Natural sunlight reduces 
different types of cancers, neurological disorders, bone and cardiovascular diseases. 

In ancient times sunlight was used to accelerate wound healing. Moderate sunbathing is far 
more beneficial than detrimental according to both historical and contemporary evidence. In 
hospital rooms sunlight aids in healing the clinically depressed and other conditions as well 
(Hobday, 2020). When we welcome sunlight into our lives, safely, this reconnection can 
make a tremendous difference in wellness. The key is to spend the right amount of time in 
sunlight. 

Exposure to sunlight increases the hormone serotonin. This hormone is known as one of our 
“feel good” hormones and decreases depression. Serotonin also maintains our sense of 
relaxation and plays a role in concentration. Often we are hesitant to spend too much time 
in the sun. However, practitioners are currently recommending ten minutes of sun per day 
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on at least the face and the hands. We receive vitamin D from sunlight. It is very important 
to get your vitamin D levels checked yearly and to supplement with vitamin D if your doctor 
tells you it is necessary (T.J. Legg, Ph.D.,amid April 2019). 

Sunlight has profound benefits and can: 
 Stabilize metabolic functions and encourage weight loss,
 Strengthen our immune system,
 Produce stronger bones, stabilizing the musculoskeletal system,
 Reduce stress,
 Deepen sleep, preventing sleep interruptions,
 Help us to simply feel better and more “alive”.

Sunlight, along with our other natural physicians of earth, air and water has to become an 
integral part of our life.  

Your Natural Physicians 
It cannot be stressed enough that we respond to a balance of these elements, because we 
are those elements. Have you ever felt a sense of ‘being home’ in the woods, at the beach, 
in or near the water, or in the midst of a cool breeze or deep breath? Connecting with any of 
these elements provides an anchor for us, a chance to feel at home in the world, away from 
the multiple distractions of modern life. 

Wellness is defined differently for different people. It is a process that is shaped by cultural, 
social, economic and environmental factors. In most cases, because it is a process, it 
becomes a conversation about holistic life. Wellness involves emotional, physical, spiritual, 
intellectual, social, occupational and some would even argue, financial dimensions. 
Practicing healthy habits actively, in an ongoing way, is wellness.  

In the end we have all been forced to examine what is most important to us. Self- 
examination is the partner to Flourishing Wellness. Without our usual routines, we have 
been forced to become more creative in order to rediscover well-being. Now it seems the 
new normal is ever-changing. We need every tool possible to help us remain resilient. 
Consequently, it is even more critical for us to master our optimal wellness routines. More is 
required than just surviving from moment to moment. It is possible to take responsibility for 
regenerating ourselves and enriching the social, mental, economic and even ethical 
foundation of the workplace and communities. In doing so, we will be able to not only 
survive, but thrive in the midst of the change that will inevitably mark the journey ahead. 
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Growth Exercise 
Natural Health Tool 
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Bonus Resource 
Neuroplasticity & The Flourishing Wellness 
Mantra 
 
 

Levels of consciousness 
It is common to hear about the conscious mind, unconscious mind, and subconscious mind 
when discussing the brain, how we process information, and how we create change in our 
lives. Though it is difficult to analyze the different parts of our mind with scientific precision, 
starting with famous Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), psychologists and 
scientists have been studying and researching the 3-level mind model for over 100 years. 
According to this model, the mind can be divided into following levels: 

1. Conscious – This defines all of the thoughts and actions within our awareness.  For 
example, the beauty of a mountain and the pleasant smell of the trail on a hike, 
along with feeling the wind on your face. 

2. Subconscious – This defines all of our reactions and automatic actions we can 
become aware of if we think about them.  For example, our ability to ride a bike: 
once we get skilled we stop thinking which gears to use, which pedals to press, or 
which hand controls what brake, yet we can always become aware of what we are 
doing when we think about it. 

3. Unconscious – This defines all of the past events we have experienced and our 
memories.  However, these can often be inaccessible to us no matter how hard we 
try to remember.  For example, the first word we learned to say, or the time we first 
began to walk on our own. 

 
We have spent significant time discussing the Power of Story. Without a doubt, Story is one 
of the most powerful internal forces and influences in our lives, specifically the Story we are 
telling ourselves as a person. And THAT is why we use the FLQ and FWAT: because these 
tools help us to uncover our Story and to clearly see the Story we are telling ourselves 
about our life and our Wellness.  
 
The Story we tell about our life becomes the Story of our life. And the Story we tell about 
our Wellness becomes the Story of our Wellness. This internalized narrative becomes what 
we live out in word and deed.  
 
The FLQ and FWAT unearthed massive amounts of information about you, the Story you are  
telling yourself about life in general, and the Story you are telling yourself about your  
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Wellness specifically. Some of that Story could be empowering and inspiring, and yet 
elements of that Story could be disempowering, demotivating, and draining. We can shift 
the Story and build new beliefs using the “Flourishing Wellness Mantra”.  
 
The Flourishing Wellness Mantra is like a new operating and virus removal system that 
allows us to remove the unhealthy programming and viruses that are harmful, and to install 
new programming that is aligned to your goals and dreams as a person: 
 

Healthy Programming = Healthy Person  
Unhealthy Programming = Unhealthy Person 

Flourishing Programming = Flourishing Person 
Unhealthy Programming = Languishing Person 

 
We can have unhealthy belief systems and mindsets that create the biggest barriers to 
moving out of languishing and into flourishing. We cannot perform beyond the level of 
our programming. 
 
William James was an American psychologist, and the “Father of American psychology”. He 
said that “The greatest discovery of my generation is that human beings can alter their lives 
by altering their attitude of mind”. You can change your whole life if you obtain the right 
mindset, because where the mind goes, the woman or man follows. 
 
 

Neuroplasticity 
The brain can and does change throughout our lives. It is adaptable, like plastic. So, 
neuroscientists called this neuroplasticity. How does neuroplasticity work? 
 
If you think of your brain as a dynamic, connected power grid, there are billions of 
pathways, or roads, lighting up every time you think, feel, or do something. Some of 
these roads are well traveled. These are our habits; our established ways of thinking, 
feeling, and doing; and our mindsets. These are also the Stories we tell ourselves about 
ourselves, those closest to us, and the world around us. 
 
Every time we think in a certain way, practice a specific task, or feel a specific emotion, 
we strengthen this road. And it becomes easier for our brains to travel this pathway. 
 
So, if we think about something differently, learn a new task, or choose a different 
emotion, we start carving out a new road. If we keep traveling that road, our brains 
begin to use this pathway more and this new way of thinking, feeling, or doing becomes 
second nature. The old pathway is used less and weakens. This process of rewiring your 
brain by forming new connections and weakening old ones is neuroplasticity. 
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The good news is we can learn and change, by rewiring our brains. If you have ever 
changed a bad habit, or shifted your thinking in a significant way, you have carved a new 
pathway in your brain and experienced neuroplasticity. With repeated and focused 
attention towards your desired change, you rewire your brain. By repeatedly focusing on 
the new mindset, beliefs, thoughts, or habits you want to build, you create new neural 
pathways, rewire your brain, and tap into neuroplasticity. 
 
Socrates said: “The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, 
but on building the new.” Socrates understood synaptic pruning long ago. Synaptic 
pruning is the brain’s way of removing connections in the brain that are no longer needed.  
It is our body’s way of maintaining more efficient brain function as we age and need to 
adapt. 
 
During infancy, the brain experiences a large amount of growth. There is an explosion of 
synapse formation between neurons during early brain development. A synapse is a 
connector that permits a neuron (or nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to 
another neuron. This rapid period of synapse growth plays a vital role in learning, memory 
formation, and adaptation early in life. This is literally the period in our lives when our 
programming and belief systems are formed most aggressively. About 50% of all the 
learning we will do in our lives happens between the ages of 0 and 6. By the time we are 
about 3 years old, the number of synapses we have hits a peak level. But then shortly after 
this period of synaptic growth, the brain starts to remove synapses that it no longer needs. 
 
Once the brain forms a synapse, it can either be strengthened or weakened. This depends 
on how often the synapse is used. In other words, the process follows the “use it or lose it” 
principle: Synapses that are more active are strengthened, and synapses that are less 
active are weakened and pruned. The process of removing the irrelevant synapses is 
synaptic pruning. 
 
By repeatedly focusing on the new mindset or beliefs or thoughts or habits you want to 
build, you will create new neural pathways, strengthen synapses that support healthy 
beliefs, rewire your brain, and tap into the power of neuroplasticity. The old synapses and 
limiting beliefs and unhealthy programming will simply fade away as you focus on the new. 
Constant stimulation causes synapses to grow and become permanent. But little 
stimulation means the brain will not develop new and healthy programming. 
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Subconscious-Level Change With Mantras 
One of the best ways to tap into neuroplasticity is with our words. That’s why every form of 
spirituality and religion speaks to the power of our words. There is life and health and 
wealth, along with disempowerment and languishing literally stored in our words. One of 
the best ways to rewire your brain - and to change your mind and mood - is to change your 
mouth. 
 
Muhammad Ali began calling himself the greatest before he actually was. In Nobel-Prize 
winner Daniel Kahneman’s book Thinking Fast and Slow, he said: “It’s the repetition of 
affirmation that leads to belief, and once the belief becomes a deep conviction, things begin 
to happen. These affirmations don’t even need to be true.  A message, unless it is 
immediately rejected as a lie, will have the same effect on the associative system regardless 
of its reliability… Whether the story is true, or believable, matters little, if at all.” 
 
Mantras are the way in which we can tell our story to ourselves. Originally, the mantra was 
a word, phrase, or sound with the power to transform. A mantra is a word or phrase 
repeated in a prayer or meditative way. 
 
In Sanskrit, the word mantra can be broken down to the root “man” - meaning “to think”, 
and the suffix “tra” - meaning “tool”, hence a literal translation would be "instrument of 
thought”. The repetition of a mantra changes our thinking and beliefs. It has the potential 
to cement a belief into our core being and shift our old and unhealthy programming into 
new and healthy programming. Mantras are literally an “instrument for thinking”, a 
practical tool for shifting our thinking and beliefs. 
 
Here is what may surprise you: Everyone already has a mantra, whether we are 
aware of it or not. It’s just the way our brains work. The question is, is your mantra 
healthy or unhealthy? Is it empowering or disempowering? Is it supportive or non-
supportive?  Yoda said it best: “You must unlearn what you have learned”. 
 
The ancient Egyptians believed that the seat of the soul is our tongue. Using it as our 
rudder, and words as our oar, we steer our way across the waters to our destiny. From 
ancient theology to contemporary psychology, our words shape our Story, and this Story 
becomes the framework for our behaviors.  Our behaviors determine the way we lead our 
life and the benefits we receive. 
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How To Create Your Own Flourishing Wellness Mantra: 
1. Pick A Focus - Keep your Flourishing Wellness Mantra specific. For a mantra 

to be effective, it must focus on a particular issue, challenge, or pain point you 
are facing right now in your Wellness. 

 
2. Paint A Clear Picture – The more we visualize or see something, the more real it 

becomes. Paint a picture with your Flourishing Wellness Mantra of the new 
reality you will begin to experience. 

 
3. Program For Performance – Healthy Programming precedes High Performance. 

Unhealthy Programming precedes Poor Performance. Allow your Flourishing 
Wellness Mantra to program and position you for success. 

 
4. Positive Proclamation - Make your Flourishing Wellness Mantra positive. 

The way you word things matters, and a Flourishing Wellness Mantra will always 
use positive words.   

 
5. Personalize - Begin your mantra with “I” or “My”. A Flourishing Wellness 

Mantra is for you, so you give it maximum power and effect by starting with a 
personal statement.   

 
6. Pare Down - Make your Flourishing Wellness Mantra short – you’ll get the 

most out of a mantra if you can easily remember it and easily repeat it again and 
again in your mind or out loud. 

 
7. Persevere - Dive into the power of the repetitive process to address any 

unhealthy programming or stories that are uncovered. Remember the 3:1 ratio of 
POSITIVE to NEGATIVE. People FLOURISH when they have more positive 
thoughts and feelings than negative. Takeaway? At least 3 to 1 for positive to 
negative. Importantly, you can’t remake all your synaptic connections super strong 
in one day – reprogramming takes time. The lesson here is that changing the brain 
takes constant, repeated effort. As neuroscientists say, “Neurons that fire 
together wire together”. 

 
The key to remember is this: By activating specific brain pathways more frequently, you 
make these synaptic connections stronger and more likely to fire in the future. This works 
both in the positive and in the negative.  
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Examples of Healthy Flourishing Wellness Mantras: 
♥ I hold the key to better health through eating better, sleep, and exercise. 
♥ I listen to my body and give it what it needs. 
♥ I am intentional with my day. I am present. I am in control. 
♥ I’m having a great day because I choose to. 
♥ I am grateful for my health and wellness. 
♥ My body is healthy. My mind is sharp. My spirit is at peace. 
♥ I choose who enters my life and I surround myself with loving people. 
♥ I am mentally in tune with what I need and want today. 
♥ I honor my mind, body, and spirit by being kind to myself and others. 
♥ I am grateful for this body that carries me through the journey of life. 
♥ I radiate positive energy, which brings good things back to me. 
♥ Every cell in my body is alive and thriving. 
♥ My body is a temple. I keep my temple clean. 
♥ I am getting stronger every single day. 
♥ My well-being is my number one priority. 
♥ I will not entertain or partake in what does not serve me. 
♥ Each moment is a steppingstone that leads me closer to my goals. 
♥ I exhale negativity and inhale strength. 
♥ I appreciate my body for its resilience. 
♥ In my stillness, I find strength, clarity, and focus. 
♥ I am saying “yes” to all things that serve my health today. 
♥ My mental strength leads to my physical wellness. 

 

Growth Exercise 
Write Your Own Mantras 
Please use the space below to write 3 simple Flourishing Wellness Mantras, and make 
sure to get some feedback from your Thriving Wellness Coach: 
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Conclusion 
 
We hope that you have enjoyed this journey into Flourishing Wellness! 
 
Flourishing as people and as leaders is our birthright and destiny, no matter where we come 
from, what we’ve done, or what’s been to us. 
 
The most important thing is to remember that flourishing in Wellness is a journey, and it is 
a journey that happens best with support. Be patient with yourself as you grow in Wellness, 
and make sure you keep yourself supported with people who have your back, understand 
your background, empathize with your barriers, see your brilliance, and are cheering for 
your best! 
 
If we can help you or your organization achieve its Wellness Potential in any way, please 
feel free to reach out right here: abe@wellnessinnovate.com 
 

 
 
My best, 
 

Abe Brown 

Founder and CEO 
Certified Flourishing Coach™ and Flourishing Workplaces™ 
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Certified Flourishing Coaching™ 
Mission, Vision, and Values 
 

Mission Clarifies Your Objectives: Your Why 
The Mission of the Certified Flourishing Coaching™ is changing the world by empowering 
people, families, leaders, businesses and non-profits to flourish. 
 
 
 

Vision Defines Your Target: Your What and Your Where 
The Vision of the Flourishing Coaching Program is to empower human flourishing in every 
area of life and business. 
 
The Vision of Certified Flourishing Coaching™ is to train and certify coaches who empower 
individuals, teams, and workplaces to flourish in every area of life and business. From 
wellbeing and exceptional mental health, to personal resiliency and high performance, to 
relationships and parenting, to career and the workplace, to leadership and business, to 
sales and creativity, we offer training and certification for those who want to empower and 
support others to flourish. Our dream is to fill the world with Certified Flourishing Coaches™ 
so that human flourishing thrives. 
 
 
 

Values Drive Behavior: Your How (How You Will Operate) 
The Values of Certified Flourishing Coaching™ include:  

• People 
• Empowerment 
• Empathy 
• Respect 
• Bravery 
• Integrity 
• Excellence  
• Contribution 
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Author: ABE BROWN, MBA  
Founder, Certified 
Flourishing Coaching™  
 
Abe Brown, MBA, CMCT, CPHSA is the Coach’s 
Coach and is an Entrepreneur, Professional 
Speaker, International Best-Selling Author, and 
High-Performance Leadership Coach. He is the 
founder of Certified Flourishing Coaching™ and 
the Flourishing Coaching Program™, and the 
CEO of Wellness Innovate Corporation. Abe is 
also the author of the Certified Flourishing 
Coaching™ Programs.  
 
Abe is known as the Coach’s Coach, and is 
people-first. He is passionate about supporting 
people, relationships, entrepreneurs, 
businesses, and non-profits to thrive. 
Flourishing people produce flourishing rela-
tionships, businesses, and workplaces, along 
with high performance and profound positive 
impact. Abe is also passionate about workplace mental health and changing the world by 
changing the workplace. Along with the team at Wellness Innovate, Abe is the creator of 
Flourishing Workplaces™.  
 
Abe has started or led several businesses and non-profits into the tens of millions of dollars 
and has worked in the entrepreneur space, corporate space, and non-profit space at Senior 
Executive levels. As past President of one of the largest Life & Executive Coach Training and 
Certification organizations in the world for 13 years, Abe trained and certified thousands of 
Life and Executive Coaches in North America and around the world.  
 
Abe is focused on coaching leaders, executives, and entrepreneurs towards high-perfor-
mance, resilience, and over-the-top results in both life and business. Abe has also been a 
professional speaker for over two decades, having spoken professionally in 4 continents and 
over 20 countries, and has spoken to audiences of tens of thousands. 

 
Abe and the global team are pioneering the very first evidence-based coaching model that 
taps into the psychology of flourishing with a certified coaching practitioner lens. Abe earned 
a Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) from the University of Calgary Haskayne School 
of Business and a Master’s in Religious Education and Counselling. 
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Contributor: Coco Alexander 
Facilitator, Certified 
Flourishing Coaching™  

Coco Alexandra is the co-founder of HK's top 
communications agency Voltage PR, a Certified Life 
Coach, Soul Coach, Akashic Records Master and 
Intuitive Healer. She weaves together her 16 years 
of entrepreneurship, PR and digital marketing 
experience with her spiritual wisdom to guide and 
support clients through deep transformational 
healing. 

Her global reach includes working with Fortune 500 
clients, entrepreneurs who want to elevate their 
business, women transitioning into motherhood, 
relationship trauma and those who are ready to 
dive deeper into spiritual expansion through 
exploring healing modalities.   

Coco is known as a people's person. As a mother, she has a natural instinct in supporting 
others on their journey wherever they may be in life from a non-judgmental space. She's 
passionate about helping clients shift through relationship and familial trauma to heal and 
create a wholesome life they can thrive and flourish in. Whoever has her in their corner has 
a personal cheerleader on their team.   

Coco is excited to bring her extensive life and business experience, along with significant 
coaching and speaking, into the space of facilitating the Certified Flourishing Coach training 
in Hong Kong and SE Asia. 
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Dr. Wayne Hammond, Ph.D.  
Senior Advisor, Certified Flourishing Coaching™  
 
Dr. Hammond is a founding partner and 
CSO with Flourishing Life Technologies 
and holds an adjunct status with Ambrose 
University and the Cumming School of 
Medicine at the University of Calgary. 
Wayne is a significant contributor to the 
Certified Flourishing Coaching™ Programs.  
 
Over the past 30 years, he has primarily 
worked with complex youth and their 
families and is considered a leading expert 
on the concept of resilience and positive 
psychology as well as enhancing strengths 
capacity building and well-being in the 
context of academic, organizational, and 
community culture. He has served in clin-
ical supervisory capacities, worked in a 
comprehensive residential treatment cen-
ter, and has provided clinical services in 
an inpatient/outpatient forensic and 
hospital setting.  
 
He is an active lecturer with regards to understanding the role of human flourishing and 
well-being, and the implications for nurturing positive coping and mental health through a 
strength-based approach of preparing people and organizations to thrive. His specialty is 
neuroscience and the science around resiliency.  
 
Dr. Hammond is Senior Advisor to Certified Flourishing Coaching™.  As the Founding Partner 
and CSO of Flourishing Life, Dr. Hammond is partnering in our efforts to create strengths-
based practice and coaching models for various certifications that draw upon the Flourishing 
Life model of applied practice and use of the Flourishing Life Questionnaire (FLQ). 
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	See, the paradox in the change conversation is always HOW? How do we integrate new information and change into our own lives in a sustainable way? The “what” is often easy in terms of defining what to do. But “how” to do it? The “how” is always the ch...
	Using the evidence-based approach in Flourishing, we have discovered a process where a Certified Flourishing Coach™ can help an individual create lasting and sustainable change. We call it, “The Flourishing Model For Transformational CHANGE™”, and the...
	The coach does NOT create or drive the change, the change is created and driven by the individual. However, by following the Six Steps For Transformational Change, lasting and sustainable change can occur in the individual. Here is the Flourishing Mo...
	Part of the work of Dr. Keyes revolved around what is called, “The Dual Continuum Of Mental Health And Mental Illness”. The dual continuum provides a contemporary view of mental health and wellbeing, showing that mental health and mental illness are s...
	3. Empathize with whoever you converse. Try to understand how they feel, and why they might have a particular viewpoint. What barriers are you putting up in this conversation? We all come from different backgrounds with varied experiences.  Are we mak...
	Tone of Voice
	Body Posture
	Be Aware Of Other's Body Language.
	Respond With Real Curiosity
	Self-Reflection Questions:
	Rate yourself from 1 to 5 (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree)

	 I hold the key to better health through eating better, sleep, and exercise.
	 I listen to my body and give it what it needs.
	 I am intentional with my day. I am present. I am in control.
	 I’m having a great day because I choose to.
	 I am grateful for my health and wellness.
	 My body is healthy. My mind is sharp. My spirit is at peace.
	 I choose who enters my life and I surround myself with loving people.
	 I am mentally in tune with what I need and want today.
	 I honor my mind, body, and spirit by being kind to myself and others.
	 I am grateful for this body that carries me through the journey of life.
	 I radiate positive energy, which brings good things back to me.
	 Every cell in my body is alive and thriving.
	 My body is a temple. I keep my temple clean.
	 I am getting stronger every single day.
	 My well-being is my number one priority.
	 I will not entertain or partake in what does not serve me.
	 Each moment is a steppingstone that leads me closer to my goals.
	 I exhale negativity and inhale strength.
	 I appreciate my body for its resilience.
	 In my stillness, I find strength, clarity, and focus.
	 I am saying “yes” to all things that serve my health today.
	 My mental strength leads to my physical wellness.
	“The Bedroom Environment: An in-depth look at how each aspect of your bedroom setting influences how well you sleep”, October 16, 2020, https://www.sleepfoundation.org/bedroom-environment
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